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CH j'\.P'I' ER
THE PIWBLEH AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE
L HrER.ODUCT'ION
Few, ~f any, educators w~ll deny the emerging importance
of guidance services in the schools of the nation today as
industrialization and technological advancements have created
one of the most complex and competitive societies in the history
of man.
The complexity of the situation is most apparent in the
largo urban communities where a conglomeration of backgrounds
cultural, educational and environmental -- has occurredft
Frank W. Miller states:
Guidance in our educational system today is
characterized by dynamic growth, constant change, and
perplexing issues" Because of our democratic origins,
technological advances, educational research, and a
variety of social and economic forces, tho past half
century has witnessed the growth of a new profession,
deeply rooted in the traditional fields of psychology,
,sociology, and education, yet beginning to develop
some unique characteristics of its own~l
Only through the competent application of counseling
techniques, and other phases of the pupil personnel services
programs can we as educators hope to utilize the capabilities
and possibilities for excellence of todayts even more comnlex
student population to regain, or maintain, the position
1 Fr-ank w"-_ GL ... .!,)..., ~~ e
(Columbus, Ohio:
Miller, guidance princi les and services
Charles E .. j\1erTlllBooy:s, Tnc , , 1901 , p ..i:ii"
2of eminence of the nation in the world of science and
80ci010[;ica1 progress among the leaders in the search for mans 1:3
right to maintain his innate dignity to be the individual that
the educator recognizes as the goal of education, and,
speCifically, the goal of the guidance processese
Miller defines guidance as the process of helping the
individual achieve the self-understanding and self-direction
neceaaar-y to make the maximum adjustment to school, home,
and community ..2
To meet the responsibilities inherent in such a
grovJing, dynamic aoc Lety , today's schools have, of necessi.ty,
enlarged and modified their programs of education and, in
accordance with those additional responsibilities in
implementation, the guidance and/or pupil personnel services
departments have also been expanded ..
Not only the responsibility of teaching the three "l~'S,1I
but the school's responsibility of meeting the concerns of
perpetuation of the democratic, republican mode of life by the
enhancement of each student's intellectual, social and cultural
development, is the purpose of the guidance and academic personnel
in the educational systems.
2Ibid., p. 7.
3The USDESEA school system has recognized the need for
these new responsibilities to deal with the psychological and
social.adjustments of students arisinG from the anxi.etLee,
frustrations, and tensions being created in the confusion of
today's societyo
'I'o achieve the goals of adequately preparing our
students to cope w i.th society's complexity, provisions have
been made to extend some type of guidance activity at all
levels of the school system which extends from kindergarten
through secondary school. As with most stateside school systems,
the greatest amount of effort has been concentrated within
the secondary school levels.. At present, the staffing of
Becondary schools is at the ratio of one counselor for each
250-350 stUdents.. Each counselor is rated at the Class II Teacher
level in most schools. In schools having a minimum of three
counselors, an individual designated as Supervising Counselor is
aSSigned with a rating of GS-118 Additional spaces have been
alloted for a Cooperative WorJ-cExperience Coordinator, E\' Career
Counselor and a School Nurse in most schools, with the majority
being given Class II positions.
In a query to the author's school counselor, it was dis-
covered that an overall evaluation of the guidance services had not
been attempted recently and it was the opinion of the author that such
an evaluation of the 33 high schools in the USDESEA system
could provide Ln f'or'mat Lon and insight profitable to all
educators and, specifically, counselors in the systeme
reo pr oduc e a clear picture of the existing programs in
the schools, an unbiased overview was necessary.. 'I'he use tuLne ss
of this overview would depend upon the manner in which it
would be applied to the individual schools that cooperated
in the survey.. ':[1he writer was hope f'ul, that the administration
would find the study a device for locating and further
strengthening the program's strong points and devising
methods of overcoming the weak points that might be exposed
in the study ..
II. THE PROBLEl1 AND rnm pnOCEDURE
The problem, in the writer's opinion, was to investigate
the present practices of the gui.dance pr-ogr-amand to evaluate
the services now in effect in the terms of their propriety in
meetLng the needs of the student, the commun.i.ty , and the country ~
To evaluate the programs as now existent, it was first
necessary to construct some type of an instrument that wo u.Ld,
hopefully, represent an execplary program of guidance.. It should
reflect the opinions of experts in the fields of counseling
and gUidance, and should contain criteria that are
standards 0 f the It i.deal"guidanc e progr-am, There fore, the
criteria were constructed only after a thorough investigation
and study of literature, and courses, in the field of gu.idEtnce,
and related literatUre and fields~ A check-list style of
instrument was then compiled to serve as a device to aid in
comparLng the criteria to the provisions to be met by the
gUidance services_3
In conducting the survey, it was necessary to secure
the most complete cooperation among the guidance personnel
of the USDESEA schoolse It was decided to ask the Director
of Pupil Personnel Services, Dr..William Bastendorf, for
permission to conduct the survey and for assistance Ln
completion of the evaluation"
Following this, it was decided to send two copies of
the instrument to each school's director of guidance, requesting
that both copies be completed, retaining one for comparison
and for future reference if clarification of replies should
prove nec ensar-y, Because of the great oj.stances involved
(USD:ESEAstretches from England to 'Pur-key and from
Ethiopia to Norway), it was necessary to conduct the study
via Army and Air Force and Navy Post Offices"
From the replies received, and following evaluation by
7)Appendix A.
6the' r-oaearchar . eu" - t· c" t., u _ ,'-' .i !,ges.ocns ror lmprovemen of VJeal.;;:or
Low ar-eas wou.td be made and continuation and further
strengthening of strong points would be emphasized, as
they appeared in the guidance programs evaluated ..
Aft er completion 0 f the above-li.sted Darts 0 f the- ~
program of evalUation, a presentation of the data was to be
made with results being furnished to the schools concerned and
the Directorate FPS Director ..
An over~all rating was essayed by the researcher for
separate services and for the programs of the individual
schco Ls , No comparison, however, VIas attempted among the
schools ..
III.. ASSUMPTIONS .AND LIMITATIONS
'11[18 overseas schools supported by the government of the
United states is administered by the Department of Defense
under the auspices of the Congress of the United states,
utilizing appropriations from that body.
These schools find themselves in a very peculiar situation
in the over-all educational system of the United States&
A public school system, staffed by American teachers, in
the main (local nationals are usually employed to teach the
local language classes), it is, mostly, greatly isolated
7from its count eroart s in'c'118corrtL e t 1 1-' .+-.s: ._ - n n·,a. lmlvS e
In such a widespread environment, the schools located
throughout the geol~raphical limitations 0 f the globe, the
guidance facilities of the schools MUST assume a role of
even greater import than that normally accepted in the
stateside schoo1 communities ..
Obviously, the guidance program must be held in its
proper relationship with the other two major areas of
respons~bility -- the administrational and instructional
disciplines. However, with the added responsibility of the
community's removal from its native American environment,
it should be a "natural" that a more concerted effort at
evaluation, revision, and modification of the needs of the
program be in a constant state to keep the optimum service
The United states Dependents Schools, European Area
(USDESEA) is located throughout the countries of England,
so necessary to the local American community ..
Scotland, Spa.i.n, Germany, Norway, Ethi.opj_a,'Turkey, Greece,
Morocco, Denmark, Crete, Italy, and West Palcistan.. In this
far-flung system, it is virtually impossible to coordinate
all the accepted guidance services which are present
8in the majority of the school corporations in the
United states~ For the very reason, however, that they are
American schools, in a foreign location, it is of even more
paramount i.mportance that the services be of the optimum,
or the ideal, program -- to the greatest extent possible ..
With this goal, a survey of the staffing and facilities
of the guidance departments in the 33 secondary schools of
USDESEA was proposed, as well as an evaluation of the services
offered, utilizing the writings of the various experts accepted
in the field of guidance to establish the instrument reflecting the
characteristics of that "optimum," or as Indiana's Superintendent
of Public Instruction designates it, an "Exemplary Guid.ance
Program" "
Again, because 0 f its far-flung uni ver se , the survey
was, of necessity, conducted by post, depending to a great
extent upon the cooperation of the directors of guidance in- ,-
the individual schools who answered the request for completion
of the check list"
Utilization of the returned check lists (see Appendix
A) Was the mainstay of the evaluation.. Further, personal visits
and individual letters were utilized with the schools in
9close proximity to the researcher" Additionally, a r-equest for
commerrts and evaluative remarks was made to the Pupil
Personnel Services coordinators of the Directorate, USDESEA
and the coordinators of each of the seven school districts
comprising the USDESEA system.
The check list requested that it be completed in view
of the services and philosophies as indicated and as to the
extent to which t.hese particular services were provided within
the particular schoole Along with these requests, it was
indicated that comments as to needed revisions and new
methods of implementing those revisions be included~
The study had no intention of comparing individual
schools, nor did it attempt to evaluate any service other than
the services of the guidance portion of the total school pr-ogram ,
IV. DEFINITION OF TERMS
Career Day (or Night). A program whereby individuals
representing various aspects of the industrial world visit
the school to share the various requirements for participating
in their fields of endeavor.
College Day (or Night). A program in which i.ndividu.als
representing institutions offering educational opportunities
beyond high school describe the various institutions to
10
interested students and parents and/or sponsors"
~ctorate.. 'I'he office of the auper-Ln t endent of
schools for the total system of schools servicing the
military communities in the USDESEA area ..
DoD. Department of Defense"
External tests. Tests which are given within the
school primarily for the purpose of furnishing information to
agencies outside the local school systemo These will include
various tests for college entrance requirements and scholarship
programs ..
Full-time counselor" A counselor whose primary
responsibility is to counsel individuals.
Late enrollee" A student who does not enter a
particular school at the beginning of the freshman yea:r.,
Part-time counselor.. A counselor whose primary field
of responsibility is not the counseling of individuals"
Heceiving school.. The particular school that receives
any student from a sending school~
Sending school. Any school that sends stUdents to a
particular high school upon completion of the requi:rements
for entry into that high school. May be an elementary school
or a junior high schoolo
11
Supervising counselo~. A counselor whose primary
responsibility is for the functioning of the guidance and
PPS programs in a particular school" He is directly
responsible to the principal and/or the PPS coordinator,
USDESEA ..
USDESEA. United states Dependents Schools, European
Area~ Includes all American schools funded by DoD within
the geographical limits 0 f the United Ki.ngdom , Continental
Europe, Turkey, North Africa, Arabia, and the Mediterranean
Area ..
CHAPTER II
I"{EVIEW OF RELNI'ED LITERA'I'URE
'To obtaj_n a background for the study intended, it was
necessary to thoroughly review the literature in the field
of guidance organization and administration and, specifically,
eva Luat Lon techniques and instruments" Since the intent
of the survey was to evaluate the degree to which the
USDESEA programs met their objectives and/or those of an
nidealll program, special attention was given to those
sar-vLces that most experts agree are found in that "ideal"
program, and the criteria for evaluating that program ..
The more significant aspects of these writers are presented
here.
r, SERVICES OF' 'rHE PROGRltN
While the exemplary guidance program must be designed
to be far above the average program to serve as an ideal and
guide for the particular school program, it is recognized
that the individual school must tailor its progr-am to suit
the community which it serves.. In the Department of De f'ensse
schools, this proeram is further complicated by placement
13
of the achooLs in an overseas location, yet with the goal
0.1" providing an oducat Lon that will enable the student to
assume his/her place in an American community ..
The cultural and socio-economic needs of the community
are, by regulations governing travel and qua.rters a.lLoc at.Lon,
a somewhat more homogenous environment, yet even then there
is the need for specific guidance modifications as the
individuality of the students vary greatly a13 to their
needs lli1ddesires.
Hollis and Hollis point out this need:
Obviously every local situation will involve
different needs, and guidance personnel must adapt
postulates, techniques, and materials to the cir-
cumstances.. The organizational pattern and the
philosophy within a given situation are as complex
~nd as in~ividualized as the personalities
J..nvolved..
The need is also inherent in the guiding principles as
delineated in National Study of Seconda.ry School Evaluation's
Section G:
.... 'I'he ae services are organized to give
continuous assistance to each student in knowing
himself as an individual and as a member of
society; in making the most of his strengths and in
relating this information realistically to his needs
and potentialities; in helping him with the social-
moral-spiritual problems common to youth; and in
1,Joseph W"" Hollis and Lucille Hollis) Organizing for
Effective Guidance (Chicago, Ill ..: Science R.esearch ~.
Associa 98, .nc., 1965), pe 30
discovering and developing creative interests
and appreciationso2
A further acceptance of the need for tailoring the
program to fit the cormnunity is combined in the Ohio State
Board of Education's philosophy:
lIe. e The mission of education in our country:
is, therefore, to provide for the fullest possible
development of the talents and potentialities of
our young people in order that they may participate
effectively in the cultural, political, so~ial,
and economic life of our democracy. e .. "II_)
Addit:Lonally, the approval of individuality among the
schools is given by Mortensen and Schmuller as they state:
• (I • As guidance must be adapted to the
particular needs of individuals and communities,
it is necessary that each district and sometimes
each school determine needs, establish objectives,
and define the services to be performed.4
Another emphasis of the importance of the guidance
services in the program is given by Rosecrance and Hayden
'who state that:
2National Study of Second.Cl..rySchool Evaluation,
Evaluative Criteria, 1960 Edition, Section G, Guidance
Services nVaS1lington, DeC .. , "1950), p ..273 ..
30hio Department of Education, The Organization of
pUEil Servi,ces (Columbus, oiu», 1964)) p..Ie
4Donald G" Mortensen and Allen M" Schmuller, Guidance
in ::[loday'sSchools (New York: John Wiley and Son, Iric:-;-"19"5"9),
P. 63.
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~ 0 Q The foundation of all effective pupil person-
neL progrclInsis service -- service to pupils, to
teachers, to parents, and to the communitYe The
authors believe that these services can best be
~rovid~d if. emphasis is placed on help~n~ pupils
~o meet thelr needs at each grade level~7
That the selection of, and responsibilities for,
guidance services is of paramount importance is supported
by Johnson, Buford and Edelfelt who state:
The pupil personnel function is made up of those
acti;vities-and services which ar e individualized
attempts to aid the pupil in the maximum devel-
opment of his potentialities in accordance with
his unique background and equipment. The activities
and services help him grow in his understanding of
himself and his society, so that he may assume
increasing responsibilities for his vocational,
personal, and emotional directionc. While many of
these activities are performed by the teacher, this
function is a secondary responsibility of the
teacher, and a primar:x responsibility of the pupil
personnel specialistoo
In addition to the three areas spt3cified above,
vocational, personal, and emotional, a complete listing
of the services in the pupil personnel services division of
the school system is provided by these authorse Among those
are the guidance services:
5.Francis C., Hosecrance and Velma Do Hayden, School
Guidance and Personnel Services (Boston: Allyn and i3acori~·
Ince, 1960), p. 50.
6Walter Fe Johnson, Buford Stefflre, and Roy A~
Edelfelt, pu i1 Personnel and Guidance Services (New York:
I'1cGrt;iJN-HilBook Dornpany , .mc , , 190.. , pe 0 ..
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Guidance services are those pupil personnel
services which are planned and adrl1inistered
at the individual school level, although they
may get professional coordination and stimulation
from SUpervisors with system-wide responsibilitYe
The gUidance services as usually described are
five .i.nnumber and areidenti.fiable from kinder-
garten through the twelfth grade ..
a.. The individual inventory service is one
of gathering, recording, and making; avai.lable
information about the pupil which will be USef'l11to
those teaching or counseling him.. The service is
performed by and for the entire professional staff,
although it may be given leadership by the
coordinator of guidance who is often the counselor~
'I'hotesting program is a part of the indi.vidualinventory service~
be The information service consists in the
provision of up-tO-date and accurate information,
whether vocational, educational, or personal-
social.. Like the individual inventory service,
this activity is shared by all but usually
coordin~ted by one person.. Activities dealing
with orientation to a new school and articulation
betvJeen school levels are included in the
information service ..
c. The counseling service provides individual
help in mak.i.ngdecisions about personal problems ..
This service requires the presence of trained
counselors, a private place to talk to students
one at a time and inclination to talk to students
-- that is, to counsel them.. A counselor is
someone who has the time released from teaching
to work with individual students.. He has-
counseling and guidance responsibilities beyond
those of the regular teaching staffe He has had
specialized courses in understanding pupils and
c~unseling theme He is competent in ~s~chometrics
and other tools used in school counseling.
--
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do The placement service aids in puttingpupils into appropriate jobs or educational
settings. It involves decisions about promoting
group and academic credit for wor-k experience.. -
Obviously, the proper functioning of this service
is dependent upon the previously mentionedguidance services.
e. The evaluation service is sometimes referred
to as the research service of the follow-up service
eIt gathers data to permit jUdgments about various
aspects of the school program" The di.scussi.on
previously given of the system-wide research applies
also to this service.. 'I'r-ad.itLon places this
activity in the administratione7
The authors further summarize the program of guidance
serVices:
Typically, school guidance services are
divided into these classifications: (1) individual
analysis, (2) educational, occupational, and socio-
personal information serVice, (3) counseling, (4)
placement and follow-up, (5) assisting school staff,
and (6) 8'coordinating home, school, and communit.yfactors.
Guidance services are delineated by Downing to be:
The program includes specialized servicesof t.esting, counseling, educational and
Vocational information, placement and follow-up.9
He fUrther states that.:
7I"bl'd., 14 16____ Pp. - •
o
°1.l?1£o, p. 193.
9Lester N. Downing, Guid~nce and Counseling Servi.ces,An Introduction (New York; McGraw-HilI Book Company, Inc e ;1968), p. '7.
--
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The following services const~tute the usual
pattern of activities within a guidance program
and are called "basic elementsl!:
Ie Pupil inventory service -- records"
2.. Pupil appraisal -...tests and measurements"
3.. Counseling ..
4. Information service.
5.. Placement.6e Follow-up"lO
Mortensen and Schmuller list the services of the pupil
personnel services program as:
Guidance Services. Individual study, counsel-
ing, eaucationaI and career planning, consultation
services to teachers and parents on pupil
characteristics and development$
PSlchological Services" Specialized diagnostic
work, including testing, referral, and counseling
concerning learning potential and efficiency and
related personal-social problemse
School Social Work Services" Home-schOOl welfare
and case worK involving pare'nts, pupils, community
and legal agencies, neighborhood conditions and
problems, and teacher-parent relations ..
Health Services.. Nurses, physicians, and other
healtIiworkers Iie'Ipthe learner to maintain good
health and provide health instruction and counseling"Treatment is facilitated but not provided.
Pupil Attendance. Attendance counseling, school
exemptions, re-aamissions, withdrawals and transfers,
work permits, pupil records, and statistical reports ..
Testin~ and Measurements. Normally included
in evaluation, guiaance, and psychological services"
lOIbid., p. 8.
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Research~ Pupil personnel studies of student
characteristics, folloll/-upstudies, surveys of
practicrP' and special situati.ons of community
f or-c es , .
Hatch and Stefflre define the major educational functions
as "instructional, administrative, and personnel .." 'I'he
personnel function is further defined as:
The educational processes that are planned
specifically for each individual student to assist
him to become more self-directive and socially .
integrated are designated as the personnel function_l2
'I'hey further indicate that pupil personnel services
include:
1.. Attendance
2" Guidance
3.. Health
4.. Psychological counseling5. l{esearch
6. Social work13
Miller considers the necessary characteristics of a
guidance program to be:
1.. It has developed gradually rather than
llDonald G..Mortensen and Allen M ..Schmuller, oPe cit ..,p. 134.
l2Raymond N. Hatch and Buford Stefflre, Administration
of Guidance Services (Englewood Cliffs, N..J.: Prentice-Hall,Inc., 1965), p. 17.
13~., p .. 19..
--
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being superimposed abruptly on school and staff
alike ..
20 It is idealistic in its announced goals
and realistic in its current performance ..
3.. It fosters continuous communication between
all members of the school staff ..
4" It has special facil.ities at its disposal ..
5A It is inEerwoven with the inBtructio~al
program"
6.. It brings guidance services to every
student, not just to those in distress.7. It plays an important role in the school's
public relations program ..
8.. It is constantly engaged in a process of
self-examination ..
9.. It insures a balance in the services it
offers pupilsftl4
In addition to the services to be included in the pupil
personnel services program, it is necessary that the program
be backed by the teachers and administrators on the school
staff.. Ohio's Department of Education points out that the
essentials in a gUidance program are:
I ..
II.
III.
IV.
Guidance staff
Guidance facilities
Guidance coordination and administration
Guidance activitiesl5
Humphreys and Traxler suggest that to make the various
services yield dividends for the community, and to be successful,
l4Frank W. Miller, 0E~ cit.., PP..52-54 ..
l5state of Ohio, Department of EducatLon , Program Review
for Guidance (Columbus, Ohio, 1972), p. 2.,
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the baclcing of the teaching staff and the administration is
of prime Lmpoz-tance, 'I'hcystate:
In an educational institution, the program of
guidance services, through the central activity
of counseling, is the means whereby the guidance
point of view is implementede The success of thisprogram deoends upon the whole-hearted cooperation
among teachers and specialized guidance workers
within the education;l institution; and between
guidance workers in schools and colleges and Ln
business and industrYelb
It is also felt that the a@linistration can facilitate
the advancement of the program by adjusting class size and
composition, by making physical facilities more readily available
and pleasing, by providing funds for source material and extra-
curricular activities, and by assuming and delegating authority
properly for the direction of the program ..
Peters and Farwell point out:
The administrative design prevalent in any
given school can very well be the determining
factor in whether the guidance point of view
can be put into effect, or whether such an
approach is acknowledged but cannot blossom
because of organizational and situational
l6J. Anthony Humphreys and Arthur Ee Traxler, Guidance
Services (Chicago: Science Research ASSOCiates, Inc." 1954.),
p. 13.
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limitation ..17
It became apparent as sources were sought that most
of the authorities agreed on certain definite services in a
gUidance prograrJ1"
Pruett and Shertzer list the guidance function as
providing six major services:
1. Information service
2. Individual inventory
3" Testing
4.. Counseling
5. Placement and follow-up60 Program evaluation and-research,,18
Hollis and Hollis had a somewhat different summarization
with the following comments:
A comprehensive guidance program includes
seven services~ The scope of each service may
vary with the circumstances of the local schooland community~
Five services are designed to serve individuals
directly: information; testin~, measurement, and
individual aEpraisaI (TMIA); couns'eIin~; !ilacement;
and ·follow....! rough. Research services, t'e sixth,
involves activities that contriEute information to
the other guidance services for use in
modifications, for eValuations, and for identifying
and understanding the unique characteristics
of the population served. The information
l7Herman J. Peters and GailF'a_t'well,Guidance: A
Develo~Emental Ap:,eroach(Chicago: Rand McNally ana Compa.riy,1959), p. 374.
18Rol1a F. Pruett and Bruce Shertzer, Guidance SerVices
in Secondary Schools (Indianapolis: Department of Public -Instruction, 1962), p. 12.
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from research aer-vLce is useful for assiBting
individuals, and it furnishes material for the
seventh service, evaluation~ The evaluation
services functions primarily to determine the
effectivenes~ and e~f~c~encr of the guidanceprogram and .i.ts acti.vLt.Les..9
II.; EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
In any eva1uation, it is necessary to set up some type
of an evaluative instrument, which must be based on criteria
selected as representative of the objectives of the program
undergoing evaluation ..
Most authorities, if not all, agree that such a
selection of material is difficult.. But, they also agree,
such a selection is imperative.
According to Walter S..Lee, a high agreement on the
dimens~lons of a program of evaluation was found as follows:
1. Definition of the objectives of the
program or activity to be evaluated ..
2.. Establishment of criteria against wh.i.ch
these objectives can be measured.3. Design of instruments and techniques by
which this program can be measured.
[I-.. Collection of data from all necessary
sources.
5. Analysis of data and judgment against the
criteria about the quantity of and the quality of
the progress toward achievement of the stated
ob;jectives..20
19Joseph W. Hollis and Lucille Hollis, 012- cit., pc>271 ..
20Walter S. Lee, The EValuation of School Guidance
Programs, reprint from The SChool Counselor, November";l:969
tChronicle Guidance Publications, Inc..), p..2..
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Lee further states:
The first step in evaluation is to set up
criteria, i"e .., standards for making judgments"
Before developing a set of criteria, however --
in fact, long before the beginning of evaluation
of the guidance program -- it is necessary to
formulate a list of objectives stated as specifically
and as clearly as possible" Usable criteria cannot
be established if the standard for measuring
becomes so vague and indefinite that meaningful
evaluation is impractical~2l
Also, it is stressed that such criteria should be as
objective as possible so that when various evaluators apply
the cri.teria, equitable judgments are possible" However,
subjective data must alsO be considered because of the
descriptive quality they add to an evaluation,,22
With this type of an instrument serving as a measuring
deVice, or standard, a systematic appraisal can be made to
indicate the effect of the program, the dimensions of the
pr-ogr-am, and the functioning of the program; whether or not
the program is doing or accomplishing the objectives for which
it was intended.
As previously noted in this paper, experts place several
services within the confines of the guidance program in the
secondary Bchool. After careful consideration of the total
listings, a decision was made to utilize the services delineated
by Hollis and Hollis as a basis for this study: information;
testing, measurement, and individual apprcl.isal (nlIA);
2l~., p" 3 ..
22Ibid., p .. 3 ..
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counseling; placement (divided into educational and vocational);
follow-through; research and evaluation. Research was combined
vlith the evaluation services for the purpose of this study ..
It was the determination of the writer that this delineation was
the most appropriate to the USDESEA school system ..
An appraisal of the objectives of the guidance programs,
as stated, would also be attempted ..
Hany of the authorities in the field of guidance have
devised instruments to be utilized in evaluating programs
through the compilation of a check list of criteria.. Some
of those devices will be described ..
of Certification for education licensing is Indiana, VIas the
recently-compiled "Criteria for Exemplary Guidance Progra.1'!1Sin
Indiana" which purports to measure "the effectiveness of
guidance programs,,23 in Indiana ..
Of paramount importance to the researcher, since his state
The instrument includes a listing of criteria with
directions for completing the enclosed check list of observable
practices to be completed by principals, teachers, and
23Sparkle G. Crowe, "Guidance Services in Indiana PublicSchools" (Indianapolis: Department of pu131ic Instruction,
1970-71), p. iii.
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students as applicable.. The check list includes such areas
8.S philosophy and objectives, staff, program, facilities and
provisions, and financial supporto24 Additionally, provision
is made for compiling a score to be compared to "standardsll
which would indicate an "exemplary score" and/or "sub-standard
score ..,,25 (It was deemed to be of such import, that portions
of the instrument are reproduced in Appendix B ..) Each question
i.8 rated as to possible score, with totals and sub-totals
being given with which to rate each section individually~
The state of Ohio's Division of Guidance and Testing,
Department of Education, has also been active in compiling
evaluation instruments and has recently published an
"Evaluative Criteria for a Secondary School Guidance
program.,,26 Its stated basic concept includes:
The purpose of this publication is to assist
school personnel to study and make judgments about
their own secondary school guidance program ...." ..
Evaluative criteria are statements of guidance
program provisions and activities which are generally
considered desirable and effective toward the
attainment of guidance objectives • ..• 0
All school staff members, including teacher,
24Ibid., pp. 1-2.-
25Ibid .., p. 21.-
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counselor, and administrator, are responsible
participants in the guidance program.. ......
Each guidance program provision or activity
should give sup"port-to the attainment of
established guidance objectives.. .." "The evaluative criteria in this publication have
been especially designed for the secondary
school ........
'I'he publication can be used as a means of
assisting counselors, administrators, teachers
and others to share Lde as and opinions about their
own school's guidance program" : ..,,27
Judgments on the adequacy to which the school is meeting
the criteria are described by responding to the statements
with a valuation of 1 2 3 N ?, indicating the extent to
which the criteria is being met, or is desirable,,28
Additionally, the "Program Heview for Guidance" booklet
is available for evaluating the areas of staffing, facilities
eqUipment, coordination and administration, pr-ogr-am
activities of counseling, consultation, parent conferences,
information, pupil appraisal and records, and teacher,
commum.t y , and administrator participation and student placement ..
Each area has a listing of criteria to be considered
with the reviewer being asked to list strong and weak points
and additional points for consideration&
Hatch and Stefflre also request that the students
complete an evaluative check list of the school guidance
27~ .., p , i.
28Ibid .., p .. 1.
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program with their "Check. List for High School Students .."
The main purpose is to determine Ifill.what way the school
can be of greater value to the students" that will be
entering the school latero
Part I is an .i.nd.i,vidual inventory to determine the amount;
of information received and the attempt to adapt school programs
to fit the needs of the stUdents. Parts II and III are
intended to assess the amount of assistance received by
the student while in high school, the type of assistance
received and the individuals who gave the greatest amount of
assistance to the student ..29
An additional student appraisal instrument is the same
authors' "Check List for the High School Progrcuu," an
unpublished bulletin prepared by the Guidance and Counselor
training staff, College of Education, Michigan State
University, East Lansing, Michigan, 1954,.
Irhis list is divided into seven major areas, each
requesting a different method of appraisal.. The first is "The
Individual Inventory," to be used to determine what information
was obtained about the student and to determine to
what extent the information was utilized in aiding the
29Raymond N. Hatch and Buford Stefflre, Admipistratio~
of Guidance Services (Englewood Cliffs, N.Jo: Prentlce-Hal1,
Inc., 1965), pp ..434-438.
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individual student and staff members in the guidance program"
Part II is entitled "The Information Services" and is to
be used to appraise the extent to which the provisions of
the guidance program is met in providing library materials,
educational and occupational information and personal and
socio-economic information to the student" It also attempts
to evaluate the comprehensiveness of the program and the
extent to which the information is utilized in providing
for the students' and staff's usage of information services.
The third section is an evaluation of liThe Counseling
Services" with blanks to provide "yes" or "no" answers in
the appraisal of the areas of counseling, facilities, and
methods ..
"Placement Services" is the fourth area of inquiry, again
utilizing the "yes-no" technique to determine the individual
responsible for administering the service, the students
served, and the facilities and time available to the
individual in need of these services ..
Part V is the "Follow-Up Service" rating the studies
made on graduates from the school. An attempt is made also
to determine the amount to which thas information is used
to modify the offerings of the school curriculum ..
30
An evaluative rating of "great deal," "some,1Iand
"little or none" is requested in Part VI which refers to
"Organization and Administration of the Guidance Servicese"
The category is considered through seven items including
the areas of interest of the administration, planning for
development, community resources, financing, in-service
training, and evaluation of the total guidance program ..
The seventh,and last, port~on of the check list concerns
"General Comments and Suggestions for Improvement" and is so
constructed as to allow the evaluator to consider the complete
and incomplete aspects of the present program and to suggest
improvements in the school guidance program.30
One, if not the major, purpose of research in the field
of guidance was to determine the criteria for the construction
of an evaluative check list for the purpose of conducting this
proposed field study. That the task was going to be difficult
was indicated when Lee stated "There are almost as many
suggestions for criteria as there are writers on the
sub,ject.1I31
Further, Rosecrance and Hayden concede that
31
The main obstacle to effective evaluation of
pupil personnel services is to find appropriate
techniques to discover whether or not such
service has helped each student to develop to
his optimum ..32 -
E __ Provision or condition is made extensively~
Another difficulty was the necessity to determine
the procedure for completing the check list of evaluative
criteria ..
In several instruments, "yes-no" answers sufficedo In
others, as with the Ohio Department of Education's evaluative
criteria, a rating of numerical value was indicated. In
other listings, the evaluator was asked to give a short
written description of the operations now in effect ..
Indiana's recently-completed "Criteria for Exemplary
numerical rating techniques ..
In almost all instances, an opportunity was given for
comments and suggesti.ons for implementation of improvements ..
After some comprehensive research, i.t seemed that the
rating scale utilized in the National Study of Secondary
School Evaluation'S Evaluative Criteria for Guidance Services
was best suited to this study ..
The use of the check list required the following:
32
S __ Provision or condition is made to a moderate
extent ..
L -_ Provision or condition is very limited or
missing, but is needed ..
M __ Provision or condition is missing but its need
is questioned.. This question might arise in
relation to the philosophy and objectives of
the school, the needs of the students, or
because of differences of opinion of
evaluators ..
N __ Provision or condition is not desirable or
does not apply~33
The above scale was placed on the first page of the
check list when submitted to the directors of guidance with
a request for completion of the check list, according to
these provisionS8
33NaU.onal Study of Secondary School Evaluation,
op. cit~, p. 274 ..
CHAPTER III
J~-:VALUATIVE CBITERIA.
The maj or dj"fficul ty besetting any evaluation is 0 ften
the problem of constructing an effective instrument against
which the program may be measured.. This cri.terion is IIEssentially ,
then, some demonstrable characteristic which serves as a standard
for making a qualitative or quantitative ,judgment.."l
Without such a measuring instrument, the evaluator would
find it impossible to compare any program.. iJ1hisdevice should
represent the "ideal" program. However, virtually no criterion
is entirely acceptable to all researchers ..2 It therefore
becomes necessary to arrive at criteria that are acceptable as
standards to the majority of experts.. If the evaluator of each
2. 1.£iQ.
individual program is not in sympathy with the criteria as
established, the evaluation would be invalid for the purpose
of a researcher.. For the evaluator might become prejudiced
agaj"nst the instrument and then not present a "true" picture
lBruce Shertzer & Shelley C" Stone, Fundamentals of
Counseling (New York: Houghton }l{ifflinComp'any) 1968), p , 521.
34
3Clark stuart Ketterman, An
,S ervi ces +n t~; Ind~ana po1.is p~b17l;'::c;,...,;r~~~~~::-r.;;:;"';':;':;:;';~~;;:;_":::'::::;';'::';~l;;'o:;:;;"':::::':~
Butler Unlverolty, 1963), p. 21.
4Hollis, 0E. cit., p. 271.
in terms of the criteria as established by the researcher ..
Moreover, the criteria must be specific in nature,
brief, concise, and to the point; and must spell out the
-zacceptable standards as expressed by experts.~
After a thorough review of related literature, the writer
selected as most representative the six services as listed
by Holli.s:
Five services are designed to serve individuals
directly: information; testin~, measurement, and
ind:Lvidual ariEraisal (TMIA?; couns<;Iin!;2;Elacement;
ana follow-t rougE. • 0 • lnformatlon from the
research service-furnishes information for the
seventh service -- evaluation. The evaluation
service functions primarily to determine the
effectiveness and efficiency of the guidance
program and its activities,,4
The author also decided to separate the placement
aer-vi.ces into educational and vocational placement services- -
as it was premised that vocational placement might be of
minor importance in the USDESEA schools environment.
In addition, the objectives of the programs were to be
included in the evaluation as to the extent to which the
utilization of the guidance program in the educational
philosophies of the school curriculum was determined.
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Specifically, the areas of evaluative study in this
study were to be: I, Objectives; II, Counseling; III, TMIA;
IV, Orientation; V, Educational Placement; VI, Vocational
..
Placement; VII, Follow-Through, and VIII, Evaluation8
I~ Ca) Definition of Guidance Objectiyes -- An objective
is an intent communicated by a statement describing a proposed
change in a learner __ a statement of what the learner is to
be like when he has successfully completed a learning
experience.5 Therefore, a guidance objective is a statement
of the expected outcome of a learner who has been involved in a
guidance situation; of the expected change in the counselee.
In the comprehensive guidance program, the objectives are
concerned with assisting the students to progress toward productive
and rewarding careers, to select and enter school courses and
student activities, to select and enter educational opportunities
beyond high school, to develop learning skills and values,
to partiCipate meaningfully in the opportunities of the
school, to develop self-understanding and identities, and to
assist students to develop interpersonal relationships,,6
5Robert Fe Mager, Pre~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Palo Alto, Cal.: Fearon Pu
6H• Eugene Wysong, oJ? cit., p ..3..
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II. Ca) Definition of Counseling Services
has been defined in many ways but there seems to be an
Counseling
(b) Evaluative Criteria for the Guidance Objectives --
Objectives should be clear and specific and definite enough to
serve as guides to the ultimate selection of what to doo The
objectives should be written and should be revised within each
two-year period ..?
agreement on the general characteristics of the typical
counseling service. All seem to agree with Miller that it is
a relationship between a client and an individualeB
Arbuckle defines counseling as "helping (the client)
him to come to see who he really is, and what he has and what
he does not have; what he can do easily, what he can do with
difficulty, and what he probably cannot do at all",,9
Further, the term counseling is commonly used to refer
?Sparkle G. Crowe, 0p. cit., p. 5.
8Frank W ..
(Columbus, Ohio:
p. 171.
to (1) a session between a counselor and a counselee, (2) a
session held by a counselor with two or more counselees
9Dugald S. Arbuckle, Counseling, PhilOSO~hY, Theor~
and Practice (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 19 0), P0
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sometimes referred to as group or multiple counseling, (3)
the techniques used by a counselor as he works with a
counselee, or (4) the counseling service as a whole~IO Counseling
services also include referral, record keeping, report
preparation, consultation both inside and outside school, and
various other activities.ll Counseling also includes physical
facilities, staff preparation and accessories for assisting in
the performance of the counseling process&
(b) Evaluative Criteria for Counseling Services -- The
counseling service is usually judged in terms of three major
components: presence of trained personnel, facilities for individual
interViews, and time available as a part of the regular day,,12
In this primary activity of the guidance program the stUdent is
helped to understand himself in relation to the developing and
17-changing worldQ J All counselors should have earned a counselor's
certificate and should be assigned full time to
counseling& There should be at least on~ full-time
lOJoseph W& Hollis and Lucille U8 Hollis, Organizing for
:F~ffectiveGuidance. (Chicago, Ill..: SRA, Inc.., 1965), p..333,,-
llIbid.
12Raymond N. Hatch and Buford Stefflre, Administration of
Guidance Services (Englewood Cliffs, N.J- .. : Prentice-Hall, Inc..,
1965), p.179. -
13APGA and NEA.,Answers to ~uestions About Guidance
(Washington, D.C ..: NEA, 1972), p...
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counselor for every 300 PUpilse14 The school provides an
opportunity for professional growth through in-service progrruns;
each member of the guidance staff assumes responsibility for
his own professional growth through formal classes and/or
workshops ..15 The guidance staff members have access to related
professional personnel for referral and consultation and there
is sUfficient clerical staff to insure that counselors devote
their time to generally-accepted activities of guidance.,l6
Facilities are provided so that each counselor has a
private counseling office with files for records, reports and
materials. Each office has shelf space for reference materials
and informational materials.17 Guidance facilities are near
but separate from the administrative offices.18 The guidance
area should include a reception-secretarial area, conference
room, individual testing room, small-group testing room, and
sUfficient storage room. . .. eProfessional equipment and
material should include tape recorder, gUidance records on each
Ohio:
14E. E. Holt, 'rhe Or~anization of Pupil Services (Columbus,
Department of Educat'ion, 196Lt·), po 19.
15Sparkle G. Crowe, Guidance Services in Indiana Public
Schools, (Indianapolis: Department of Public Instruction, 1970),
p , 10
Ohio:
l6~.
17Holt, ?p. cit., p. 1ge
18Hartin Essex, pro~ram Review
Department of Educitlon, 1972), for Guidance (C 1 bo urn us,p. 6"
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pupil counseled, reference books appropriate to the special
function of the counselor and professional books~19 The general
decor should create a feeling of warmth and confidence ..20
III. (a) Definition of TNIA ('rest);£lg!I1easurement and
Individual AEEra.isal) Services -- In Tl1IA, information is collected
by means of standardized tests, clinical judgments, and non-
standctrdized 'tes'ta, 'I'h.i.sinformation must be interpreted and
integrated with all other information into the program to
become useful and meaningful to the individual.21 The three
components of the service are testing, including schOOl-wide,
special purpose and supplementary testing; measurement, including
non-standardized and clinical judgments, and individual appraisal
which includes activities to effectively utilize the information
obtained from testing and other measuringse22
(b) Evaluative Criteria for the Tl'lIAServices -- 'I'he
characteristics of a sound test.ing pr-ogr-aminclude the following
features: (1) The program is continuous, (2) rrhe program is
19Hollis and Hollis, op. cit., pp. 151-152.
20Clark S. Ketterman, An Guidance~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Services in the Indianapolis Pub la.napolis:
Butler University,-1963), p. 3I.
21Hollis and Hollis, op_ cit., p. 300.
22Ibid•
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comprehensive, (3) 'I'he program is cooperatively planned, (4)
The program is an integral part of the total educational
program, and (5) 'I'he program is flexible ..23 The typical testing
program of a school includes a variety of types of tests, a
brief listing of which would include school ability tests
(intelligence, mental ability, mental maturity), achievement
tests, interest inventories, aptitude tests, scholarship tests
(IIJ}TSQT,SNr, ACT, General Scholarship r:eestfor High School
Seniors), personal inventories, readiness tests, physical
development tests, and teacher-made tests&24 Other specialized
tests should be given as the need arises.
The administration of tests must be carefully supervised
to insure that the results will meet the requirements that led
to the utilization of the tests. Administrators must be skilled
in usage and proctoring of the test situation.. All facets of
the testing environment must be noted if they are at a variance
with the intended setting so that any variations in utilization
of results may be attributed correctly -- whether to
23Planning a School Testing Program (New York: Harcourt,
Brace & World, Inc., 1972), p. I.
24George E& Hill, Evaluating the School's Testin~
Program (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University, I959), pp..6_'7 ..$2
accredit variance to the testing situation or to the student's
differences.. Group testing should be given in small groups
with a thorough orientation given the students prior to the
testing" The importa.nce and use of the test results should
be explained during that orientation ..25
Results of tests should be recorded as a part of the
individual's permanent cumu.l.atLve record unless circumstances
deem the test to be invalid for that particular student.. The
results from each test should be wisely interpreted.. Teachers
who are t.ouse the results should be thoroughly familiar with
the meanings of the results. Results should also be used only
by persons who are trained in the interpretation and use of
test results.,26 Tests, in conjunction with other aspects of
the educational process, are best used when carefully
interpreted to parents and studentso27 The mere collection of
information is meaningless unless teachers and counselors
cooperate to help the student come to a realistic appraisal to
facilitate his future education ..28 rrheultimate welfare of the
25Ketterman, ~_cit., p. 32..
26Rolla F. Pruett and Bruce Shertzer, Guidance Services
in Secondarl Schools (Indianapolis: Department of Pu'61ic
InstructIon, 1'962), pp. 16-17.
27A'1)(~'A and 1',TT.1A~ i~.JC, , op" cit., p. 5 ..
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student is the goal.. 'I'heguidance staff may have to make
decisions based on the individual to whom the data is to be
interpreted ..
IV.."(a) Definition of the Orientation Services -- r:ehe
orientation servi.ces are most valuable as an information-giving
process.. They help students become acquainted with the educational
facilities and processes of the new school ..29 An orientation
program should include (1) visitations to "sending schoolslJ
by personnel from IIreceiving schools," (2) visitations to
"receiving schools" by pupils and parents, (3) student
handbook, (4) special meetings, (5) films, (6) disposition
of prepared mater:Lals, (7) organized guidance course, (8)
career days, (9) field trips, (10) college days, (11) regular
classes, and (12) special classes or groups..30
(b) Evaluative Criteria for Orientation Services --
Counselors must interpret guidance procedures to the students~
especially the pupils scheduled to enter the school as new
students.. There should be visits to the sending school to give
information concerning the courses offered, requirements for
29Ketterman, OPe cit.., p. 26..
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meeting goals for graduation, and a descriptive account of
activities and services of the "receiving school .."
Get-acquainted :Lnterviews should be conducted by the
counselor who will be servicing the student during the first
year. In addition to the students, the parents should be included
in the orientation program and should be involved in
conferences of the individual students.
'I'he incoming students should be given a familiarization
tour of the physical plant which is well-planned and well-
rehearsed.. The tour should cover all of the facilities and
should also be planned to observe classes in session. Parents
should also be included in the tour of facilities"
For the duration of the fi.rst year in the new school,
the program of orientation should be continuous with counselors
maki.ng v.l.s.i.ts o the homes of as many students as possible to
'!discover the values held by vthe homes and parents.1I31
Late enrollees should receive a comparable orientation,
as we l.L as inclusion of transfer students, and should begin
on the first day of attendance ..32
3lKetterman, ope cit., p. 26.
32Edward C ..Roeber, Glenn E ..Smi.th, and Clifford E.
Erickson, Organization and Administration of Guidance Services
(New York: NcGravv-Hill Book Co .., Inc .., 1955), P'. I8?.. -
L~4
VI. Ca) Definition of Educational Placement Services
Placement activities exist at all grade levels. The most
common placement activities (educational) consist of:
1.. 'I'ogroup pupils within classes or a singleclass so that they can achieve some skill
or understandings, such as reading, language
skills, or mathematics.
To aid pupils in their transfers from one
grade to another or from one school to
another ..
To assist pupils in the selection of
curricula or school subjects.
To assist pupils in their efforts to enter
college, vocational school, or any other
training situation when they leave school
at the time of graduation or otherwise ..33
(b) Evaluative Criteria for the Educational Placement
individual conferences and group conferences including college
Services __ Educational guidance is provided through
conferences, which can include a college day or night whereby
the representatives can provide the students with information
relating to entrance requirements, testing requirements for
entrance, financial aids and scholarship information. All
programs should be the res~ponsibility of the guidance staff of
the schoolQ The counselor should be familiar with the entrance
requirements and curricula of colleges in general.. There
should be on file in the guidance area, or the school library,
33pruett and Shertzer, op ..cit., p& 27 ..
j_nformation on colleges and universities.. 'I'heguidance program
shoUld have an external testing program and administer the
exams necessary for students to apply for assistance to
colleges and universities and scholarships" The counselor
should be proficient in assisting students to complete the
necessary forms and applicationso34
v. (a) Definition of the Vocational Placement Services
The placement service is that part of the information services
which assists students to carry out their educational and
vocational plans.35 The program should consist of (a)
acquisition and maintenance of information concerning job
vacancies, college registration procedures and so forth, (b)
the distribution of this information to individual pup.l.Ls , and
(c) the other procedures designed to facilitate the pupills
entrance into the job or educational program of his choice" 36
(b) Evaluative Criteria for Vocational Placement Services
-- The duties for vocational placement should be assigned to
a career specialist who can devote his total energies to
locating positions of employment, placing of students, and
follow-through of employment. The service should provide for
the accumulation, display, and utilization of educational and
7.L~~Joseph W. Hollis and Lucille Uo Hollis, Organization for
Effective Guidance (Chicago, Ill.: BRA, Ince, 196'.5;, p:' 369&
35Hiller, 9...E. cit .., p. 211 e
7..f"-)OIbid.
vocational information for the purpose of aiding students&37
While the amount of responsibility the gUidance worker assumes
for vocational placement depends upon the community, guidance
staff and local employment picture, there are some students
who could not continue their education if it were not for
part-time jobs. The guidance worker has a responsibility for
helping these individuals.38 This assistance should take into
account the special abilities, interests, aptitudes and needs
of the individual student,,39 The placement specialist can visit
with prospective employers to help the student meet the
adjustments necessary in the employment fields ..40 Career days,
or nights, can allow the interested student the opportunity
of securing information from individuals currently in the
field. All should be administered by, and the responsibility
of, the specialist in the guidance department.
37Lester N. Downing, Guidance and Counseling Services,
An Introduction (New York: "McGraw-Hill Book Co .., Inc .., 1968),p. 183.
38pruett and Shertzer, OPe cit .., p ..28 ..
39Ketterman, °E· ,c,i!.., p .. 270
40pruett and Shertzer, °E..cit .., p ..28..
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Vlllo (a) Definition of Follow-Through Services --
Follow-through, which includes follow-up, extends each part of
the guidance program to all former users through a personalized
comprehensive serviceo The follow-through is a vital service
to individuals as well as a means of collecting information
for use in the guidance program ..41
(b) Evaluative Criteria for the Follow-Through Services
'I'he follow-through services are difficult to pursue, especially
in the transient society of the overseas schoolse Yet, it is very
desirable, and the goal of 70-80% return is considered successful ..42
'I'he program's functions provided include those also extended to
the gUidance services: to supply information for research
and evaluation, to obtain additional information from the
individual in special areas, to keep the individual aware
of the guidance services available to him, to assist the
individual in a continuing assessment of himself, and to
find out how well the individual is developing along the
lines of previously formulated plans.Ll-3 The sample made from
4lIbid., p. 381.
42Emery Stoops, Guidance Services: Organization and
Administration (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co .. , 1959); pe 29ft6
43Hollis and Hollis, 0E. cit., pe 382.
a particularly transient neighborhood may suffice for the
return as a basis for evaluation.. 'I'hesample should be made of
recent graduates (within the past five years).44
VIlle (a) Definition of Evaluation Services -- A
guidance program to effectively meet the nees of the pupils it
serves must be continuously in a state of evaluation. Evaluation
is a process of determining worth.. The basic assumption
underlying the operation of an evaluation service is that
change can be made in the guidance services, activities, and
organizational structure and that means are available for
im.plementing the recommendations that are outcomes of a
comprehensive evaluative study.45
(b) Evaluative Criteria for the Evaluation Services --
Whatever the plan of evaluation utilized, it should be planned
in advance; it should be appropriate to the school situation;
it should contain as many elements of objectivity as possible,
and it should involve those who are responsible for the pupil
personnel program. 4·6 The evaluation should note the strengths,
44Ketterman, Ope cit., p ..31.
45Ho11is and Hollis, OPe cit., p. 415.
Lf-6F'rancisC. Rosecrance and Velma D. Hayden, School
Guidance and Personnel Services (Boston: Allyn and Bacon,
19(0), p. 263.
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weakne aae s , effects and needs of the program ..47 The evaLuat.Lon
should assess the program in terms of the program's stated
objectives and must be evaluated regularly.. 'I'o be effective,
the criteria must be chosen in advancee48 Should the evaluation
show weaknesses in some specific areas, recommendations should
be made for the improvement of the service ..49 The results~ in
order to help others, must be publi.cized to help understand
the areas in which guidance has been of value and in which
additional work needs to be done.50
47Eg E. Holt, The Organization of Pu il
(Columbus, Ohio: Depa.r men' of :t;ducat:Lon,~,co t
48Pruett and Shertzer, op. cit .., p .. 36Q---
Ll-9Ibid .. , p , 29 ..
50Ibiq., p. 1+0"
CHAP~~ER IV
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS
In the presentation of the findings of this survey,
in an attempt to present the material in a logical manl1er~ the
format will f'o Ll.ow a standardized, uniform procedure"
Each h.i.gh school will be presented separately with a
description of the school including location, student enrollment,
composition as to armed service which supports the facility, and
will also include a brief description of the organization for
administration and guidance.
'l'heevaluation of the services as included in the form will
be outlined and evaluated with a general picture of (1) the status
of the service at the time of the evaluation and (2) a comparison
to the evaluative criteria as established by the writer, which is
delineated in Chapter III.
An additional evaluation will then be essayed by the author
from specific data gatheredo
The evaluative findings will be presented in a grouping of
the schools according to the organizational structure of the USDESEA
school districts as designated by the Directorate.
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'I'he evaluative study was first in.itiated Ln March 1972 with
mailings to the 33 high schools and junior-senior high schools
comprising the United States Dependents Schools, European
Area which :Lsgrouped into seven school districts" A ro.l.cw-up
survey to the 18 schools which did not respond to the first
mailing was conducted in November,1972. Included with the
original mailings were questionnaires to the districts and to the
USDESEA coordinator and deputy coordinators.. The USDESEA
Coordinator returned a critique of the survey instrument as
well as approving the conducting of the surveYe
Ae NORTH SEA DISTRICT
t. BRUSS:t-:I,SM:IERICAI\f SCHOOLS
Brussels American Schools are located in Sterrebeek,
Belgium and are administered by a coordinating principal with
an assistant prinCipal who is in charge of the elementary achoo.L
that is also included in the complex. The enrollment was 219
in grades seven through 12, with a br-eakdown of 26 12th, 35
11th, 37 lOth, 37 ninth, 34 eighth and 50 seventh grade pupilse
~Chisis further broken dovm into 28 Army, 24 Navy, 32 Air Force,
63 civilian (tuition) and ~52 foreign (non-American) nationals.
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The guidance staff consisted of a Director of Guidance
who serviced the total program of 440 students, including
elementary pupils as well as coordinating special secondary
programs.,
Objectives
(1) Other than the USDESEA booklet containing the stated
objectives for the system, no printed copies of the guidance
objectives existed.. It was felt that the objectives of the program
were stated in specific terms but the total faculty was not aware
of the program nor of its objectives in the educational progra.m of
the school.. The objectives had not been evaluated or revised within
the past two years though all services attempted to fulfill the
objectives as written8
(2) When compared to the evaluative criteria, the objectives
were found to be provided to a "limited extent .." A current
reVision is needed. It is also a necessity that the faculty be
informed of their position in the guidance program ..
Counselin~
(1) As indicated in the introduction, the total gUidance
department was assigned to, and the responsibility Of, the
Director of Guidance who was spending .300 minutes (full time)
in counseling, a total of six periods per day in assigned
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time for this activity., To meet the criteria, nine counseling
periods per day wou.Ld be necessary ..
'I1here was no in-service training program but the counselor
had attended formal classes recently and was certified by the
state of California in counseling~
Students «es:e aware of the counseling services and program
and were able to see the counselor at unscheduled times. The
minimum of assigned periods limited this activity to being
a "l1lOderately-provided" aez-vi.ce,
It was felt that facilities were adequate in most respects
v:riththe appropriate equipment and accessories being present.,
':rest:ingfacilities wer-e moderate as was the amount of clerica.l
assistance available to the department.
(2) In comparison to the criteria, the organization for
counseling and the physical facilities were provided to a "moderate"
to "limited" extent. In judging these areas, it was noted
that the staff was limited to one individual who met the
staffing criteria to an'extensive" extent. However, with the
limitation of clerical assistance and testing facilities an
overall rating of "moderate" was assigned.
~Pe~in9 z I1east~rement and _I!1;~;Lvidual AEEraisal (11IvIIA)
(1) Prior to the current school year (19'72-'73)USDESEA
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prescribed a testing program including the external testing of PSAT,
N}IQ'l', SAT, ACT' and co.l.Lege board achievement tests, as wel.L as the
internal program that included the ITBS, Lorge-Thorndike for
Third, Fifth, Seventh and Ninth and 11th gradesG A moratorium
on testing had been declared to determine the validity of the
program and the Brussels staff agreed to do testing II as needed e "
'I'hoprogram in effect included individual tests, as needed, with
all exmniners being well qualified in their field ..
Test scores were recorded on permanent records and test
results and purposes of testing were explained to faculty and
students in advance of testing ..
'I'e et s results were interpreted to stUdents interested
but not to all students ..
(2) 'l'hetesting program and administration were deemed to
be "moderately" provided.. The use of test results was also rated
as "moderately" provided ..
Orientation
(1) 'I'hedistances from "sending" schools precluded visits
by students and/or counselors, but the other facets of the
orientation program wer-e in effect in the Brussels schools
at the time of the evaluation.
Intake interviews, immediate and long-range planning
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were extended to all new studentso Transfer students were given
a tour of the facilities as well as new students and interviews
were given all students individuallYe
The planning of organized orientation programs during
the first semester was limitede The need for counselors to visit
student homes was questionede
(2) 'I'heorientation program services were provided to a
"limited" extent, when compared to the criteria ..
~,?ational Placement
(1) With a stUdent body averaging 90% college attendance,
it Was expected that educational placement services were
"extensi veLy" provided.. 'l'he services included college day
program and both library and counseling center informational
files were comprehensive ..
Grade level educational placement was carried on by the
counselors at each level for the majority of the stUdents. Files
were available with scholarship and financing information for
colleges and universities"
Program planning was quite flexible with prOVisions for
Change in curriculum at any time during the four-year period.
(2) The prOVisions for educational placement services
met the criteria at a "moderate" to "extensive" extent ..
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Vocational Placement
(1) Vocational placement facilities were lacking in the
program with the evaluator questioning their need at Brussels ..
'I'hecounseling center maintained a file on
vocational information and there was also a file of students
emp.l.oyed on a part-time basis ..
No career day program had been held, though plans VJer8
being made for an April meeting for conferenceso
Local employment opportunities information was not
maintained nor was there any contact with graduates, drop-outs
and/or employers of part-time employees ..
(2) The vocational placement services were rated as being
"questioned as to need" when compared to the criteria ..
Follow-Throu~h
(1) The follow-through program at Brussels was misSing
in most details of the criteria.. What sa.mpling was completed
showed returns of 60% ..
The need to identify out-of-school individuals in need
of further counseling was questioned as appropriate in this
locale.
(2) The follow-through services compared to the criteria
at "need questioned" extent.
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EValuation
(1) An annual report on the guidance program wa s
submitted to the superintendent, with deficiencies and
strengths noted.. Implementation of improvements were based
on the evaluation but changes were not readily accomplishede
(2) The evaluation services were rated as being provided
to a "limited" extent when compared to the criteria ..
(':_;umrnary
Table I contains a summary of the ratings for each of
the guidance program's services at Brussels American Schoolse
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FrABLE I
sml1vIJU~Y OF 'lIHEEVALUATION OF 'llHEGUIDANCE
SERVICES J;'\'lJBRUSSELS AIvIERICAl\fSCHOOLS
=.,.= ~ LQIlJEx-r;ent-Go Wl1lch
Service Met the
Evaluative
Criteria
Exten-
sively
Moder-
ately
Limited
or Need Notques- appli-
tioned cable
SEHVICE
Objective
Counseling
organiZation
facilities
staff
'I'HIA
program
administration
Use of resultsOrientation
Educational
Placement
Vocational
Placement
Follow-frhrough
EValUation
x
X
x
x
x
X
x*
x
x
X
X
X
X
X
: ;==:
*testing moratorium i.n effect
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II~ BRUNSSUM ANEIUCAN HIGH SCHOOL
Brunssum American High School did not return the survey
form ..
III& LAKENHEATH AMERICill~HIGH SCHOOL
Lakenheath r'llnericanHigh School is located at the RAF Ai.r
Stati.on, Lakenheath, England and is aclJninistered by a staff
consisting of a principal and two deputy principalso The
student body consists of grades 10 through 12 with a total
of 844, breaking down into 201 12th, 291 11th, and 352 loth
grade pupils.. The majority of the student body comes
from Air Force personnel with 806 and 17 Army, 10 Navy,
10 civilian and one from other sources ..
The guidance staff consisted of a Chairman of pupil
Personnel Services assisted by six counselors, school nurse,
career counselor, and cooperative work experience director
as staff members ..
Objectives
(1) The objectives were not stated in specific terms nor
di.d they cover all areas of the guidance pr-ogr-am, Printed copies
for faculty members were unavailable. The faculty was aware of
the ,schoolr s guidance program and of its objectives in the total
program. The serv:Lces' obj eetives had been revised within the past
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two yearso The evaluator questioned the need for the criteria
as relating to the objectives~
(2) When the objectives were compared to the criteria, they
Lakenheath ..
were rated as being provided to a "limited or missing" extent at
CounsE-~l'in~
(1) 'I'he Pupil Personnel Services staff at Lakenheath
consisted of a chairman with a staff of counselors, a career
counselor, a cowex director, a nurse, and a special resources
individual.. Counseling was divided among the grades with
individual counselors being responsible for each of the three
classes. Table II shows the assignments for the staff:
TABLE II
COUNSELING TIHE AND ASSIGNMENTS A'll
LAKENHEATH AHERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
staff Member Certified/State
Chairman, PPS
Counselor
Counselor
Career Counselor
CoWex Director
Special Resources
Nurse
Yes/Pennsylvania
Yes/Connecticut
No
Yes/New York
Yes/No Info
Yes/No Info
Yes/No Info
Grade
Counseling
Time (min)
11
12
10-12
10-12
10-12
10-12
10-12
270""'
270*
225*
270*
270
270
270
103.5""'TotalCounseling Time
The total number of periods assigned for counseling,
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including career counseling, was 23 periods. 'The counseling
assignments for counselors were 17 periods.. Both totals met or
exceeded the criteria as established ..
Facilities and organizational facets were both rated as
being moderately furnished.. The counselors, with the exception of
one, were certified in their fields.. All had undergone formal
training recently.
(2) Over-all the counseling services were provided at a
"moderate" ext ent , ~[lhestaff) when compared to the criteria, were
rated at an lIextensivelytl provided level ..
~f_:estin~al1easurement and Individual AEEraisal ('nnA)
(1) The return of the questionnaire/check list occurred
after the moratorium on testing was in effect GO that the
internal testing program vms non-existent in the form of group
testing.. The external program included all of the recommended
tests, including PSNr, SAT, and AC'I'..
Only individual tests were administered but the program
included all types such as the GA'I'Band WATS. Other tests
instruments were administered as need arose.
It was felt that the testing personnel were excellent
and that test results were used to the benefit of the school
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and community, including faculty, students and parents ..
(2) In strict comparison to the criteria, the testing
program ivas"missing," but taki.ng note of the imposed moratorium,
the THIA services were provided "extensively."
Orientation
(1) All aspects of the orientation check list, with the
exception of home visitation and the first semester planned program~
wer-e found in effect at Lakenhe ath,
'I'heplanned program of orientation vvas also missing but
the evaluator indicated it as desirable ..
(2) The orientation services ltv-ereprovided to a "moderate"
extent with the omissions noted.. Counselors and students made
visits to sending schools and students were afforded tours of
the facilities to acquaint them with the new environment.
Educational Placement
(1) Again, the curriculum was academically-oriented
and all senior counselors were proficient in their fields.
A com.plete library of catalogs for colleges was available and
information concerning scholarships and college materials was
present. A college day program was held annually for interested
Four-year planning for students was programmed with student
students.
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and parental approval given to all pr-ogr-ania , The program
1ivascompletely flexible to be amended as needed during the
student's high school career.
(2) The educational placement services met the criteria
at. the "extensively provided" level.
Vocational Placement
(1) 'I'he total vocational placement service at Lalcenheath
was limited, or missing. The placement specialist was termed as
being of limited value overseas and was non-existent.. The
difficulty of obtaining employment opportunities for graduates
was also noted, and the need questioned.. The more or less
homogenous economical status of the student body also seemed
to limit the need to award part-time employment on the basis
of financial need and individual abilitieso No file of part-
time students was maintained.
The counseling center maintained files of occupational
information and career days were scheduled for students annually ..
(2) In applying the eat.ab.Li.ahed criteria, the Vocational
placement services were "limited or missing.1I
FolloVJ_rf.1hrough
(1) The total check list for follow-throut~h .~ serVlces
were questioned as to need at Lalcenheath and the evaluator
6L~
labeled the data as not applicable to Lal"-:enheath..
The respondee stated that his concentrated effort to
conduct a f'o Ll.ow-ct hr'ough study previously had obtained a small
response of 20% returns, despite an effort on the part of the
evaluator to make the replies "easy" ..
(2) The follow-through services were provided
at the "not applicable" extent; or "missing .."
Evaluation
(1) The counselors and faculty of LaJ,,-:enheathwere
encouraged to note deficiencies in the program and to suggest
implementation of improvements for the guidance services.
The total program was evaluated annually with reports
being submitted to the administration and to the superintendent
of USDESEA.. Changes in the program were implemented through,
and because of, the evaluation.
(2) rllheevaluation services wer-e provided "extensively"
when compared to the criteria.
Summar;z
A summary of the evaluation for La1,,-:enheath'sguidance
services is provided in Table III.
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TABLE III
SUMHA.HY OF THE EVALUATION OF THE GUIDANCE
SERVICES Nr LJI.KENHEA11H Al,1ERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
Exfont to Whic
Service Net the Exten- 1'1oder- Limited Need Not
Evaluative sively ately or ques- appli-
Criteria Hissing tioned cable
SERVICE
Objectives X
Counseling X
organization x
facilities x
staff x
'rrVJI A. X
program x*
administration x
use of results x
Orientation X
Educational
Placement X
Vocational
Placement X
Follow-Through XEvaluation X
*moratorium in effect
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IV" LONDON CENTRAL AlJ[ERICAN HIGH SCHOOJJ
London Central American High School did not return
the survey form ..
V.. SHAPE ANERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
SHAPE American High School is located at Supr-eme
Headquarters, Allied Powers, Europe in Belgium and though
officially titled as the "American high school, has a student
body that is truly international ..
The 509 students of SHAPE are in grades seven through
12 and distributed a,s follows: 102 seventh graders, 97 eighth,
94 in the ninth, 81 in the lOth, 76 in the Ll.t h , arid 59
in the 12th grade.. Of these, there are 269 from the Army
personnel, 32 from Navy families, 162 from Air Force persons,
10 from tuition paying civilians, 33 from foreign personnel
associated w.i.t n SHAPE, and three from other Federal agencies
in the area ..
The school complex is administered by a principal mid a
deputy principal and the counseling is under the direction of
counselors assigned solely for that purpose. The stUdent body
was divided among the counselors with responsibilitie!'": b ..~ elng
delineated by the supervising "Guidance Counselor.,"
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Objectives
(1) The objectives were felt to be stated in specific
terms withi.n the guidance department but were not available
in printed form to the faculty members6 It was also noted
that all ar-easswere covered satisfactorily and that
the faculty was aware of the objectives of the school's
pr-ogr-amin guidance.. The objectives had been r-evi.aed vJithin
the past two years.
(2) When compared to the criteria, the objecti.ves
of the school's program in guidance wer-e provided to a "madera..te"
extent6 Current revision of the objectives is needed, and is
now under way.
Counseling
(1) As previously stated, counseling a.t the SHAPE high.
school is under the direction of a centralized counselinb~ off~
:l_~e e
Two counselors were assigned to the school, with one being
designated as Director of Guidance. Both spent full-time in
counseling activities, with responsibilities being shared
for the ninth and lOth grades, and assignments for grades ll-J._2
and 7-8 being divided between them. No information waR ~.~ 6lven
as to additional PPS personnel so it was assumed that
occupational and educational information is also within
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the scope of their duties, especially for the counselor
assigned to the 11th and 12th graders.. Table IV shows the
organization for counseling at SHAPE American High School:
TABLE IV
com-JSELING TIVJ.E iUW ASSIGNHbl'J'rS Nf
SHAPE ANERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
Staff Ivlember Certified/state Grade
Guidance Director Yes/Illinois 9-10
11-12 all7-8 all
9-10
250~-
250*-
Counselor Yes/Washington
*Total Counseling Time 500
The total counseling time assigned was 10 periods wh~ch met
the criteria. Facilities for counseling services were mOderately
provided with limited space being available for small group
conferences and guidance activities" 'I'hcr-e was no need for
integration into the school communication system, as VJith mOBt
of the overseas schools, as the complex is quite compact
compared to stateside facilities"
Organizational provisions were moderate with in-servj
--Ce
training being missing for the small staff.
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'I'he staffing of the guidance department was moderately
provided with qualified personnel in the fields of educational
and vocational information missing from the staff ..
(2) Over-all, the counseling services met the er-a, teria
as established for the "ideal" program at the"moderately"
provided extent. In a strict application, cri teri.a items that
"1oweredll the rating could well be eliminated from the necessi t:Les
of staffing the small school, like SHAPE.. 'I'he items conc erne d
were conference facilities and in-service training of St=~_I.0
'--'-..l... e
Testinl1£,aI1easurement and Individual Al?'prais~l ('rlVIIA)
(1) Again, the USDESEAtesting moratorium was in effect
prior to the completion of this follow-up request so that the
internal testing program was curtailed. Howev er-, tests Were
applied on an "as needed" basis, utilizing the standardi2.ad
tests such as Lorge-Thorndike, Tests of Academic Progress~ ITBS,
and strong Vocational Interest Test.
Newteachers received in-service training in the ,.,_ '-<se of tests
and test results were interpreted to both teachers and ~~ ~~
"" I... 'll.derlV"" ..
The purpose and nature of testing were explained to stude:nts
prior to administration of tests. Skilled administratorD e
" wer
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employed in either administering or supervising the
administration of all tests"
(2) The TtvIIAservices were "extensively provided,"
except for the testing program affected by the moratorium ..
Orientation
(1) Students received visits to the school to acquaint
them with the facilities but it was felt that home visitation
and visits to the sending school were not applicable to the
local situation. Lnt ake interviewing and long-range program
planning wer-e carried on extensively with such planning being
initiated as soon as possible after the entry of the stUdent
follovving transfer from another school. A planned program
of orientation during the first semester of school attendance
was moderately provided ..
(2) The orientation services were provided to a
"moderate" extent when compared to the criteria as
established ..
Educational Placement
(1) The senior counselor was rated as profiCient in
the placement of graduating stUdents and the provisions of
the catalog library maintained met the needs of the stUdents
comprehensivelyo The counseling center lacked a file of
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college materialso There was no file of potential
college students maintained, and the evaluator felt such
wa s inapplicable at the acho oL, The need for parental
and. student approval to four-year educational plans was
also que at.Loned, 'I'he four-year educational planned pr-ogr-am
for each stUdent was missing, but needed. Planned flexibility
was noted as inapplicable ..
(2) rrhe educational placement servi.ces were"limited o::t'
miIZ3sinc;"when compared to the criteria established for the
check list ..
Vocational Placement
(1) The only aspect of the vocational placement
services provided to a great extent was the maintenance of
a file of occupations in the counseling center and school
library. All other items on the check list were rated as be j_l1.g
questionable when applied to SHAPE schools., The career day "h.. ..t:-<rogram
was missing but needed for the stUdents.
(2) The vocational placement services were Ill' 'ta.ma, ad 0:r
missingll from the program of guidance services",
(1) It was indicated that the follow-through techniq_
Q€S
moderately w.i.t h sGUnpling groups of gradUa_-l-\-esat SHAPE were used
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from the past five yem.~s being surveyed and the information was
utilized to improve the curriculum and guidance programs through
a definite program of follow-up correspondence. The level of
70-80% returns was not usually met in the survey.
(2) The follow-through services, when compared to the
criteria as proposed for the check list, were rated as
IIlimited or missing."
Evaluation
(1) Counselors and other personnel "were moderately
encouraged to note deficiencies in the program. A comprehensive
program evaluation \vas carrLed on and annua L reports of
activities were written. The report had the goal of implementing
changes in the program but it was felt that changes on the
basis of the evaluation were usually not extensively made.
(2) rrhe evaluation services of the guidance program
were "extensivelytl provided at SHAPE.
Summary
'I'ab.le V shows a summary of the ratings of services at
SHAPE American High School.
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TABU;:; V
SUIvlMARYOF THE EVALUATION OF THE GUIDANCE
SERVICES A'r SHAPE AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
Extent to WElch
Service Het the Exten- Hoder- Lim:Lted Need NotEvaluative sively ately· or ques- appli-
Criteria Hissing tioned cable
SERVICE
Objectives X
Counseling X
organization x
facilities x
staff x
THIA X
program x*
administration x
use of results x
Orientation X
Educational
Placement X
Vocational
Placement X
Fo.Ll.ow-rl'hr-ough X
Evaluation X
*testing moratorium in effect
?4
Be IVL'I_;DITERRA.l~EANDI,serI-HCT
r , ANK1\.RAM1,BIUCAN HIGH SCHOOL
Ankara American High School did not return the survey
questionnaire ..
II. A,sM.ARAAME.hICAN HIGH ,sCHOOL
Asmara .American High School did not return the survey
questionnaire ..
III. IZHIR AMERICAN DEPENDEN11S HIGH SCHOOL
Izmir American Dependents High School is located in
Izmir, Turkey for the dependents of American servicemen
stationed in that area. The majority of the students are from
families of men in the U..S. Air For-ce, 'I'hestudent popu Lat.Lcn
is 285 distributed among grades 7 through 12 with 17 seniors,
25 juniors, 53 sophomores, Lt-4 f'r-e ahmen , 7L~ eighth graders,
and 72 seventh graders.. 'I'he distribution among services is
79 Army, 2 NaVY, 190 Air Force, and 14 tuition students from
among aLfiliated personnel and/or technical representatives.
The administration consists of a prinCipal for the
7th through 12th grades.
Objectives
(1) 'I'he objectives Vlere printed in the Student-Parent
Handbook and currently in the process of revision. The
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present counselor replaced the former counselor who had been
in that position for the previous nine years.. 'I'hc objectives
i:verespecif:ically stated but did not fully cover the complete
guidance progrDm.. It was felt that the faculty was
aware of the guidance program and also aware of its integration
into the school's educational program .. All services attempted
to fulfill the objectives as writtene
(2) 'I'he objectives of the program met the criteria at
the "moderately provided" level ..
Counselin~
(1) Facilities of the Izmir school were considered to
be adequate and in evaluation met the criteria to a moderate
extent. Individual testing facilities were available and space
for small group guidance and conferences were available.. 'I'ape
recorders and additional a.ccessorial equipment wer-e a.lso present ..
Decor and arrangement of the facilities were excellent in the
judgment of the counselor (she did the decorating).
The organizational aspects were rated satisfactory at
this paint. The need for in-service training within the staff
and the need for conferences a.'1longthe staff were not appli-
cable as the staffing of the department consisted of one
individual. 'I'he counselor was additionally serving as a
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consultant to the elementary school which has a population
of approximately 500 students.. 'l'hecounselor spent full time
in counseling and is certified by both New York and Florida
and serves the full complement of students, grades seven
through 12. The counselor indicated there was a need for
formal training at the collegiate level for retaining current
capability and knowledge ..
A "modesttl estimate of five parent conferences we ek.l.y
was given though no formal parental conference schedule was
in effecte It was further indicated that conferences were
scheduled on demand of counselees and/or parents and that
an "open-door" policy was in effect whd.ch the community was
aware of being in existencee
(2) The counseling services met the established criteria
as being provided at a "moderate" extent.. The staff was very
small so that several of the criteria would seem inappropriate
and would seem to indicate a possibility of rating the services
at a higher level.
Testing.! Measurement and Individual AI?praisal (THIA)
(1) In the elementary school, the testing program was
administered by the classroom teachers, under the supervision
of the consulting counselor and was coordinated by the school
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principal~ High school testing was done by the counselor, and
only for students for "whom we have a particular need for
test results e- " 11h('.:Lorge-Thorndike, rrAP, Kuder Interest
Inventory, GATB were the most frequently utilized instruments"
Teacher-made IIlocal tests" were utilized for the special
placement of studentse
All ~ndividuals administering tests were skilled in
the process of administration and all discrepancies were
noted" 'I'he purpose and nature of testing were explained prior
to administration.. 'I'hefaculty was aware of the testing pr-ogram
and was instructed in the utilization of test results" Students
were encouraged to react to test meanings and results were
reported to the students in private interviews ..
(2) A rating of being "moderately provided" was assigned
to the TMIA program at Izmir ..
Orientation
(1) Initial interviews with the counselor servicing the
student were held and a long-range program was planned for
each student upon entering the school" Visits to the sending
school were not made, and deemed inapplicable lOcally" It
was also rated as inapplicable for the orientation 0 t opr gram
continue during the first semester for the student in the receiving
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acho o.l, Howeve r , transfer students and new students and
students expected to attend the receiving school were given
tours of the facilities for familiarization., An intake
interview was given to each new student on the first day
of attendance ..
(2) 'l'heorientation services were "moderately provi.ded"
when compared to the established criteria ..
Educational Placement
(1) The educational placement services were provided
extensively in relating to counselor proficiency in plaCing
graduates in colleges, maintenance of college catalog librar:i.e.:s,
available scholarship information and information on the
financing of college attendance ..
'l'herewas no four-year program planning for students
was needed. There was, obviously, little flexibility in any
programming since none was accomplished.
A Parent-Senior College Orientation Program was held
early in the senior year for interested families to meet the
need for a college day/night pr-ogr-am; '1'heremoteness of the
location precluded a "typical" college day/night program, in
the opinion of the evaluator.
(2) The educational placement services were given an ~
C)\;er-a.~ :t
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rating of being "moderately provided" at Izmir, when compared
to the criteria ..
Vocational Placement
(1) While the counseling center maintained files of
occupational information, it was felt there was no need for
a placement specialist in the local community" Subsequently,
no effort was made to maintain files of local job sources, nor
listing of part-time employed students" Employment opportunities
for graduates were also inapplicable in the community.. As no
attempts »ies:e made to supply this service, no informat~Lon on
individual needs and/or abilities was available ..
'rhere was a work-study program under the coordination
of the counselor, but no other employment contacts were avail-
able, or deemed necessary.. A career information program was
established through military and civilian personnel visiting
the school throughout the semesters for group sessions and for
Ln ror-ma'l"rap" me et i.nsts, All students intere,sted .i,n t l .
_.l. ~ ~ w lie SeS8J_OnS
were given released time from classes to attend.
(2) The vocational placement program was "limited or
missing" from the guidance program; but the local evaluator
questioned the applicability of such a program.
Follow-Through
(1) The applicability of utilizing results of a follow-
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through survey for identifying individuals in need of further
guidance was queried.. It was noted that a sampling of studen t ss
was investigated and that such information was utilized to
improve the curriculum and guidance program.. There was no
definite follow-through program in effect ..
The percentage of returns in the informal follow-
through program was less than the "successful" 70-80% return"
Host returns were from colleges and individual students but Same
were from personal correspondence with "their" counselors"
Hany students return to Turkey for visits with friends and
families, during the first or second year following graduation ,
and information was thereby shared with the school officials&
(2) The follow-through services were rated as bein~
b
provided at the 'I limi ted or missing" extent when compared to
the criteria as compiled.
Evaluation
(1) Counselors and staff were encouraged to note
deficiencies and to suggest methods to improve the program, \[\l"::i_th
the total program being evaluated .. The aa.m of the evaluatio:n_ Was to
provide for implementing changes in the program. The prograln
was in the process of undergoing a rigorous evaluation ..
In addition, the size of the school led the evaluato~
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to believe that a "daily and weekly" evaluation of the program
was in effect& A monthly written report was submitted to the
principal for inclusion in the principalos report to district
headquarters.
(2) The evaluation services were provided "extensively"
when compared to the criteria.
Summary
A summary of the evaluation of guidance services at
Izmir American Dependents High School is contained in Table
VI.
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'I'ABLE VI
,SUHHAfcY OF' fJll·IE E;VALUNrrOH or ':eI-IE GUIDJ'JJCE
SERUICES [/1' IZlun l\HErnCAlI DEPEHDEWI'S HFl}-I SCHOOL
Ext; ent to Whic h?
Service Het the
Evau.at Lv e
Criter-i ;0\,
Exten-
sively
l'-'loder-
ately
Lirnited
or
His8in;~;
need
ques-
t. i one d
Hot
a:ppli-
C<JfJ-18
SEI{\JICE
Objectives
Counseling
organlzation
fa.cilitj_es
rst.a f'f
TNI!\'
progl'D.m
administrEltion
use of results
Orientation
Educational
Placement
Vocational
Placement
FolloVl-'rhroui3h
Ev a.Lnation
v
-'~
X
-o-~.
X
X
X
x
x
X
X
X
X
X
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IV.. KARAJvIURSEL AHERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
Karamursel American High School is located at Karamursel
Air Force Base, 'I'urkey and serves the members of the U..S..
Force stationed there.. There are also some Army and Navy personnel
and civilians sending children to the school ..
'I'heschool includes grades seven through 12 with the
breakdown showing 35 12th graders, 51 11th graders, 70 10th
graders, 57 ninth graders, 70 eighth graders, and 93 seventh
graders for a total student body of 376.. The breakdown also
shows 326 Air Force, 21 Army, 10 Navy, 13 civilian tuition,
and 6 other nationalities. The administration includes a
pr-Lnci.pa.L, '1lhis is a new school in USDESEA and there has not
yet been a senior class graduated from the school, as of the
completion of the survey check 1isto
Objectives
(1) rl'heobjectives of the program have undergone
revision with objectives being stated in specific terms in
most of the items.. The greater part of the services are covered
and the services usually attempt to fulfill those objectives as
written.. The school faculty is not totally aware of the
program. 'I'heprinted copies of the objectives were not available
to the members of the faculty.
(2) The objectives of the program met the criteria to
a "moderately provided" extent ..
Counseling
(1) The information on the status of the staff as to
certification and number was lacking from the survey instrument.,
However, according to a listing of PPS personnel, Kara.mursel
was assigned one counselor slot to service the 370-plus students
and, it was assumed, that this was the primary assignment for
the individual, on a full-time 1 •oaSlS.
Facilities were moderately satisfactory with decor being
pleasing and conducive to good guidance practices~ There
was a lack in the facilities for individual testing and also
in complete privacy for the counselor's interviewing offices
in the guidance center.
Sufficient programming was given to assure counseling
sessions for students, but not on a hvice-yearly basis ..
Time for emergency sessions was available, and all inter-
viewing was accomplished only after thorough study of the
accurate, private, and confidential and complete guidance files
e
Sufficient clerical assistance was available for the de t 'par merrt,
The staff was skilled in guidance techniques and the
counselor had formal training within the past five years
o
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Counselors were maintaining levels of capability"
'I'hefaculty, students, and parents Viere aware of the
guidance program and of procedures for securing assistance ..
(2) 'I'henumber of periods assigned for counseling met
the minimum established by the criteria.. The counseling services
were provided to a "moderate" extent ..
'llestin$zIvIea.f:mrementand Individual AEpraisal (THIA}
(1) The standardized testing program prescribed by USDESEA
had been dropped and the IJorge-Thorndike was the only test
administered to the 9th and 11th grades the present school year
(?1-72) .. Other internal testing included Kuder and strong interest
inventories, individually on student request.. No information
was supplied on test administration, as being non-applicable ..
All testing done was carried on by the psychometrist,
or counselor, trained in testing with scores being recorded
on the permanent records. Test results were explained privately
to students who were encouraged to react to information given ..
Interpretation of scores to parents were discretely made ..
(2) '.rheexternal program in USDESEA is set by the
Directorate, and is complete as recommended.. Therefore, the
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TMIA services were rated as being lIextensive" in the amount
in effect at the schOol. The over-all program was greatly hindered
when co~ared to the criteria of reco~ended testin~. A rating
of providing services waS assigned as "limited or missing" when
the total criteria was applied to evaluating this service.
Orientation
(1) The necessity for counselor visits to the homes of
new students VJaS deemed inapplicable to Karamursel.. rrhe
single complex for all schools, four through 12, also
made it unnecessary for tours and other activities designed
for acquainting the incoming students with the physical
plant. students were furnished information designed to
acquaint them with the academic program and all students
received initial interviews with the counselor who would
counsel them during their school program. Intah:e interviews
were given on the first day of attendance with immediate and
long-range plans made as soon as possible upon the transfer
from another school. Moreover, new students were given a
tour of the physical plant upon enrollment at the school ..
(2) A rating of being IImoderately provided" waS assigned
to the orientation services.
8'7
Educational Placement
(1) As stated i.n the general description, Kar-amureeL had
not as yet graduated a class so that the placement of graduates
in college did not apply" There was a library file and the
counseling center also maintai.ns some files of college information~
There were materials on scholarship sources, college financing
and other pertinent information~ The greater portion of this
information was provided through the counseling center"
A college day program was held) annually, with represent-
atives from local and stateside colleges, such as overseas campus
personnel of Ball State and Maryland University, attendi.ng"
Four-year educati.onal programs 'were available for students and
both parental and student approval were given to those plans ..
'I'he plans were flexible and allowed for amending as necessary
over the student's school terms"
(2) The educational placement services were provided
to a "moderate" extent, compared to the criteria.
Vocational Placement
The evaluator marked the greater portion of the criteria
for this service as being inappropriate to the Karamursel
situation. There was a file on occupational information in
the counseling center" No career day/night program was in
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effect but was notated as being desirable as an addition
to the vocational placement program ..
(2) The vocational placement services were rated as
being "non-applicable" to the Karamursel school commun i.t y ..
FOllow-1Ihrou~h
(1) No graduating class had yet left Kar amur-ac L and there
was no program in effect at the time of the survey ..
(2) Follovf-through services were rated as being "not
applicable" at the time of the survey ..
Evaluation
(1) Counselors and staff members were encouraged to note
deficiencies in the program and to suggest new techniques to
improve the pr-ogr-am; 'l'he total program vvas given some evaluation
annually with each service undergoing scrutiny. A report of the
evaluation was submitted in writing to the principal and the goal
of the evaluation "vas implementation of change in the program ...
(2) 'I'he evaluation services were "moderately provided',
when compared to the criteria ..
Surr:,mary
'I'ab.Le VII presents a summary of the evaluation of the
guidance services at Karamursel American High School ..
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TABLE VIII
SUMl'1ARYOF THE EVALUATION OF TI-IE GUIDANCE
SEHVICES A'f KARAMUHSEJJ ANERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
t~tent to tvhich
Service Net the
Evaluative
Criteria
,:== :;:::::: :;: :;::
or
Need
ques-
tioned
l'Jot
appli-·
cable
Exten-
sively
Hoder-
ately
Limited
HissinG
SERVICE
Objectives
Counseling
organization
facilities
staff
r:elUA
program
administration
use of results
Orientation
Educational
Placement
Vocational
Placement
F'0110w-T1hrough
Evaluation
x
X
x
x
x
X
x
x
x
X
X
X
X
X
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v, KENrrRA JU'-mRICAl'I HIGH SCHOOL
Kenitra American High School did not return the survey
questionnaire ..
VI.. NAPLES ArvIERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
Naples American High School did not return the survey
questionnaire"
VII. RaI'A AlVJERICAN HIGH SCHOOl,
Rota American High School did not return the survey
questionnaire ..
VIII. rrORREJON AlvIERICAN HIGI:I SCHOOL
rrorrejol1American High School did not return the
survey questionnaire ..
IXe ZARAGOZA AHERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
Zaragoza American High School is located on Zaragoza
Ai.r Force Base at Zaragoza in the Spanish desert region.. It is
administered by a principal and a deputy principalo A total
of 358 students attend grades seven through 12. A breakdown
shows 43 in grade 12, 68 in grade 11, 70 in grade 10, 66 in
grade nine, LI-3 in grade eight, and 68 in grade seven. There are
l.J- pupils from Army families, 26 from Navy families, 275 from Air
Force families, and 53 from non-service fcunilies..
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pbjectives
(1) The objectives for the guidance services at Zaragoza
were stated in specific terms covering all phases of the
program, and met the check list items at an extensive level
of provision, in all respectse
(2) The extent to which services were provided relating
to objectives of the program vvas lIextensive.."
Counse..lin!£
(1) The guidance staff at Zaragoza was composed of one
certified counselor (Missouri) who serviced all students in
the grades seven through 12, on a full-time basis ..
The counselor thought Zaragoza's program was extensive
with equipment including filmstrips, records, overlays, as well
as tapes.. A PI'S committee of teaching members assisted in inter-
viewing students and met regularly to assess the pr ogr am, 'I'he
counselor had recently completed courses at Ball state campus
in guidance. He also meets regularly with Zaragoza base
hospital personnel and the base drug abuse council.
(2) The counseling services were provided "extensively"
compared to the criteria established"
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Testing, Measurement and Individual Appraisal (TMIA)
(1) No group testing ,,"vascarried on the school year of
the survey, but the usual program had included vocational tests
at levels 9, 10, 11, and 12. In addition, the 1971-72 SY also
included the ITBS for 7-8, LTIQ for 7-9-11, and TAP for 9-10-11~
All personnel were qualified in the administration of
tests with pre-testing critiques being presentede The faculty
was aware of the program and the procedures for use of test
resultse Interpretation of test scores was with discretione
(2) 'I'ne 1_'NIAservices wer-e rated as being "extensively
provide~' at Zaragoza.
Orientation
(1) Orientation procedures except for home visitation
by counselors, were carried on by the guidance staff extensively
in the community. Counselors did not visit all homes but the
"closeness" of the American community precluded difficulties
from this situation.. The sending school (the local elementary
school) was visited and students were oriented into tl.ie
junior high school which is housed in the same bUilding as
the high school. Transition from junior to senior high school
is therefore enhanced and the actual transition is more
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easily facilitated, since the same counselor is counseling
all students in the complex.
(2) 'I'heorientation services were provided "extensively"
as compared to the criteria.
Educational Placement
(1) The individual responsible for counseling seniors
was extremely proficient in providing information for entry into
advance educational facilities. The school library and the counseling
center maintained complete information on college entry and on
financial aid and scholarships as well as other pertinent infor-
mation on financing education at the university level. College
night programs were held, annually, but representation of schools
was difficult in this isolated location.
Four-year programming for individuals Was present VJith
student and parental approval being given to the final,
flexible pr-ogram , Allowance for amendment of the curriculum
was present for all students.
(2) 'I'hecriteria were met at the "extensively provided"
extent by the educational placement services.
Vocational Placement
(1) The items of the check list were provided to a
moderate extent through the activities of the vocational
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placement services with no placement specialist, per se,
being assigned primarily to this function at Zaragoza.. Qualified
individuals were present and occupational information files
were present, but not extensively so~
(2) The vocational placement services were rated as being
"moderately provided" at Zaragoza ..
(1) A sampling 0 f students who Vlere graduated within
the past· five years was made w i.th information obtained being
used to improve the school programs It 11here ViaS a de finite follow-
through in effect and was supervised by the counselor and the
PPS committee. '_rhetransient nature of the community hampered
the utilizing of information identifying out-of-school individuals !t
who would benefit by further guidance services.
(2) When compared to the criteria, the follow-through
(1) Encouragement to participate was extended to all personnel
services were "moderately provided."
Evaluation
in evaluating the guidance program with deficiencies and remedial
methods being solicited" 'llhetotal program was evaluated
annually. A written report was given to the principal. The
goal of the evaluation was to implement changes in the guidance
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program to improve and strengthen the provisions for student
service ..
(2) The evaluation services were rated as being
provided to a "moderate" extent ..
Summar;L
'Ilable VIII contains a summary of the evaluation of the
guidance services at Zaragoza American High Schaal.,
TABIJE VIII
SUHHARY OF' THE EVALUATION OF THE GUIDANCE
SE}"(VICES A'l' ZARAGOZA AHERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
= ; ==: ~:: ~ -Ex-csnt fo WnicnService Met the Exteu- Moder- Limited Need Not
Evaluative sively ately or ques- appli-Crit_e_r_i_a~ ~M~i~s~s~i_r~lf~~)t_i._o_u_e_dc_a_"_b_l_e__
: : :: ; : : ;::;::
SEHVICE
Objectives X
Counseling X
organization x
facilities x
staff x
THIA X
program x
administration x
use of results x
Orientation X
Educational
Placement X
Vocational
Placement X
F'ollow-'l'hrough X
EValuation X
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C e BADEIJ-VroERI'TEHBF.RG DISTIHCrr
I~ HEIDELBERG AHERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
Heidelberg American High School did not return the survey
questionnair0o
II e KARLSRUHE PJ·1}iliICPlJ HIGH SCHOOL
Karlsruhe American H'i.ghSchool is located in the town
of Karlsruhe, Germany, in the German state of Baden-Wuerttemberg
about two hours' travelling time from Frankfurt am 1'1ain,and
serves the dependents of Army personnel stationed there.
The town is also the headquarters of the United States
Dependents Schools, European Area which administers the
educational system for all American personnel stationed
throughout Europe, United Kingdom, Middle East, and North
Africa.
The student population at Karlsruhe High School numbers
423 with 1+3 students in grade 12, Lf.5 in grade 11, 59 in grade
10, 76 in grade 9, 80 in grade 8, and 120 in grade 7.. All but
ILl-(tuition students) are dependents of Department of the
Army civilians or Army military personnel stationed in the
Karlsruhe area.
11he school is administered by a principal and a deputy
principal and has a guidance staff under the direction of
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a Director of Guidance~
Objectives
(1) While there were no printed copies of the guidance
objectives for the faculty members, and there had not been
a revision for the past two years, the objectives were
stated in specific terms and covered all areas of the
guidance pr-ogr-am, 'I'he individual services attempted to
meet the objectives as written. The faculty of the school
was aware of the guidance program and of its objectives in the
school's educational program ..
(2) When compared to the criteria as established for
the check list, the objectives were rated as being "moderately
provide~'at Karlsruhe school.
Counseling
(1) With the exception of accessorial eqUipment of
tape recorders and other equipment, the facilities at Karlsruhe
High School were judged to be extensively SUpplied with each
counselor having private offices and rooms and space being
available for individual and small group testing and con-
ferences. The counseling area was not integrated into a school
intercom system but this was deemed inapplicable to the
small complex.
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The maintenance of adequate records was cited as
lacking among the organization features of the counseling
services.. Another failing VIas the inclusi,ol1of parents
in the scheduled interviews of counselees.. A program of
in-service training was in effect but not extensively
conducted for all members of the faculty.. All counselors
students and faculty members were aware of the counseli.ng
had received formal training within the past five years and both
services and of procedures necessary to secure the services
The staff of the school consisted of the director of
of a counselor. All students were scheduled for sessions on
a twice-yearly, or greater, basiso
guidance and a counselor who shared total responsibility for
counseling all students in grades 7 through 12, with the
director having the centralized responsibility for the
guidance department and PPS activities ..
indicate an excess of counseling time.. However, since the
Table IX shows the assignments for the PPS staff, which
indicate there was a total of 14 periods of counseling time
daily for the L~2.3 students. According to the criteria, this
number would require a total of nine periods, which would
Director of Guidance is also responsible for the administration of the
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TABLE IX
COUNSELING Tum Al'ID ASSIGNHEN'rs AT
KARLSRUHE ANEHICAN HIGH SCHOOL
Staff Member Certified/State Grade
Counseling-
(rime (min)---
Counselor
Yes/Indiana
No Info
Yes/No infO
7-12
7-12
K...12
480*360*
L ()O__!:Q_
Guidance Director
Nurse
*Total Counseling Time
guidance program, such time assigned is probably not excessive ..
While there is no information on the certification of the
counselor, the director of guidance was certified and had
attended formal courses w.i.t.h i.n the past five years ..
(2) The counseling services were rated as being proV~ded
to a "moderate" extent ..
Testing;z l1easurement and Individual Ap:2raisal('ll~lIA)
(1) 'rhe testing pr-o gr-am wae in the process o r ~a mora tQrium
ordered by the Directorate so the internal program VIas in
abeyance though it normally included intelligence and tests
of achievement. When administered, tests were administered :i:n
class-size groups with all testing being under the direction Of
the director who was qualified .i.n test administration.
were given explanations of purpose and nature of tests and
results were explained in private with discretion to all •
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(2) Considering the moratorium, the nUA services were
provided to an "extensive" extent at Karlsruhe.
Orientation
(1) All students expected to attend the receiving school
had visits to the school and visits to the sending school were
made by the counselors to discuss curriculum and activities of
the receiving school in general~ Initial interviews were not
always conducted by the student's assigned counselor and home
visitation by counselors was also lacking. Transfer students
were given intake interviews and tours of the facilities
upon entering and all students had immediate and long-range
programs planned as soon as possible after enrolling in the
high school.
(2) The orientation services, when compared to the
criteria, were provided "moderately .."
Educational Placement
(1) With the exception of the sources of scholarship
informatiOn and an annual college night program, the educational
placement services were provided extensively at Karlsruhe
High School with all students and students' parents being
involved in program planning. Files of information on col-
leges, requirements for entrance, scholarships and financing
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opportunity were maintained in the counseling center and in
the school library~ The counseling center also maintained a
file of potential college students~
(2) The educational placement services were "moderately
(1) A placement specialist was available to the school
provided" at Karlsruhe"
Vocational Placement
to assist students on a limited basise There was also a
lack of files citing local job opportunities and no file on
the local military community~ A career day/night program was
students holding part-time employment Vias needed.. Assignments
of part-time jobs was rated as questionable activities for
deemed questionable at this localityo
(2) 'I'he vocational placement services were "limited or
missing" as designated by the established criteria ..
curriculum and guidance programs was slight.. A need to identify
Follow-Throu~h
(1) A de finite program under the direc tLon a f the school
and administered by the director of guidance was in effect but
implementation of the information obtained to improve the
out-of-school individuals in need of further guidance was questioned.
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(2) A rating of "limited or missing" was given to the
follow-through services of Karlsruhe High School~
Evaluation
(1) All school personnel were encouraged to participate
in identifying strengths and wealmesses and to suggest techniques
for improving the guidance programs& The tota1 program was
evaluated annually, though no written report was submitted to
the principal. 'I'he goals of evaluation were to implement
necossary changes in tho program to enhanco the school's total
curriculum.
(2) 'I'he evaluation aer-vLces , wheri compar-ed to the criteria,
'were provided to a "moderatel! extent"
Summar;z
A summary of the evaluation of the guidanco services at
Karlsruhe American High School may be found in 'I'abl.e X"
TABLE X
SUI'i1'1l>.RY OF rrHE EVALUATION OF' rpHE GUIDAJ'fCE
SERVICES Nf KARLSRUHE A11ERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
''Ext ent to which
Service Met the
Evaluati.ve
Criteria
Exten-
sively
Limited
or
Hissj_ng
Not
app)_:i_
ca.ble
Moder-
ately
Need
ques-
tioned
SEHVICE
Objectives
Counseling
organization
facilities
staff
T'HIA
program
administration
use of results
Orientation
Educational
Placement
Vocational
Placement
Follow-'l'hrough
Evaluation
x
X
x
x
x
X
~C"*
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
*moratorium in effect
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III. I-1ANNHEH1 AJ'1ERICANHIGH SCHOOL
Mannheim American High School is located in the indus-
trial town of Hannheim, Germany near the Ehine and Necle.aX'rivers
and serves the children of the 1st Support Brigade and TASCOM
(rrheater Army Support Command) at Worms, Germany.. The students
number 1,123 and the administrati.on consists 0 f a principal,
from Air Force, 22 civilian tuition students and 2 from other
a deputy principal~ and a teacher-assistant principal ..
'I'hobreakdown of student numbers indicated 97 12th graders,
138 11th graders, 165 lOth graders, 216 ninth graders, 217
eighth graders, and 267 seventh graders.. There are also 23 junj_or
high and senior high special education students.. A further
br-eakd own indicated 1,093 students from Army personnel, 6
sources ..
Objectives
(2) The objectives, when compared to the evaluative criteria,
(1) The objectives are in specific terms with printed
copies being available to the facultYe These objectives
cover all areas of the guidance pr-ogr-am, 'I'heobjectives
have been revised recently, within the past two yearse Only
in the area of faculty awareness of the program was there a
lacking of information.
were provided "extensively""
Counseling
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(1) The pupil Personnel Services staff at Mannheim
American High School consisted of a Supervising Counselor, a
Career Counselor, a CoWex Coordinator, two Special Education
teachers, a Reading Specialist, and two Counselors, as well
as a Nurse. Table XI shows the assignments at Hannheim:
TABLE XI
COUNSELING r:enm AND ASSIGNHEl'FfSAT
MA]\lNHEH1ANERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
Staff I1ember Certified/State Grade
Counsel~
'llime(m:i_ b
~
300*
300*
3001<-
300
300
300
300
300
.300
900
Supervising Counselor Yes/I1ichigan
Co~nselor Yes/Ohio/Vae
Counselor Yes/Alabama
Career Counselor No Info
CoWex Director No Info
Special Education Yes/No info
S~ecial Education Yes/No info
Reading Specialist Yes/No info
Nurse'- Yes/Alabama
11-12
9-10
7-8
7-12
10-12
7-9
10-12
7-12
7-12
*Total Counseling Time
According to the criteria, a total of 23 counseling
periods are necessary to meet the requiremente A total of
1,0, periods was scheduled at Hannheim, w i.t.h thc C' •V' Dupervlsing
Counseling being one of those whose other duties included
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directing the total PPS program" However, he is assigned a total
work day of eight hours for the extra 'workload.. He counsels the
rated at a moderate level and the facilities were also provided
full school " ,GaYe
The organization of counseling~ therefore, wa,s
moderately with accessorial equipment and space for individual
and small group conferences being limited or missing ..
cational and personal adjustment techniques but otherwise all
The staff was limited or missing in its vocational , edu-
items vvere favorably rated ..
(2) The counseling services of Mannheim High School were
provided for "moderately" compared to the criteria"
Testin7 Measurement and Individual A uraisal (TMIA)
that comparison to the criteria was somewhat meaningless at
the time of the survey.. previOUsly, the program included
all recommended tests for internal testing and still
contained the external program fully.. 'rhe administration
of tests was carried on in an appropriate manner with personnel
(1) The moratorium on testing was again in effect so
qualified in the field. In-service training of new teachers in
testing techniques waS limited but all aspects were fully
met as delineated in the check list. The recording of
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test information on permanent record cards was still in
effect but will be discontinued in the future, in accordance
w.i.t h rulings by U ~5.. courts which have indicated that such
information is potentially detrimental to students ..
Test results were interpreted with care to all individuals
concerned: teachers, students, and parents.,
(2) The THIA services were rated as being lImoderately
provided" at l1annheim High School ..
Orientation
(1) Orientation services at l'1annheimwer-e well-planned and
involved the utilization of the present student body in giving
information to incoming students from both the Worms and
Hannheim Elementary scnoof.c , During the month of JlIay,
selected students (usually from the Honor SOCiety) visited
the sending schools and later conducted tours of the physical
facilities of Hannheim High School, explaining in detail the
activities and programs.. A pictorial booklet was being
compiled by one of the honor society members as an orientation
instrument. The student was a competent amateur photographer ..
The criterion for counselors to visit the sending schools
was noted as not applicable, in view of the above noted
arrangements for orientation. Again, counselor visitation
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to homes of new students was questioned as appropriate.. The
planning of immediate and long-range programs was in need of
improvement ..
(2) The orientation services at the lvlannheimAmerican
High School were rated as being "moderately IJrovided" whe n
compared to the criteria of the survey ..
Educational Placement
(1) fJlheevaluator at Hannheim rated all facets of the
check list as being extensively provided except in the realms
of four-year educational planning for each student and student
and parental approval of such plans.. In each of these areas
a limited or missing but desirable notation was assigned
to the service.. A college day/night program was held
annually involving local representatives of the overseas
campuses o:fAmerican uni versi ties as well as local 11J\.merican"
schools not under military sponsorship.. Hilitary personnel
also gave information on their alma maters to interested
students and parents"
(2) The educational placement services were rated as
being "moderately provided."
Vocational Placement... .
(1) A Career Counselor was employed in the Mannheim
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school and had established <3. Career Center housing various
occupational files., Part-time employment assistance, and the
corresponding informational files of opportunities and students
involved were missing from services~ No information on
financial need of students was thought to be needed in the
local commun i.t y , However, such information Vias given a
"desirable" notation. All other phases of the program
were rated as meeting the criteria as expressed by the
check list extensively. However, the placement specialist's
primary concern of placing graduates in employment was
rated as being only moderately provided.,
(2) in strict comparison to the criteria, the vocational
placement services were provided to a Ilmoderate" extent"
Follow-frhrough
(1) '1'hefollow-through program work.ed w.i.t h a sample of
the population graduated within the past five years, usually
with the more current graduates of that group. The utilization
of that information to improve the school's program could have
been better implemented for both curriculum and guidance& The
program was definite and supervised. 'I'he idf.:mtification of
out-of-school individuals in need of further guidance services
was questioned as being appropriate in the overseas miLLtary
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community which is tremendously transient with the majority of
the students rotating almost immediately after withdravval from
the h:Lgh school.,
(2) The follow-through services were rated as being
provided to a "moderate" extent"
Evaluati.on
(1) The evaluat:Lon services of the program seems to be
the strongest portion for the overseas schools, as Mannheim also
was rated strongly provided.. In implementation of changes on
the basis of the evaluation, moderate accomplishments are
achieved.. One of the difficulties may be in the strongly
transient nature o'f both students and staff members of the
schools ..
(2) The evaluation services were rated as being
"extensively" provided as compared to the criteria.
Summary
Table XII shows a compilation of the evaluative study
rating for the guidance services at Mannheim American High
School.
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'lIABLEXII
SUHHAl~Y OF THE EVALUArrrON OF r:pRE GUIDANCE
SERVICES AT HAl'fNJ{EIIvI AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
:::::;:= ::::;=: ::;:;;;::Extent Fo Wnich
Service Het the
Evaluative
Criteria
SEINICE
Objectives
Counseling
organization
facilities
staff
THIn
program
administration
use of results
Orientation
Educational
Placement
Vocational
Placement
Fo.l Low-s'l'hr-ough
Evaluation
: ::= .;: ;
Exten-
sively
Hoder-
ately
Limited
or
I1issip'~
Need
ques-
tioned
Not
appli-
cable
X
X
x
x
x
X
x*
x
x
X
X
X
X
X
*moratorium in effect
:it
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(2) IHhen the objectives of the stuttgart program were
compared to the criteria as established, the rating of being
IILLmdt e·d. or 1" c . ;> " •_ v. 1J..oSll1£o J out; needed" extent was given ..
Counseling
_ .t
(1) Eac h student in the stut.tgart High School. was
assigned an advisor from the faculty; a teacher, counselor, or
administrator, giving each advisor approximately 20 advisees"
Each advisor then VJorked with a counselor and the "harder" cases
were referred to the counselor for assistance" Each counselor
was assigned to students in all grade levels"
All counselors were certified and all counselors worked
full-time at counseling" In addition to the Supervising
Counselor, a Career Counselor, a Nurse, a CouVex Director and
two Counselors were assigned to the pupil Personnel Services
staff. A summary of counseling time and assignments for
Stuttgart High School is shown in Table XIII.
The facilities at Stuttgart High School were rated as
being moderately sufficient to serve the needs of the staff
of coun6elors~ Office space, testing space for small groups,
and space for conference were the areas of d:Lfficulty. The
accessorial equipment of tape recorders and other eqUipment
was limited, but needed by the department.
(fABLE XIII
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COUNSELING 'rIHE AND iLSSIGNl·mNTS AT
S'TUTTGAR1' .Al'·1ERICAN HIGH. SCHOOL
Staff Members Certified/state
------------------------------~----.-----.--------------------~----~~--Counsellng
rp" (nri,n.)__lme mlGrade
Supervising Counselor
Counselor
Counselor
Career Counselor
Co\Vex Director
Nurse
Yes/Pennsylvania
Yes/New York
Yes/Michigan
No
Yes/Pennsylvania
Yes/No info
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
9~12
9-12
300*
300"*
300*
300
300
300
*Total Counseling Time 900
'I'he organizational aspects of the program more than
exceeded the needs when compared to the criteriao All phases
of the program from student awareness and involvement to
faculty and administration involvement were rated by the
evaluator as being exceptionally aware and supportive of the
school's progrrun of counseling&
Clerical assistance, awareness of additional sources
of outside assistance, other than school faculty, and the
record keeping were rated as being moderately accomplishedo
(2) The number of assigned periods for counseling greatly
exceeded the criteria, especially when the teacher-advisors were
included. Over-all, counseling services were rated as being
"moderately" provided.
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'llestin~zIvIeasurementand Individual_ApEraisal ern,rcA)
(1) 'fhe internal testing program at stuttgart High
School had been d~scontinued as a group activity and only
individualized testing on an as needed basis was in effect. The
testing program was felt to be inappropriate for many d.is-
advantaged groups and that the time and cost of the program
was not justified by the results obtainede
'I'he portions of the check list applying to the administration t
of group testing were marked as inapplicable to the stuttgart
pr-ogr-am, 'I'he external testing program was still in effect ..
All personnel that did testing were well qualified with
individual tests being carried on by counselors and/or psycho-
metrists.. The results of testing were interpreted in private
and with discretion. Recording of results on permanent records
was questioned as being appropriate behavior with such datao
(2) The testing program of the stuttgart High School was
rated as "not app.Lf.cabl,e" when compared to the crLte.rLa , 'l'he use
of results and administration of testing portions were considered
to be "extensively" provided" The over-all program was "limited
or missingll in strict comparison.
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Orientation
(1) The orientation services were deemed by the
evaluator as being provided extensively in the areas of
a planned program of continued orientation during the
first semester of attendance and the intak.e intervievvs"
Immediate and long-range programs for the student were made
as soon as possible after entrance into the schoolo Transfer
students were afforded a tour of the facilities with some
visits of expected students being provided. Home visitation
by counselors Vias missing from the program, but was desired
for benefits capable of being reaped~ Visits to sending schools
were also missing from the orientation program for the
new and expected students' orientation"
(2) .A rating of being "moderately" provided was assigned
to the orientation servicese
EdUcational Placement
(1) All phases of student placement were met extensively
except for the placing of students in colleges by the senior
Counselor. It was felt that this accomplishment was only mod-
el~ately completed. The program was "very" flexible with changes
the "rule" whe n necessary. The four-year plan for education of
Stuttgart's students was inappropriate and student approval
Was given more weight .i,nprogram approval than that of the
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parents when determinin{~;the program for the student's partie-
ipation during his high school tenure ..
(2) The educational placement services were rated as
being "moderately" provided when compared to the criteria. as
establishedo
Vocational Placement
(1) A Career Counselor vias available at the school and
maintained appropriate occupaLLonal informati.on files as well
as files being maintai.ned in the school .lLbr-ar-y , It was
considered a practical impossibility to secure jobs for the
local student in the German-oriented locale. Vocational fields
rather than specific job placement was considered the goal Of
career counseling. A file of all work-study stUdents was maLn_
tained but no information on part-time employed students Vias
available; this was considered inappropriate. 'I'here VIas no
attempt at employer-school contacts e.ither , 'I'he career night
program Vlas held utilizing local service personnel and
cLv.i.Li.an personnel relating information about; their particula..:t-
job specialtieso
(2) Vocational placement serVices, in accordance with
the criteria as established, were "limited or miSSing." If
alnended to coincide with the evaluator's view of the communit_
Y,
a "moderatelyll provide extent would be more appropriate"
~- --~-~-----------
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(1) It was noted that the sampling necessary was almost
inrpossible to attain in the transient population of the overseas
schools and returns were well below the 70-80% level. A definite
the school in the military overseas community 0 Howev or , the
program was questioned as beiq:; needful, if not impossible, at
information obtained was used to implement indicated changes in
school's programs and to attempt to identify those out-of-schoo]_
individuals who might profit from further guidance services.,
(2) 'rhe follow-through program was rated as "limited or
missin~' from the stuttgart High School&
Evaluation
(1) The evaluation criteria were accomplished fully eXC~pt
for the necessity of submitting a written report to the
principal annua.l.Ly, 'l'hereis, moreover, a wrLtt.en report of
activities submitted to USDESEA annually. Changes in the
programs were implemented on the basis of the evaluation.
(2) The evaluation services were rated as being provid~d
"moderately" when compared to the criteria.
Summary
A summary of the evaluation of the guidance serVices
2ti:;
Stuttgart is contained in 'Table XIVe
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TABLE XIV
SUIVIHARY OF rnrs EV ALUNI1ION OF THE GUIDANCE
SERVICES NP Sfl'UTTGARrp A}VlERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
rxtenf 1.0 WhicE
Service IVletthe
Evaluative
Criteria
SERVICE
Objectives
Counseling
organization
facilities
staff
T~IIA
program
administration
use of results
Orientation
Educational
Placement
Vocati.onal
Placement
Follow·-Through
Evaluation
.: : : ::
Exten-
sively
Moder- Limited
erately or
Hisslng
Need
ques-
tioned
Not
appli-
cable
x
X
x
x
x X*
x*
x
x
X
V
~l..
X
X
X
*no group testing program in effect
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D~ HESSEN DISTRICT
I.. BERLIN AJvI8RICAN HIGH SCHOOlJ
Ber11n American High School is located .i,n the American
zone of the divided city of Berlin, Germany and serves the
dependents of the Berlin Brigade (Army) and U.S~ Air Force
personnel stationed there&
The administration consists of a principal and deputy
principal and the student body numbers 652 with a breakdown of
38 12th graders, 92 11th graders, En lOth graders, 11'1 ninth
graders, 146 eighth graders, and 178 seventh graders" Of
these pupils, 327 are from Army families and 2Lr4 from Air Force
families. Irhe remaining 79 tuition students are from
related servicing families and 2 are from Navy families.
Objectives
(1) \iVhilethe objectives of the guidance program were
stated in specific terms and covered all areas of the program,
there wa.s some lack of a.wareness among the faculty as to the
program's objectiveness and its position in the school's
educational program. Printed copi.ea were available, but not to
all members of the facultyo The objectives had been revised within
the past two years and all services attempted to fulfill the
objectives as written.
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(2) The objectives of the program at Berlin were provided
to a Ilmoderate" extent when compared to the criteria ..
Counseling
(1) The counseling staff at Berlin was under the direction
of a counselor as Director of Guidance and had an additional
two counselors to assist in counseling students, one on a
full-time basis" All were cert i.f'Led, The in-service pr-ogr-am was
limited but plans were to begin such presently~ All counselors
had received formal training at colleges or Universities within
the pa8t five years ..
Facilities were rated as being moderately provided with
individual testing facilities, decor and accessorial equipment
being the shortcomings.
Organizational practices rated lowest on the scale with
provisions for record-keeping of interviews being questiOned
as desirable. 'l'hetwice-yectrly scheduling of sessions "vas also
thought inapplicable for Berlin students. Parents of counaelees
were not ,scheduled into formal participation in counseling
interviews ..
rl'ableXV gives a sumnar-y of counseling time and Cl8S' >.. 19n-
ments at Berlin American H'i.g.i School.
(2) When compared to the criteria, the counseling services
12.3
'llABLE xv
COlTNSELING crIME AND ASSIGNJvIEl'rI1S A'll
BEI~LIN lU{E;}_~ICANHIGH SCHOOL
staff Member Certified/state Grade
Counseling
Time (min)
Guidance Director
Counselor
Counselor
Yes/Michigan
Yes/California
Yes/Michigan
300-)(-
300*
60*
*Total Counseling Time 660
**60 Counselees
Vlere rated as being "moderately" provided.. Staffing was rated
as being lIextensivelyll provided but organizational facets were
rated as 1I1imited or m.i.ssi.ng" .. Facilities were "moderately"
provided.
Testing, Heasurement and Individual Appraisal Cl'MIA)
(1) The testing pr-ogr-amat Berlin was extensive with
the internal program including all of the recommended test
instruments plus additional tests on an "as neededll basis ..
Tests were usually admini.stered in class-size groups
and, whe n possible, as part of a class unit ..
All individuals inVOlved in administering tests were
well qualified and discrepancies of testing environment were
noted. Purpose and nature of tests were explained to both
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faculty and students, and the faculty was aware of the
program of testing, and of its integration into the educational
aspects of the curriculum&
Test results were utilized for both students and faculty
and test r-esu.Its were explained to the students individually,
and in private interviews, when possiblee Interpretation of
test results to parents was made discreetly&
(2) 1Nhen compared to the criteria, the rrNIA services
were provided "extensively .."
Orientation
(1) As seems to be a pattern in USDESEA schools, home
visitations by counselors were questioned as being needed at
the Berlin school. All other items of the check list were
indicated as being moderately or extensively provided. Initial
interviews were conducted by assigned counselors who were to
counsel those students throughout their first year. A planned
program of orientation was also given to the new stUdents
continuing through the first semester of attendance"
Intal>::eintervie1Ns as to program planning, both immediate
and long-range, were moderately provided.
(2) The orientation services were rated as lIn1oderately"
provided according to the criteria.
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Educational Placement
"' 1
(1) Educational placement at each grade level and four-
year pro§_~ramplanning were only moderately provided at Berlin ..
Parental and student approval of the educational program was
also limited.. No file of potential college students was
maintained by the counseling center but the evaluator questioned
any need for orie , Information on scholarships vras limited or
missing but was desirablee All other phases were felt to be
provided extensively with informational libraries being main-
tained. College days were held annually for interested studentse
(2) When compared to the established criteria, the
educational placement services »iex e "moderatelyll provided.
Vocational Placement
(1) A placement specialist was available to assist
graduates in the selection of employment fields, maintained
files of occupational information and lists of jobs in the
community to Individual needs and abilities for awar-d.Lrrg of part-
time employment were considered inapplicable, because of the
homogeneity of the local American community. A career day
pr-ogram was held annually, but needed improvement.
(2) Vocational placement services were rated as being
"moderately" provided at Berlin High .school when compared
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to the cri teri.a..
!.'.9110w-rrhrou£:h...
(1) There was no formal program of follow-through in
effect at Berlin, with information being received through
infor' 1rna correspondence and return visits by graduates. What
information was gleaned, VIas utilized as adequately as possi.ble
to improve the curriculum and the guidance program"
(2) The follow-through services were rated as being
"1·lrnited or missin~' at Berlin High School.
!valuation
exce tP for the encouragement of staff members' participation
in notl· d . th d f· . thng eflciencies and me 0 s -or lmprOVlng .e program
for guidance services.. A written report of the evaluation was
SUbmitted to the principalQ The goal of the evaluation was to
as .Slat in improvi.ng the services and Vias utilized to assist
in .lmproving the program by implementing the indicated changes
as uncovered lOn 'h e 1 tOo_ ~ e va_ua In.
(1) 'rhe evaluation program was moderately accomplished
(2.)When compared to the criteria, the evaluation services
were rat ed bod t 1 0 d d_ as elng "mo era e_y" provl e "
'I'ao.LeXVI shows a summary of the evaluation of the
&'U-i du _ ance services at Berlin American High School.
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rrABLE XVI
SUlvlMAHY OF THE EVALUATION OF rn-rE GUIDANCE
SERVICES AT BERIJIN AHERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
s;'Eel?-t to whfch
BvrV1lceNet the
Cre:-uative_ lteria
Ob' .C Jectlvesounseling
~rgc:n~zation.aClllties
sCaff
TMIA .
program
administration
Or~se of results
I;'dentation""Ucational
V Pla~ernentOcatlona1
Foiiacement
E
oW-Throw:thJValuation 0
Not
appli-
cableExten-sively
Hoder-
ate1y
Limited
or
Nissin!??
Need
ques-
t:i.oned
x
X
x
x
X
x
x
x X
X
X
X
X
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Bonn American High School is located in the suburb of
Bad Godesberg outside the German cathedral town of Koeln,
Germany 0
II e BONN AIvIF;RICAN HIGH SCHOOr.J
also a c boU urb of Koeln, but nOW is the seat of the German
F de oral Republic's par 1iament. frhe school has only, during the
71"'72 year, been designated as a 7-12 school, having previously
hOUsed '7 through 10. At present, the school population has
296 st d...u ents administered by a principal" The student
papUlation is quite varied, coming mostly from the families of
military attaches from the various embassies, and from the
fanlilies of members of the HilitarY Assistance Advisory Group ..
A gradewise breakdovm shoWS 38 12th graders, 43 11th graders,
L~2 10th graders, 52 ninth graders, 60 eighth graders, and 71
seVenth graderso A further differentiation finds 67 from Army
personnel, 3 from Navy, 36 from Air Force, 67 from the U. S.
E'mbassy staff, 81 from American businessmen, and 52 from the
2tc~ embassies, other than U~S., in the Bonn site.
os-Jectives
Bonn is the nearest German town of any size, originally
member~~~ of the faculty and the awarenesS of the guidance program
and it . . 18 objectives in the school's program VfaS mlnlma ..
(1) Printed objectives were not available to all
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Th ..8 ob.]ectives were stated in specific terms and fully
covered~ all areas of the program.. rfhe services attempted
to 'f' 1_:U fl'].1 the objectives as stated.. The objectives have been
revi,sed withl'11 the past two years ..
(2) Accord~ng to the cr~teria, the objectives of the
BOnn High School rated at the "extensiVelY" provided extent.
Cou co •_ n0911no'<:,
(1) Facilities at Bonn were rated by the evaluator as
bej_nl!' ta ex cns i.vc when compared to the check list.. 'I'he only
facet of less than extensive waS noted in regards to waiting
sPace f or counselees in the counseling center.
In the organ~zational structure of the program, an in-
service program for staff and faculty members was limited, but
needed. The schedul~ng of students on a twice-yearly basiS
was 0 1n y moderately successful. The inclusion of parents in
SUch intervie'ws was only partiallY aCC omplished by schedule"
The staff of a counselor and a career counselor was
certified and spent 10 periods a day in counseling, with both
servo .lClng the complete 7-12 student bO~. Table XVII show.
couns ·L·e.lng time and assignments at Bonn.
servt.ces were rated as being lIextens
ively provided."
(2) When compared to the criteria, the counseling
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TABLE XVII
COUNSELING TU1E AND ASSIGNHEWI'S A'll
BON1J AlvJERICANHIGH SCHOOL
~taff.'____ Hember
SOHuselorCaree- r Counselor
Certified/state Grade
Counseling'
[Time (min)-
Yes/i'1i,Chigan
Yes/5. Carolina
7-12
7-12
L~20*
210*-
*Total Counseling Time 630
Orga _. ..nlzatlOl1and staff met the criteria IImoderatelyllwith
fae"'l'a.. .it.Les being "extensive.11 rrhenumber' of periods required
by t' .ne crlteria was sixo The total of 10 assigned more than
met t l. lat nUlb b t . th .d ~. ldn er, U' some 'were In e career gUl ance ra e
were necessary for director's duties.
(1) rrhe internal program of testing in effect at the
time of the survey included the standard program of USDESEA,
With such instruments as Lorge_ThOrndike, ITES, and other
Heasurement and Individual A raisal c_rMIA)
gJ:'OU'J"\t
.t' ests.
~o~ra dC) m of CEEB, ACT and achievement tests. AlsO inclu.ed VIera
the W·ISC, DA'I',GNPB, and similar tests. The program met the
recommended criteria ..
The external program was the standard USDESEA
USe Of '~est results were rated highly with the only difficulty
be"-~ng met in the administration of group-type testS. In_service
The administration of tests and the
1.31
train' rr- .lnb programs were missing and the notation of discrepancies
in t esting envl'ronlnent 1 k d b d" t twas often over- 00 e y a mlnlS ra orSe
Bonn personnel questioned the actual relevancy of many
test results because of the difficulty of testing non-English
langU
J age students, and the foreign cultures integrated into
the student body from the non-lL1Jlericanembassy personnel ..
(2) An over-all rating of being "moderately" provided
\Vasassigned to Bonn's TMIA services.
Or'
~
(1) The need for visits to sending schools and first
semes" -cor-planned program of orientation were que atLcne d, and
stUdent visits to the school facilities were deemed as not
apPlicable in the local school complex because of the
comp._actness of the community and the proximity of the eLemerrtar-y
SChOOl arid the junior-senior high school, both being in the
sam.e local area in the housing complex. All other facets of
Or'lentation services were extensively provided.
(2) A rating of "limited or missj.ng" would be given to
Bonn''''v orientation program if "strictly" compared to the criteria
as established. In view of the peculiar situation at Bonn, the
IInon-apPlicability" of many items would raise the rating to
beinr.!' II
IS extensively" provided.
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Educational Placement
(1) As might be expected from a school hosting the
children of embassy famtlies and higher-rankj_ng service
personnel, the academic program was strongly oriented to
the placement of graduates in institutions of higher learning ..
All facets of the educational placement services were present
and extensively provided with the exception of an annual college
day/night pr-ogram 'which was rated as being questionable as to
needo The placement of students at each grade level through
the counselors was only a moderate activitYe
(2) The educational placement services at Bonn were
"extensively" provided ..
Vocational Placement
(1) A career specialist was available to the students
at Bonn and files were maintained on job sources within the
community with a file of part-time employed students also
being maintained in the counseling center. Employment oppor-
tunities were not secured for graduates with such a program
being questioned as to need. A career day/night program was
also questioned as being needed. All other aspects of the
vocational placement services were extensively provided.
(2) '11hevocati.onal placement services in the Bonn .American
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High School, when compared to the criteria, were provided to
a "moderate!! extent e
Follow-Through
(1) & (2) This was the first year as a senior high
school and no plans for follow-through services had yet been
formulated. Plans are in the process of being developed but
have not yet been introduced.. The follow-through services
were rated as "missing" at Bonn.
EValuation
(1) All counselors and faculty members uer e encouraged
to note deficiencies and to suggest remedial activities as
appropriate. 'l'he total program ViaS evaluated annually with
a written report being submitted.. The goal of implementing
changes in the program was the basis for evaluation of the
program.
(2) The evaluation services were rated as being "exten-
sively" provided.
Summary
'l'ab1eXVIII ahows a summary of the evaluation of the
guidance services at Bonn American High School.
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'rABLE XVIII
SUMMAHY OF 'THE EVAJ_;UATION OF THE GUIDANCE
SEHVICES A'l'BONN AHERICA1\fHIGH SCHOOL
Extent to Which =
Service Met the Exten- 110der- Limited Need Not
Evaluative sively ately or ques- appli-
Criteria rvlissingf tioned cable
SERVICE
Objectives X
Counseling X
organization x
facilities x
staff x11:tvIIA X
program x
administration x
use of results x
Orientation X
Educational
Placement X
Vocational
Placement X
Fo.l Low-el'h.r-o ugh X
Evaluation X
13.5
IlL BRElvIERHAVENAl'·1ERICAlJ HIGH SCHOOL
Bremerhaven American High School is located in the port
city serving the North German city of Bremen. The student body
is from the families serving in the Bremerhaven Post which is
the main cargo entry for the Army forces in Germany. The
complex houses a kindergarten through senior physical
plant divided into a 6-6 educational activity, with 516
students in K-6. The junior-senior high school body of students
numbers 202 with 24 in grade 12~ 27 in grade 11, 31 in grade
10, 35 in grade nine, 36 in grade eight, and 1+9 in grade
seven. The complex is administered by a principal~
Objectives
(1) The objectives were moderately specific in terms and
covered the areas of the program moderately.. All services did
strive to fulfill the objectives as written. Not all of
the faculty "vas aware of the objectives and no printed copies
were available to the faculty, nor were they aware of the
program's placement in the school's educational program .. The
objectives had not been revised within the past two years.
(2) 'I'heobjectives were rated as "limited or missing,"
according to the criteria. The objectives need current
revision.
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Counseling
(1) The organizational aspects of the program were
rated as being moderately met with the need for in-service
programs for counselors being questioned (only two are on
the staff)e The necessity for integration into the school
communications system was also questioned as being desirable ..
The evaluator also questioned the appropriateness for students
and parents to make decisions for interviews with the counselors
at Bremerhaven.
Facilities were provided for testing and interviewing
with the decor and accessorial equipment being rated as
adequate.
The staff consisted of two counselors, with one serving
as the director of guidance, and the other also being designated
CoWex director, in addition to part-time counseling" 'I'he Director
also spends one day per week at the elementary school counseling
and advising. 'I'ab.Le XIX gives a summary of counseling time and
assignments at the school.
The criteria would indicate a necessity for appro~Lmately
four periods daily for counseling students. The assigned time
met, and exceeded, that requirement. 'I'he Director's duties
would reduce some of that time, in all probability, as being
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TABLE XIX
COUNSELING I]_'Um .AJ.1DASSIGNHEWrS AI]'
BREHEIUIAVEN AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
Staff Member Certified/State Grade
ounsellng
Time (min)
Counselor
Counselor/CoWex
Yes/Washington
No
K-12
11-12
360-)(-
100*
*Total Counseling Time 460
actual student counseling time~
(2) The counseling services at Bremerhaven were
provided "moderately" when compared to the criteria ..
'llesb_l1g,Heasurement and Individual ApJ?raisal ('PHIA)
(1) 'I'he testing program of Bremerhaven vias the dj_rect
responsibility of the guidance staff and included the basic
proponents of an internal group program as recommended by the
criteriae The school also participated in the USDESEA
external program of testing which also met the
recommended criteria.
All aspects of test administration criteria were met
extensively with the faculty being provided in-service
training opportunities in use of results and in adminis-
tration of group tests.
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The training of teachers through an in-service prograrrl,
espeCially for new teachers, was limited but needed. The test
l'esUlts were explained to students in private interviews when
possibl eo All other phases of the testing criteria were ext en-
Si'Vely provided, including use of results.
(2) When compared to the criteria, the rrMIA services
Wel'eprOvided
Ol'i
~
(1) Counselor home visitation was questioned as to need
a.t BX-emerhaven, and the requirement for a planned program of
Ol'ien~ .~atlon during the first semester was moderately provided.
COUnSelors assigned to students conducted the intake interviews
a.nd 1ong-x-ange and immediate planning was accomplished as soon
"extensively", ..
a.s POSSible after enrollment"
(2) A rating of being "extensively" provided was assigned
to the orientation services.
EdUcational Placement
Educational placement at each grade level m1d four-
Yeai:'Planning with student and parental approval were provided
mOderately, with there being no need for a file of potential
COllege students at Bremerhaven.. The holding of a college
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day Or ni2'11t
u program VIas also considered inapplicable for the
Bremerhaven student body, possibly because of the isolation
Of Bremerhaven and the difficulty to secure personnel.
All other phases of the services for educational place-
raent Were provided extensively.
(2) The educational placement services were rated as
"1'l.m',l.-Cedor missing" at Bremerhaven High School, according to
th
e established criteria. If the inapplicable items are
granted as correctly assessed, the rating would be assigned
as be'J.ng "moderatelyll provided ..
VOCationa_l Placement
(1) Files of job sources, a list of part-time employed
stUde '.con-cv, and a career day/night program were listed as
limit de or missing but needed by the evaluator. The
S"he '~ cJ.alJ..~~t t_ for assisting students to find employmen was
qt1estioned as needed in the local community. All other
items On the check list were rated as being moderately
ProVided. The vocational information files of the
SChool "lere t 11 t d 1 t~ ra ed as exce en, an comp e e.
(2) When compared to the criteria, the vocational
Place ment services were "limited or missing."
(1) 'I'he follow-through program at Bremerhaven employed
the sampling technique utilizing graduates from the past
five years 'with informati.on from the sample being used to
improve the curriculum and guidance programse '1'heprogram
wae d ~. d~ eIlnite and administered by the director of gui ancee
"Llhe70-80% return requirement was considered uYl...realistic
as Was the need to identify out_of-school individuals in need
of fUrther guidance services, becaUse few out-of-school individuals
remain in the local military community for any length of
.time following their exit from school, whether by dropping
out or by graduation"
(2) When compared to the criteria, the follow-through
servicef3 were provided "m.oderately.11
Ji~valuation
(1) The encouragement of personnel to note deficiencies
and to implement changes from evaluative information was
extensively pursued at Bremerhaven. All services were
evaluated and changes were usually implemented OIl the basis
Of information obtained by the research.
services were rated as being "moderately" provided.
(2) When compared to the criteria, the evaluation
§__UillillCl_r;y
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'I'hefollowing Table XX presents a summary of the evalu-
ation of the guidance services at Bremerhaven High School:
TABLE XX
SUNMARY OF THE EVALUATION OF THE GUIDANCE
SETNICES AT BREMER HAVEN Al'IERICANHIGH SCHOOL
Extent to lNhich
Service Met the
Evaluative
Criteria
SERVICE
Ob,jectives
Counseling
organization
facilities
staff
rrMIA
program
administration
Use of results
Orientation
EdUcational
Placement
Vocational
Placement
~~ollow-Through
J:.Valuation
Limited Needques-
tioned
Not
appli-
cable
Exten-
sively
Hoder-
ately Hissing
or
x
X
x
x
x
X
x
x
x
X
X
X
V
A
X
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IV.. FRANKll'URT fJ'1ERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
Frankfurt American High School did not return the
SUrve- y t· .que s a.ormaa.r e ..
v.. WIESBADEN AJvIERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
1JifiesbadenAmerican High School did not return the
survey questionnaireo
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E. HHEINLAND-PFALZ DISTRIC~e
Bad Kreuznach American High School is located in the
v'lneyard area of Germany at Bad Kreuznach, serving the
dependents of personnel of the 8th Army Division, most of
th-em serving in tam: divisions, or armored infantry.. Adminis-
tered by a principal there is a student body of 267 pupils in- ,
grade0 8 2tQ seven through 12" 'The breakdown showed 2 1 h graders, 26
I. BAD KREUZNACH AHERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
11th graders,
and '7o seventh
from th A_e ..rmy,
ObJ'ec',___,. t.lves
1+1 lOth graders, 46 ninth graders, 59 eighth graders,
graders. Breakdovm by service personnel was 257
6 from the Air Force, and 4 tuition ..
(1) The need for printed copies was questioned for
faculty members. All services attempted to fulfill the objectives
and 'tJ.: was the opinion that the faculty was well aware of the
program of guidance and
not completely specific
Of the' program.
its objectives. The objectives were
and covered the majority of the areas
Cr'lteria established. 1'he small number of faculty members did
not req , " hUlre prlnt.ed copies for eaC •
(2) 'I'h e objectives were rated as "moderately" meeting the
The objectives needed current revision.
Counselini[,
(1) The staff of counselors at Bad K consisted of one
assigned individual acting as counselor and director of
gUj.dance full. time, spending approximately 360 minutes daily
in counseling. The individual was not certified as a pro-
f"'<' ..l;joGlonalcounselor. Further, there had been nO formal class
attendance within the past five years, and the evaluator
quep-I-l'oned !;.' !;. . •~,,_ -ne need for such ·-ralnlng.. In-service training and
staff conferences did not apply to Bad Kreuznach~ Clerical
help was furnished ..
Space and facilities for testing and conferences was
more than adequate, though secured filing facilities were
somewhat suspect ..
Records of interviews were recorded for the majority of
sessions but parental participation in those intervievis VJaS
questioned as to appropriateness. Other facets of the program
were determined to be extensively provided.
(2) Counseling services at Bad Kreuznach were rated as
being "moderately" provided ..
IvIeasurement and Individual A raisal cnUA)
(1) At the time of the survey, the internal testing
program included the rilBS for the 8th grade, 1\t\.P' s for 7th,
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8th and 9th grades, and Lorge-Thorndike for the 7th, 8th
and 1Ith grades. These tests were administered in class-size
groups but there was no attempt to integrate the test into a
Class unito No in-service training was available for use of
test results, and the need was questioned by the evaluatoro
Purpose and nature of the testing were explained to stUdents
prior to the actual testing and individuals administering
tests were moderately qualifiede
Test results wcr e interpreted to parents with cU.scretion,
and stUdents' interpretations were in private interviews when
POSSible, usually accomplishedo
(2) The Testing, Measurement and Individual Appraisal
serVices were rated as being "moderately" pr-ov.Lded, 'I'he testing
program will not be in effect during the 1972-73 school year
because of the USDESEA moratorium on testing.
2.t._ientation
(1) The need for counselor visitation to homes was
qUestioned and the visit to the sending school was noted as
non-applicable at Bad K. The planned orientation program through
the first semester was missing but all other programs of
Planning and familiarization activities were well provided.
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(2) The orientation services were rated as being
"m Oderately" °dprov~ ed, when compared to the criteriae
!duca-cional Placement
(1) The need for a file of potential college students
or for college day programs was questioned by the evaluator ..
'1:11efil. . es of college materials and college catalogues needed
improvement but were in the library and counseling center.
'rh "" 0e uenlor counselor was proficient in the placement of
r~'rdo a uat es and extensive scholarship information ,,-vasavailable"
Stud 'en-c plans were approved by both students and parents and
all four-ye~r l' t 1 fl "bl.. = p annlng was ex reme y- eXl e~
(2) The educational placement services were rated as
Ynee-Cl' n ' h_ g "C.e criteria at the "moderate" extent ..
Y9cational Placement
of part-time jObS were not applicable at Bad K.. !Jlheneed for
a career day program, or for an individual in close contact
Wj t.h -_ employers, were questionable as applying. [r11eplacement
specialist was missing, but desirable. Also missing, but needed,
'INa'" th.::> e maintenance of a file on students who were employed on
a part-time basis"
(1) Employment opportunities for graduates and awarding
(2) The vocational placement services at the Bad Kreuznach
lLI-7
Schaal Were rated as being "missing, or limited," when
compared to the criteriae
FOll_ OViT-Through
(1) Though seemingly at cross-purposes, the follow-
through criteria for a sampling within the past five-year Grad-
ua.tes and the utilization of information from that sampling were
rated as being a questionable need; yet, there was a "defi.nite"
program of follow-through practiced. 1'he level of 70-80%
:t'eturns, as recommended, was attained.. 'I'he need to identify
out-of-school individuals in need of further guidance services
was missing, but desirable, for the program.
(2) 'I'he rati.ng of "limited or mLasLng" Vias assigned to
the fOllow-through services, according to the criteriae
lilV~aluation
(1) The personnel were moderately encouraged to note
deficiencies and the evaluation of the individual services of
the total program were moderately attempted. 1'he was no written
report submitted, but indicated to be a desirable goale The
gOal of the evaluation was to implement changes, as needed, and
SUch changes were implemented on the basis of the information
Obtained from the evaluatione
(2) 'I'he evaluation services were provided to a "moderate"
extent , when compared to the criteria ..
A summary of the evaluation of the guidance services
at Bad Kreuznach American High School is contained in Table
XXIo
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ffABLE XXI
SUMlVItu~Y OF THE EVALUNrION OF THE GUIDANCE
SERVICES AT BAD KREUZNACH ANERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
==~xte~t to Whicll=:
.:lerVl.ceHet the
Evaluative
£riteria
- : :
::
Exten- Hoder- Limited
Need Not
sively ately or
ques- appli-
I1issinp' tioned cabl eC.)
SERVICE
Ob;jectives
Counseling
organization
facilities
staffTMIA
program
administration
o ~se of results
r1..entation
Educational
V Placement
ocational
Placement
F01~ow-rfhrough
EValuation
X
X
x
x x
X
x x
x
X
X
X
X
X
..
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II. BAUVlI{OLDER AHERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
~rhe Baumholder American High School is located in the
small German town of Baumholder, and services the families of
Army tanker personnel in the area. The school administration
is composed of a principal and a deputy principal for the 624
stUdents in d 7 tl h 12gra es . lroug .. .. There are 552 from Army
f,cunilies,96 from Air Force, and. 6 tuition students from among
ciVilian representatives selling insurance, automobiles, and
the technical representatives of companies supplying the
serVices with material. Gradewise, the breakdown is 51 12th
grade, 75 11th grade, 92 lOth grade, 99 ninth grade, 1/+0 eighth
grade, 160 seventh grade, and 7 Special Education stUdents •
.Qbjectives
(1) The objectives were available in printed copies to
all members of the staff and had been revised in the past two
Years. 'l'hey were moderately specific and attempted to cover
all phases of the guidance services.
(2) The objectives of Baumholder High School's guidance
program 1<vereprovided "extensively" •
.£2_unseling
(1) The PPS staff of Baumholder included a D.irector 0 f
GUidance with the title of High School Counselor, a special
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('0 'w unselor, a school psychologist, a social worker, and a school
nUrse. Both counselors were assigned full-time to counseling,
Both were certified and
w-ith_ assignments of 7-8 and 9-120
formal studies had 'been pursued livithinthe limits of the criteria.,
'rhe following table CIlable XXII) shO'ws counseling time and
a"''-' '00lgnments at Baumholder High School:
TABLE XXII
COUNSELING ~rn1E AND ASSIGlJl1EWrS AT
BAUl.n-IOLDEH AHERICANHIGH SCHOOL
Staff Bember gertified/Stat~
Yes/Florida
Yes/Indiana
Yes/Ohio
Yes/rllennessee
Yes/No info
Grade
G 'dUl ance Director
COunselor
Psychologist
Social WorkerNUrse '
9-127- 8
K-12
K-12
7-12
360*360*
360360
360-
*Total Counseling Time "/20
According to the criteria, a total of 12 counseling periods
~Vas necessary for the student body at Baumholder. ']_IherewaS a
total 0 f 12 d' d mh 1 t' d' t_ assigne perlO.8. _l e COUDse or aC lng as lrec or
of ('guidance vms asSigned to an 15-hour day, so would therefore
be able to devote the total school day to counseling, with the
remainder to director's duties.. f[ihestaff at Baumholder was
rated as being lIextensively" provided by the criteria.
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Facilities were only moderately adequate with
individual testing facilities and aceessorj.al equipment
being less than adequate" Communications were not integrated
into the school system, and was rated as being unnecessary at
Baumholder.
Organizational aspects of the counseling services were
also moderately supplied, with many of the requirements for
records, assistance, and activities being, again, deemed
inapplicable. Other facets were extensively provided"
(2) The counseling services, when compared to the
criteria as established, were provided to a "moderatell extent,
including organiza~ion and facilities~ Staffing was extensive.
Testi.ng2 H.easurement and Individual A:EErais£l (THIA)
(1) 'The testing program had been individualized, with
the school psychologist doing ~he majority of the testing.
Vocational testing instruments were handled by the High School
Counselor. All items referrin[E to a group testing program were
deemed inanpropriate at the sciool •
.J.. ,_ _.
All personnel were qualified, and participated in the
delineated testing program. 'The faculty was well aware a f the
testing program. Nature and purpose of testing were fully
explained to students prior to the testing session.
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'I'he use of test results was carried on extensively by
the staff with students and teachers, and parents, being given
information as to the proper utilization of said resultso
(2) 'I'he TrvIIAservices were rated as being "extensi veLy!'
provided when compared to the criteria& Many items relating to
group testing 'were inappropriate at the Baumholder School which
had only individualized testing in effect~
(1) Home visitation was questioned as to need and first
semester, continuoUs orientation programs were only moderately
pursued for new students8 Immediate and long-range planning,
along with sending school visits, were also moderately provided.
Initial interviews and touring of physical facilities were
provided for all incoming students.
(2) The orientation services were provided for "moder-
ately", when compared to the criteria ..
~ducational Placement
(1) The four-year program planning for students was
moderately -pursued with only moderately-complete files of
COllege and scholarship materials being available in the
Counseling center's filese There was no need for a college
day program at Baumholder.. The senior counselor was quite
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proficient in the placement of graduates in colleges. College
catalog files were extensive. students' plans were approved
by both students and parents and all programs were flexible
to allow amendment when needed ..
(2) The educational placement services were "moderatelyll
provided by the guidance department.
Vocational Placement
(1) The counseling center's files of occupational
information and the counselor responsible for placement were
considered to meet the criteria extensivelyo There was no file
of students employed part-time, but was noted to be desirable.
All other items were questioned as to being needed in the local
military community: job opportunities, awards ..
(2) Vocational placement services, when compared to the
criteria, were "limited or missing" at Baumholder High Schoole
_[ollow-ThrouO'hC)
(1) The program of definite follow-through activities was
mOderate, with the sampling group being limited or missing"
Uti.lization of information returned was not completely utilized
to improve the program.. No attempt at identifying out-of school
individuals for further counseling assistance waS attempted.. rJ:his
Was deemed inapplicable for Baumholder's community.
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(2) The services of follow-through activities were
111imited or missing" when rated. agai.nst the criteria.,
Evaluation
(1) Counselors and staff were urged to note deficiencies
and the total program was evaluated completely each year.. Goals
of evaluation, and implementation of changes as a result of that
evaLuat Lon , were missing, but ~rere considered to be d.ee.i.r-ab Le
items of criteria.
(2) 'rhe evaluation services of the guidance program were
rated as being ''maderat eLy!' provided 0
Summary
Table XXIII shows a summary of the evaluation of the
guidance services at Baumholder American High School ..
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TABLE XXIII
Sm~qARY OF THE EVALUATION OF THE GUIDM~CE
SERVICES AT BAUMHOLDER AMERICA.N HIGH SCHOOL
Extent to wEich
Service Met the Exten- Hoder- Limited Need Not
Evaluative sively ately or ques- appli-
Criteria lJlissing tioned cable
SERVICE
Objectives X
Counseling X
organization x
facilities x
staff xrrrvrIA X*
program x*
administration x
use of results x
Orientation X
Educational
Placement X
Vocational
Placement X
Fo l.Low-cl'hr-ough X
Evaluation X
*individualized testing only
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III.. BIRBURG Al1ERICAIJ HIGH SCHOOL
IJ'heBitburg American High School is located in the
housing area of personnel assigned to Bitburg Air Base in the
Eifel Mountain region of Germany. The base is 60 kilometers
from Luxembourg City and 25 kilom.eters from the oldest Homan
city in Germany -- Trier
Mosel Ri.vers.
The faculty of the school is typical, in mumbers, for a
at the junction of the Saar and
student body of approximately 1,130 students and includes 60
teachers, administrators, and guidance personnel.. (The writer
:is currently one of the staff at Bitburg as Science-1-1athematics_
Athletic Director teacher/administration of sports ..) The
administrati.on consists of a Su]ervising Principal with Deputy
Principals for the Junior High School (7-8) and the Senior
High School (9-12).
The student body is vari.ed, and comes from U.S" Air Force
personnel families at the local base, Army personnel families at
the Army communications site at Prueffi,the Air Force and Army
missile personnel at Spangdahlem Air Base, and from civilian
personnel locally, and those employed by the European factories
of U. S. firms in the Duchy of Luxembourg. Additionally, UoS ..
Embas sv personnel and some foreign national families from.J among
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the embassies and firms of other nations in I,uxembourg e
'I'hebreG1J\:.downby classes found 117 12th graders, 153 11th
graders, 211 10th graders, 279 ninth graders, 170 eighth graders,
and 107 t' d7 seven I1 gra ers.
Sending schools include the elementary schools at Bitburg"
Pruem, Trier and Buechel (a Bundeswehr Kaserne), ~d the junior
high school at Spangdahlem ..
Ob-i t·_ ;(eclves
0,) 'l'he objectives of the Bitburg guidance program are
printed in the faculty handbook (see Appendix C) wh Lch is
aVailable to all members of the faculty. All areas of the
program are covered in the objectives and the objectives are
specific in nature. The objectives are currently undergoing
revision and are formally revised annually.. 'I'he attempt to advise
the faculty of the program was .xtensj_v. (see Appendix D). All
services of the program attempt to fulfill the objectives"
(2) 'I'he objectives of the program were rated as meeting
the criteria lIextensively.1I
Counsel-ing
(1) The counseling staff at Bitburg is under the
direction of a supervising Counselor who is also a quasi-
administrator (as are the directors who are graded as GS-IO or
1.59
GS-ll personnel). The director is employed on an eight-hour
workday (0800 to 1700), as are administrators" He is assisted
in the PPS area by three Special Counselors, a Career Counselor"
and a Cooperative Work ExperiBnce couDselor. There is also a School
Nurse , a Dental Technician and a Special Education teacher included
On t ho l-t., staf f ..
The Nurse and Dental 'rechnician are housed in the
elementary-jun:Lor high school build1ng, separate from the high
school. 1 . d 1 t' t .A 1 counselors are asslgne ful - lme 0 counsellng and
are ~,. /cer~lfied, except the Career Counselor CoWex individuale
'rable XXIV gives a summary of counseling time and
assignments at Bitburg:
'11ABLE XXIV
COUNSELING TINE AND ASSIGNMENTS A'f
BI'11BURG Al'tERICAN HIGH SCHOOl,
Staff Member
GUidance Director
COunselor
Counselor
Counselor
("IT~,. eer Counselor
opecia1 Education
School Nurse
Dental Technician
Grade
counseling
Time (min)
.Q_ertified/State
360*360*360*
360*120*
360360
360-
Yes/Indiana
Yes/Nevada
Yes/Oregon
Yes/1111nois
NoYes/No info
Yes/No info
Yes/U.S.A.F ..
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
1-12
*Tota1 counseling Time 1560
According to the criteria, 22'~ periods of counseling time
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Were needed to meet the requirementso Bitburg had a total of
26 periods of assigned counseling time which met, and exceeded,
the criteria. The staff was lacking a regularly-scheduled in-
servic e training program but that program vms deemed as a need
to be questioned. Parents were not scheduled for individual
interviews but was considered to be a desirable action for
inclusion in the program's revision.
Facilities were moderately provided at Bitburg, with new
quarters being renovated for occupation in the near future" These
new quarters are more than adequate. Accessorial equipment such as
tape recorders were missing but were considered questionableo No
schOol-communications system exists at Bitburg, but such a
system was indicated as a desirable goal.
Scheduling of "twice-yearly" conferences was questioned as
deSirable at Bitburg where there is an "open-door, as necessary"
policYG All faculty members and students have been advised of
prOcedures for securing counseling sessionso All interviews are
reCorded and all facilities are privatee Only after a study of
data were counseling sessions initiated, when possible. Addition-
ally, the guidance department has benefited from the UoS. Air
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Force's Project 'llransitionprogram by utilizing interested
individuals as clerical and support personnel for the department
as well as throughout the school. The decor and waiti.ng areas
ar-e adequate in the counseling center ..
(2) Bitburg's counseling services were "moderately" pro-
vided, when strictly compared to the criteria., If the "need
questione~' items were granted, the rating would be at the
"extensively" provided extent.
rllestintl,Heasurement and Indi,vidual Appra.,tsal(TIvlIA)
(1) Bitburg awas in the process of the moratorium on group
testing imposed by the Directorate, USDESEA, so the internal
program was non-exist ant as to regularly-scheduled testing "I'
other than the work study instruments which utilized the
GA'fB and other interest t.est s, Otherwise, all tests were admin-
istered on an "as needed" basis ..
When testing had been in ef~ect, all criteria for the
program were met extensively.. No in-service program was in
effec·t f~orteacn'e.rs· use of results, but was needed. ~l.rrie reporting
of all deviations in the testing situations was also lacking
but needed. Results were explained to students in private
interViews, in the main, and test results, as indicated by
test scores, were usually interpreted privately and with
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discretion to parents, and students"
(2) Bi tburg High School t s testing pr-ogram , when compared
to the criteria, was "moderately" provided to the school.
Orientation
(1) The need for students to visit the school's physical
plant and a planned first semester orientation program were
questioned as to need. Counselor home visitations were miSSing
but desirable" Initial interviews and long-range planning were
accomplished by the assigned c~unselor, with transfer students
being counseled as soon as possible after enrollment~ Counselors
visited sending schools and held evening programs to give parents ,..
and students information as to curriculum offerings, and entrance ,'"r
reqUirements, as well as extra-curricular programs offered, for
students expected to attend the receiving school.
(2) According to the criteria, Bitburg provided orientation
serv:Lces at a "moderate" level for the community.
EdUcational Placement
The respondent rated Bitburgls educational placement
files, catalop.,libraries and correlated information as beil1.ry_ b
extensive in content. Files of potential college students were
not complete. Four-year programming for each student \Va.S in
effect with a pr-ogr-amfor colleges being held annually, but
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this was rated as a questionable activit yo
(2) The educational placement services, when rated against
the cri.teria, were "extensively" provided at Bitburg.,
Vocational Placement
(1) It was indicated by the evaluator that the criteria
for vocational placement was questionable when applied to the
Bitburg High School (comments indicated the criteria questionable
for ANY overseas military community) .. A partial file of part-
time employed students was maintained by the vocational
specialist in the counseling center.. Files on job sources
'vVithinthe community were extensive and occupational information
libra.ries, both in the school and the counseling/career center,
were quite complete as to items on hand ..
(2) When compared to the criteria, the vocational place-
~...'
,
I'''·,
I'
ment services were "limited or miss:Lng.."
E'ollow-'rhrough
(1) The follow-through services were only moderately
effective at Bitburg. ffhe program was definite but returns
were well beloW the percentage deemed as being successful.
Sampling procedures in the criteria ",verequestioned as applicable
to the local school community as most graduates immediately rotate
Stateside upon graduation. The identification of out-of-
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schaal individuals who could benefit from further services
of the school gUidance program was moderately in effect ..
(2) The follow-through services at Bitburg were rated as
meeting the criteria to a "limited or missi.ngllextent"
E!aluation
(1) The only facet of the evaluation criteria rated at
less than moderately provided was the necessity for a written
report to the principal, annually" This requirement was missing
but VIas deemed as being desirable for the program. 'The goal of
evaluations made was to implement changes, but actual implemen-
tation sometimes lagged" Each program was evaluated annually,
but a more complete evaluation could be made for each servicee
,."
""'r·
(2) The evaluation services of the Bitburg guidance
program were provided at a "moderate" extent according to the
criteria.
§..ummar;y
A summary of the evaluation of the guidance services at
Bitburg American High School is contained in Table XXV ..
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'lIABLE XXV
SUNHARY OF rrHEEVALUATION OF ~rHEGUIDANCE
SERVICES AT BB:BURG AHERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
Extenf to which 1 ::s , jService Met the Exten- Moder- Li.rnited Need Not
Evaluative sively ate1y or ques- appli-
Criteria Hissin~ tioned cable
SERVICE
Ob;jectives X
Counseling X
organization x
facilities x
staff x
THIll, X
program x'*'
administration x
use of results x
Orientation X
Educational
Placement X
Vocational
Placement X
Fo Ll.ow-d'hz-o ugh X
Evaluation X
*USDESEA moratorium on testing in effect
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'rhe Kaiserslautern American High School is a ninth
through 12th grade school located in the German industrial
town of Kaiserslautern/Vogelweh, in the Palatinate of Germany
El.nddraws its student body from Army personnel stationed in
the area as well as from the munitions depot at Miesau and stores
depots at Einseiderlerhof. Also, students from Air Force
personnel at Bembach and RaIJ1steinAir Bases and Landstuhl
l
s
2nd G'eneral Hospital.
IV ~ KAISERSLAUrrERN AHEHICAN HI GH SCHOOL
The staff of administrators includes a supervisory
PrinCipal and three deputy principalsD
Also located at K-town, is the office of the Superin-
tendent of Schools, r:Zheinland/Pfalz District, USDESEAo
The student population numbers 1,283 with 250 in grade
12, 307 in grade 11, 425 in grade 10, and 301 in grade ninee
Tw I" .. e ve students are from among civilian personnel wh.i.c h are
non-military sponsored. Additionally, 465 come from Army
families, and the rest, 806, from the Air Force families at
the two Lee '''1 . b• 01. alr ases.
Objectives
(1) The objectives of the Kaiserslautern High School
guidance program were available in printed 1'01"111 to all members
of the faculty and were considered to be specific in nature
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and covered all areas of the program, the services of the
program were fulfilling the objectives as written. The
Objectives had undergone revision within the past two years.,
Th 'e iaculty was moderately aware of the guidance program and
Of its objectives in the total academic program"
(2) The objectives of the K-town program were rated as
"t .ex enslvely" meeting the criteria established for the survey&
i'..::::.,oUl1seline;
(1) The PPS staff of the school was directed by a
SUperVl"p)ory COD.nselor =ho_ n was assisted by three counselors,
a career counselor, and a school nurse. All counselors were
aSSigned full-time to the counseling activity. According to
the returned form, none of the counselors were certified.
Table XXVI shows counseling time and assignments at the
Kaiserslautern SchOOl:
~J.1ABLEXXVI
COUNSEL,ING T1IME AIIJDASSIGNllf£'NTSAT
KAISERSLAUTERN ANERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
Staff
Counseling- Member Certified/State Grade ~]_1ime(min)
GUidance Director No/No info a 360*./
COunselor No/No info 10 360*
Counselor No/No info 11-12 360*
COunselor No/No info 11-12 360-)(-
Career Counselor No/No infO 9-12 360
Nurse No info 9-12 360
*Total Counseling 'rime lLf-40
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There "vere a total of 24 periods of counseling time
assigned at K-town which was two periods less than the criteria
indicated as necessary to service a high school with that number
of students.. In all other respects as to training for staff and
formal course attendance, the rating was extensively providedo
Over-all, the staff met the criteria at a "moderate" level" II'he
career counselor time added more than required for c01)nseling time"
Facilities were rated as being moderate to extensive when
compared to the criteria.. Individual testing facilities and
location and office space were moderately satisfactory and
filing facilities for securing records were moderately provided
in the counseling center.
It was felt that the school records play a minor role
in the counseling activity at K-town, and counseling because
of poor grades was "probably a waste of time." 'I'heattempt
to get involved with the "real problem" was deemed to be of
greater import. It was also felt that too great a study of
interview records would 'Iprejudice" the counselor and that
record-keeping, therefore, was inappLicable, at Kaiserslautern.
(2) When compared to the criteria as established, the
couuae Li.nz services at Kaiserslautern were "limited or missl.·nz IIt:) o.
Facilities and staff were "extens:Lvely" and "moderatelyll provided ,
respectively.
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rrestingz Heasurement and Individual AE.:erE\isal('l'IvIIA)
(1) The testing program at Kaiserslautern included rrAP
instruments for grade 9, with the responsibility for the program
being centered in the guidance department, shared with the
administration" Individualized testing was carried on by
peyc home tr-Lst.s, and included the WISC, 1i1JAIS,and Stanford-Binet e
'I'heexternal program included College Boards, ACT, and related
instruments of testing~
The administration of group tests was in class-size groups
with inclusion as a part of a class unit when appropriate, Any
discrepancies encountered in test administration were recorded ,.,
"and the purpose and nature of testing were explained prior to ,.'
test administration. All other facets were met extensively,
according to the returned check list.
All teachers w.ere included in in-service programs in the
utilization of test results, but not extensively. Test scores
were recorded on permanent records and test results were
explained to students in private interv~ews with reaction being
encouraged by the counselor. Results were interpreted to parents
only with the utmost discretion.
(2) rEhe THIll servie es were II extensively" provided, when
compared to the criteria ..
Orientation
(1) Orientation was held during the first week of school
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\ .t
iVJ. h sendi.ng school counselors doi.ng program planning with
ei?'hthb r::-raderso • At the spring registration program, the
high school counselors finalized the academic program.. Counselors
Visited the sending school to give complete informational data
to eXpected students on academic and extra-curr:icular acti.v.i.t.Le s ,
The first semester included a planned orientation with inunediate
and long-range planning for new students, and transfer students,
being accomplished as soon as possible. Counselors do not make
home Visitations to homes of new students and no tour of the
facilities was planned for new students prior to registratione
Initial interviews by counselors assigned to the individual was ".
qUestioned as a needed criterion. Four-year planning was also
qUestioned as a need at K-town.
(2) When compared to the established criteria, the
orientation services were considered to be "moderately" provided
at Kaiserslautern High School"
l£3..UcationalPlacement
(1) There was an exceptionally well-qualified senior
counselor assigned, and it was felt that all phases of the
Criteria were met extensively by the individual with few
e:X:cept:Lonso 'There was "no need" for a file of potential college
stUdents, nor \vas parental and student approval for pr ogr-ams
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deemed needed for four-year planning_
(2) '11heeducational placement services were "extensively"
provided in portions but when compared to the over-all criteria
were "moderately" provided by the department.
~ational Placement
(1) There was a question as to whether employment
opportunities could be secured for graduates in the area and
the criteria relating to part-time job awards were also ques-
tionable. The file on job sources was limited or missing, but
considered to be desirable.. There was an extensive file and
library of occupational materials maintained in the counseling
center with the Career Counselor being described as viell-qualified"
The Career Center needed enlarging, and facilities for lectures
and group conferences was in need of improvement and enlarging
to enhance the program.
(2) The vocational placement services were considered to
be provided to a "moderate" extent.,
.E._ollow-Through
(1) 'I'he follow-through services were noted as "helpful"
to the guidance department and to curriculum committees in
implementation of changes and were rated as being extensive in
information secured, and in the practice of the program. 'I'he
I·....'
, .'
I
_-------- ------------------~
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information utilized was only after a 70-80% portion of the
returned sampling shows sucn utilization as being of great
import to improve the curriculum, or service.
(2) The follow-through servi~es were rated as being
"extensively" provided ..
Evaluation
(1) The evaluator felt that a combination of teacher,
student, parent, and administrator self-evaluation led to many
changes in the curriculum and guidance services at Kaiserslautern ..
A further indication was made that the evaluation services of
the Ie-town guidance program met the criteria presented at an
"extensive" level ..
(2) The evaluation services of the school's guidance
program, when compared to the criteria, were provided to an
"extensiVe" extent.
Summar;y-
'I'ab I,eXXVII gives a aurnmar y 0 f the evaluation 0 f the
guidance servj_c8s at Kaiserslautern American High School.
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'fABLE XXVII
SUMMARY OF THE EVALUATION OF THE GUIDft~CE
SERVICES AT KAISERSLAUTERN AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
'E'X'fento Which::
Service Met the
EValuative
,gjiteria
£_ERVICE
Objectives
Counseling
organization
facilities
staff'fMIA
program
administration
Use of results
Orientation
EdUcational
Placement
VOcational
Placement
FOllow-Through
EValuation
:: :: ::: ;
Exten-
sively
Moder-
ately
Limi.ted
or
Hissin~
Need Not
ques- appli-
tioned cable
x
X
x
x
x
X
x
x
x
X
X
X
X
X
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V~ ZWEIBFWECKEN J\J1ERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
Zweibruecken American High School is located in the town
Of Zweibruecken, Germany near the Saar River capital of Saar-
bruecken in the Rheinland/Saar area of Germany's industrial
coal center.. It is physically present on the U.S. Air Base on
the Kreuzberg, previously an RCAF base, and has as its student
Population the children of personnel there, and of Army units
in the area.
'There are 787 pupils with lj-11+ from Air Forc e families ~
365 from Army, and eight tuition students ..
The administration consists of a principal and a deputy
prinCipal with a student breakdovm of 8_3 12th graders, 116 11th
graders, 150 lOth graders, 120 ninth graders, 149 eighth graders,
and 169 seventh graders, all in one building.
_Qbjectives
(1) The objectives were specific and covered all areas of
the guidance program, as written. Printed copies were available
to faculty members, with all members aware of the guidance
program and of its objectives in the educational program
of the school. The objectives had undergone revision in
the past two years.
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(2) The objectives were rated as meeting the criteria
to an "extens:Lve" extent"
Counseling
(1) The counseling staff at Zweibruecken High School was
under the direction of a Guidance Counselor, with two assisting
counselors, all of them certified, and all assigned full time
to counseling. The staff has had formal training within the
past five years, with individual counselors being skilled in
their areas.. Tl'ableXXVIII shows a summary of counseling time
and assignments:
TABLE LXVIII
COUNSELING 'TINE AND ASSIGl'::)}'lENTSAT
ZWEIBRUECKEN AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
Guidance Counselor
Counselor
Counselor
Yes/Hinnesota
Yes/Idaho
Yes/California
9-12
11-127- 8
Counseling
Trime (min)
360-x-
360*
360*
1080
Staff Member Certified/State Grade
*Total Counseling Time
Zweibruecken High School would need an assigned time of
16 counseling periods to meet the requirements as set forth
in the criteria. There was a seemingly overabundance of time
assigned, with a total of 18 periods for counseling, according
to the returned check liste
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Facilities at Zweibruecken were considered limited
Or 11 •.1lssing wit h adequate space for counseling, small group
gUidance , and individual testing facilities being rated as
lackinrJ' IJ-'h . !- •0" _' ere alSO waS a limited VlaJ."vlngarea in the counseling
Cent"'rv" Files and accessorial equipment were considered to be
mOderc't"'..ly;,c '-'; available for utilization ..
Organizational aspects were considered to be only mod-
erately provided with clerical assistance being available to
all COunselors extensivelYe sources of additional assistance
from witll:L'n.tlle d_ community ware note- for all staff memberse
(2) 11'hecounseling services, when compared to the criteria,
Were provided to a "moderate" extent.
(1) The testing program at Zwiebruec1cen was a guidance
rUnction and included the JlrBS and Lorge-':Phorndike among its
!Jleasurement and Individual A raisa1 (trHIA)
internal program.
ProFr~m UCDn~~A.:.,"'. as prescribed by ,0 Jc..,J.i:'J "
The external program was the standard
Tests were administered in
Class-size 1 • t t d . t·otIle clasS as a uni~groups anu l11 egra e ln', v
When possible. The purpose and nature of the testing were
ex 1Pained to faculty and students prior to testing; to an
ext, ensive extent.
All testing vms carried on by counselors and/or
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PSychometrists for individualized testing instrumentse
An in-service program for all teachers in the use of
test results was missing, but desiredo
Students were given private interviews, when possible,
when tests results were disseminatede students were encouraged
to react to the meaning of test scores.. Parental interpretation
of test results was with the utmost discretion.
(2) A rating of "extensively" provided was assigned to
the TNIA services ..
Q:rientation
(1) Visitations by expected students to the receiving
school were missing but desired as was a planned orientation
program during the first semester in the Zweibruecken school ..
C -ounselor home visitations and sending school visits were
questioned as necessary at the school locale.. All other facets
of the program were considered to be ex·l:;ensivelyprovided ..
(2) The orientation services were provided to a "mod-
erate" extent when compared to the criteria.
Educational Placement
(1) The listing of sources of scholarship assistance
and a college day program were considered to be only moderate
at Zweibrueckeu.. All other items of the check list of criteria
1'78
Were deemed to be extensively provided, with the senior
counselor being proficient in placing graduates. Extensive
libraries of college and university information were maintained~
(2) rrhe educational placement services viex:e considered to
meet the criteria to an "extensive!! extent"
Iocational Placement
(1) Zweibruecken was unique in having placement personnel
who VIere able to help students in finding employment.. A file
Of job sources vms maintained in the counseling center along
vITith a file 0 f 13tudents wi,th part ....time employment "Files on
employment opportunities and occupational information were also
extensive, w.i,th career day/night progra.ms being an annual event
fa'> .1 Lrrt er-est ed students and parents ..
(2) Zweibruecken's vocational placement services were
11 extensively" provided.
(1) The evaluator felt that the follow-through services
Were limited, or missing, but definitely desirable, at Zweibruecken"
Procedures are under way to initiate a definite program ..
(2) The follow-through services were tllimited or missing
ll
from the Z'Neibruecken guidance program.
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>;lV 1!2_a uation
(1) Counselors and faculty members were encouraged to
participate in the evaluation of the guidance program, with
the:?total program undergoi.ng an annual evaluation, with each
serVice being subjected to an individual evaluatione A report
Of the evaluation was furnished, in writing, to the principal
each year. The goal of the evaluation was to effect changes in
the. progrp~j1to bene fl't r- /- t d t- ,-UJ' . l1.rCUres u en-s. 1'he amount of change
Was somewhat dependent upon the policies of the USDESEA
system.
(2) When compared to the criteria, the evaluation
serVices of the Zweibruecken program were furnished to an
IIextensive" extent ..
Table XXIX ahows a summar-y of the evaluation of the
gUidance services at Zweibruecken American High School.
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TABLE XXIX
SU1''I.lVIARYOF THE EVALUATION OF 1'HE GUIDANCE
SEl~VICES AT ZWEIBRUECKEN AJVIERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
l~xEent to 1JVflich
Service Het the
1!-':valuative
,£riteria
;:
:: Not
appli-,
cableExten-sively
Moder-
ately
Limited
or
lVIissing
Need
ques-
tioned
SEHVICE
Objectives
Counseling
organization
facilities
staffTHIA
program
administration
Use of results
Orientation
Educational
Placement
Vocational.
Placement
F'Ollow-rrhrough
Evaluation
X
X
x
x
X
x
x
x
X
v
~'-
X
X
x
X
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F. NORD BAYERN DISTRICT
I. NUERNBERG }J1ERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
Nuernberg American High School did not return the survey
qUestionnaire.
II. WUEl?ZBID{G lU\I[ERICAl'if HIGH SCHOOL
Wuerzburg American High School did not return the survey
qUestionnaire ..
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G. SUED BAYERN DISfrRICT
1. AUGSBURG AJvIERICANHIGH SCHOOL
Located in the Bavarian state of Germany, Augsburg is
approximately 60 kilometers from the Bavarian Landeshauptstadt
Of Muenchen. The Augsburg American High School serves the Army
families of the kasernes located in that training area, wi.th
a student body of 456 pupils in grades 9 through 120 The grade
breakdown was 12th, 75; 11th, 101; lOth, 125, and 9th, 155ft
A principal and a deputy principal administer the school complexe
Q_bjectives
(1) The objectives of the guidance department at Augsburg
vvere printed and available to all faculty members and were
speCific and complete in all program areas.. All faculty members
were aWare of the program and its objectives, and the objectives
had Undergone revision within the past two years ..
(2) When compared to the criteria, the objectives were
prOVided II extensively .11
.£QUnseling
(1) The counseling staff of Augsburg High School was
directed by a "Counselol-llas director of guidance, with two
COUnselors to assist him. The staff had all received formal
training wi.thin the past two years, with a moderate in-service
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tl'aj_ningprogram for counseLors , Clerical assi.stance VIas also
mOderately furnishedo All counselors were certificated and
Spent full time counseling with one counselor also advising
the Sl'xt h d h' h . t f th h l' 1gra e, VI lC_ lS a par' a - e sc 00, comp .ex.
A summary of counseling time is shown in 'I'ab.Le Xt,(X:.
COUNSELING rrIME AND ASSIGNl1EWl'S AT
AUGSBURG A11ERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
_Stai'f'._ IVlember
-------- ~~~~lr~~
Counseling"
Time (min)CertifiedLState
Yes/California
Yes/Nebraska/N.Y.
Yes/California
Grade
~Uidance Director
Counselor
Counselor
9-12
9-12
6-7-8
360*
360*
360-*-------
*Total Counseling Time 1080
Nine periods a day would have met the criteria for
counseling time at Augsburg, and the time assigned would seem
to exceed that amount, almost doubled. However, though the
dj_rector is employed for an eight-hour day, the partial assignment
for the sixth grade diminishes the requirement as met~ Also,
one cOunselor is functioning as CoWex ICareer Counselor for the
VOcational placement services.
Facilities were moderately to extensively provided
eXcept for individual testing and accessorial equipment.
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vVaiting area needed improvement though the decor was moderately
pleasant to personnel utilizing the facilitYe
'I'w i.c e-ey ear-Ly conferences were not new scheduled but
were tho1Jght to be a desirable goal, while all other facets
of the organizational criteria were met extensively.. Parents
and counselees were consulted, moderately, when decisions for
interviews were made.
(2) 'I'hecounseling services were provided to a Itmoderatell
extent, according to the criteriae
Testing, Measurement and Individual AEEraisal (TMIA)
(1) 'I'heinternal testing prcgr-am included the GATE, given
by students to students, and graded by a "company in the StateSell
Results are then discussed with the students by a counselor, or
CoWex counselor.. 'I'heresponsibility for the testing program
rested with the guidance department.
The administering of tests by counselors or psychometrists
did not a'ppLy at Augsburg, and the group testing prograr.r'lwas
nrissi.ng, but considered desirable.. rEests administered were
integrated into the class as a unit, when possiblee
In-service training in the use of test results was not
available for teachers, but again was considered a desirable
service. Internretation of test results to both students and
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parents was only viith the utmost d:Lscretion, privately ..
(2) 1Nhen compared to the cr:Lteria, the 'rIHA serv:Lces
v!ere "moderately" provided ..
Orientat-ion
(1) 'I'he planning for immediate and long-range programs
for students was considered inapplicable to the Augsburg locale
following transfer from another schoo18 Visits to the receiving
school by students was only moderately provided& Home visiting
by counselors was alsO moderately accomplishede The other aspects
of .i.ntake interviews, planned programs of orientation and visits
to the sending schools by staff counselors were considered to
be extensive in scope_
(2) The orientation serv:Lces were considered to be
"moderately" provided at Augsburg ..
EdUcational Placement
(1) Senior counselors were proficient in the placement of
graduates, and the college catalog libraries of both the school
library and the counseling center were consLdered to be extensive
in materials. Scholarship and financing information were also
extensively present and available in the counseLLng center ..
College night pI'0grillils, four-year educational planning and
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provisions for amending the plan were missing from the services,
but were notated as being desirable for implementation in the
program at a future date ..
(2) The educational placement services were provided to
a "moderate" extent, according to the cr-Ltcr-La established for
the evaluation instrument.
Vocational Placement
(1) A placement specialist was available at Augsburg
and maintained complete files in the counseling/career center ..
A file of part-time employed students was present in the
center, and awarding of part-time jobs was accomplished
according to indj_vidual abilities and financial need, 1'he
cal'eer day/nj_.ghtprogram was limited and was in need of
improvement. The service to assist students in securing
employment opportunities consistent with their interests and
abilities was limited, but desirable of future fulfillment.
(2) 'I'he vocational placement services were I1moderately"
provided when compared to the criteria ...- , -
Follow-Throuf~h
(1) The services of follow-through were missing from
the Augsburg guidance program. 'l'heywere considered to be desir-
able as a goal for implementation.. The service to identify local
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individuals in need of further guidance asststance VIas in
full effect at 11.ugsburg~
(2) The follow-through services were being provided to
a "limited or missing" extent ..
EvaluatioD.
(1) While the implementation of changes on the basis of
the evaluation of the guidance pr-ogr-am",vasonly moderately
accomplished, all other items of the check list for evaluation
were considered to be provided extensively with individuals
being encouraged to participate and note deficienciest and to
suggest remedies. A written report, though not extensive in
nature, was aubm i.tt ed annually to the administration"
(2) The evaluation services at Augsburg were considered
to be "extensivelyll provj.ded when compared to the criteria e
Summary
A summary of the evaluation of the guidance services at
Aug sbur g American Btgh School is contained in 'I'a.bl eXXXI"
TABLE XXXI
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SUMHARY OF THE EVALUATION OF THE GUIDANCE
SERVICES NI' AUGSBURG AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
EXlent to Which =
:;
Service Met the
EVa.luative
.£!iteria
Exten-
sively
Hoder-
ately
Limited Need
or ques-
Missin~. tioned
Not
appli-
cable
.e.,ERVICE
Objectives
COunseling
organization
facilities
staffTlVIIA
program
administration
~se of results
OrJ..entation
EdUcational
Placement
VOcational
Placement
FOllow-Through
EValuation
x
X
x
x
x X
x X
X
X
X
x
x
X
II.. MUNICH AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
Munich American High School is located in the Perlacher
FOI'p.th~ .ousing; area 0 I' the U" S~ Army t s Munich .HcGra1l1Kaserne in
Baval~ia's Landeshauptstadt sometimes called the world t s most-- ,
cOsmopolitan city~ The student body comes from Army personnel
at fliU " h F t "1 dl k d th U C'; n.ic , Dachau, Garmisch, .'urs-ene..Lor-uccz, an e .,0.
Air Force Base at Erding.. Munich also houses a "d.orm" for
ch".J..ldrenof U" S. Embassy and A.1.D. personnel in Africae
The student population has d.eclined through Army re-
lOcation but now numbers 913 in grades seven through 12.. A
breakdown included 124 in grade 12, 143 in grade 11, 178 in
grade 10, 163 in grade nine, 140 in grade eight, and 165 in grade
seven. 'l'hree students are from Navy families, 553 from Army
families, 79 from Air Force families, and 278 tuition students
from non-DoD familieso
The administration consists of a prinCipal, and two
deputy principals~
.QE.jectives
(1) The objectives for Munich's program were specific
in nature and covered all areas of the program.. They were
aVailable to all faculty members and the faculty was aware of the
objectives and the program's position in the educational structure
Of the total curriculum of the schoole The objectives had
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been revised within the past two yearsc
(2) The objectives of Munich High School's guidance
program were considered to meet the criteria to an
"ext .A enSlve" extent"
£_Ounseling
(1) MUnich's PPS staff was under the direction of a
SUpervisory Counselor and included two additional counselors,
a career counselor, a work experience coordinator and a nurse8
All personnel were certified and all were assigned full time
to the positions. Table XXXII includes a survey of counseling
time and assignments:
TABLE XXXII
COUNSELING TIME AND ASSIGNMEN1'S AT
MUNICH AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
gaff Member
GUidance Director
COUnselor
Counselor
Career Counselor
COWex Director
Nurse
Certified/State Grade
Counsel.ing
'rime (min)
Yes/Arizona
Yes/Michigan
Yes/Indiana
Yes/California
Yes/Kansas
Yes/California
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
3307<-
330-x
:(70*
J_)
330
275
330
*Tota1 Counseling Times 990
The required counseling periods of 18 per day is matched
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by the assigned time at Munich High Schoole The staff also
has had formal training at colleges within the past five
Years, and all were trained and sldlled in their fields e
Facilities were considered to be moderate though space
fOr individual testing and offices, as well as small group
activity rooms were well provided. Waiting space area for
connselees was also more than adequate in space and decoro
Organizational aspects were also rated as moderate with
limitations present in recording interviews and including
Parents of counselees in the interview sessions8 Some of
the COunseling program intruded into the educational-academic
school program but the intrusions were being kept to a
minimumo
(2) Over-all, when compared to the criteria, the
counseling services were provided to a "moderate" extent" Staff
and organizational aspects were also provided to a "moderate"
extent ..
'l'estin'"---.. [2' Measurement and Individual Appraisal (TMIA)
(1) 'I'he 1972-72 testing program included the ITBS for
7-8, the Lorge-Thorndike for 7, 9 and 11 with all testing beLrig
administered in class-size groups. The NED1' achievement test was
giVen to all interested lOth graders, at a nominal feeo The
gUidance staff canvassed the faculty and students before setting
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Up the program.. Individual instruments wer e administered to
"ascertain" intelligence or provide additional information and
personali ty information.. 'I'hetesting program was considered to
be extenSively provided.
While all individual testing was carried on by counselors
Of psYchometrists, the administration of group testing was
carried on by teachers who were only moderately qualified in
test administration.. 11011itoring of testing environments was
also accomplished moderately for discrepancies.
Test administration was rated as moderately meeting
Criteria ..
The use of test results was accomplished after a minimal
amount of in-service training for teachers, with test results
b .eJ_l1grecorded in permanent records.. The results viei:e explained
to the students in private interviews with the students beine
enCOuraged to react to the meanings of scores. Parental
interpretations were discretely made.
'I'heguidance department also did the screening for
the CRAMPUS program which works with handicapped children of
DOD personnel, civilian and military.
(2) The Tl'1IApr-ogr-amat Munich High School was rated as
meeting the criteria to a "moderate" extent. Testing program
material was considered to be "extensively" provided.
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,Q£ientation
(1) Counselor visitation to sending schools and home
Visitations were considered to be inapplicable items in the
Munich communityo Counselors gave the initial interviews to
their counselees and students were invited to tour the receiving
school's facilities. Interviews included programming for
immediate and long-range goals ..
(2) 'I'he orientation services wer-e provided to a "moderate"
extent ..
E,ducational Placement
(1) 'I'he library maintained a catalog of four-year colleges
and the counseling center maintained a catalog of junior colleges
fOr students with correlated information concerning scholarship
information and financial aid also being available. The college
day program was an annual affair. The senior counselor vras
prOfiCient in assisting the students to make choices for them-
selves, rather than "placing" them in colleges.
(2) The educational placement services were provided to
an "extensive" extent at Munich.
Y2_cational Placement
(1) The placement specialist was absent from the Munich
staff and was considered inapplicable in the local situation.
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AWardj.ng of part-time jobs, and the securine; of such opportunities
for emnloyment were considered as being inapplicable also. There
Was an extensive file of job sources within the local military
community with a related file of occupational information also
being maintained 'by the library and counseling center"
(2) When granting the "inapplicable" ratings, the vocational
placement services were not useful to the milit~y com~nity at
MUnich. Compared to the established criteria, the services were
It "nnssing" from the program ..
Ji'ollovr-':rhrough
(1) The satllpl.ingof a grOUp of graduates from the past
five years was questioned as to need for Hunj.ch. A limited amount
of follow-through information is available from former students
to counselors but "when families and friends no longer are in
the command" interests are transferred to the new environment.
Collen'ee•. Co 0 are
stUdents. Tho follow-through program waS missing but desirable
"more and more refusing" to return reports on
and Vias rated "highlY" needed to assist in implementing needed
Changes in the guidance program ..
we ro Ill" . I h d t th "te'd. J.mited or misslngl 'IV en compare 0 e cr i. r-a.ae
(2) Munic h Ameri can High sc nool.!s f'ollow- through serv;_c es
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Ev 1_a uation
(1) Counselors and academic members of the faculty were
encOuraged to note deficiencies in the prograrl1to suggest
chano'e. 1b-S en ance the serviceso All services are evaluated
Completely each year with a ·written report being submitted to
the administration. The goal of the evaluation is to implement
Changes on the basis of the evaluation to identify the
strengths and weaknesses of the servicese
(2) The evaluation services were considered to be
"extensively" provided when compared to the criteria as
established ..
.§2mmar;z:
'I'abI.e XXXIII contains a summary of the evaluation of
the guidance services at Munich American High School.
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ierVice Met the
'Valuative
Criteria
Exten-
sively
Moder- Limited
ately or
Missing
Need Not
appli-
cable
ques-
tioned
.§.:_ERVICE
Objectives
COunseling
organization
facilities
staff
THIA
program
administration
Use of results
Orientation
EdUcational
Placement
VOcational
Placement
FOllovr-Through
EValuation
x
X
x
x
x
X
x x
x
X
X
X
X
X
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III. VICENZA M1ERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
Vicenza iLmerican High School is located in Vicenza,
Italy, in the vicinity of Veni.ce and Hilano, and is a five-day
dorm school for families stationed in the "boondocks" areas of
Italy., Dependents of Army, Air Force and Navy personnel comprise
the majority of the student body with 202 :fromArmy families,
7 •J from Navy families, 159 from Air Force families, and 37 from
non-military families with a total of 401.. Gradewise, there
are 76 in grade 12, 91 in grade 11, 50 in grade 10, 69 in grade
nine, 42 in grade eight, and 73 in grade 7..
The administrators include a Principal and a Deputy
Principal for the complexo
Q£j__ectives
(1) The school had accepted the USDESEA objectives for
its gUidance program and these were specific in nature covering
all services completely., The services of the program attempted
to fulfill the objectives as written~ A revision of the
Objectives had been accomplished within the past two years"
Since the school is one of the smallest in USDESEA, the
absence of printed copies for the faculty was felt to be acceptable
for the staff vvas well aware of the program, and its objectives
in the school's academic portions of the total educational
aCitivities ..
(2) The objectives of the Vicenza school were rated as
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satisfying the criteria "extensively,,"
.8?.£_nseling
(1) The counseling staff included a director of guidance,
and a counselor who spent one-half time in counseling, for a
total daily assigned time of nine periods.. Also on the staff
Was a career counselor/cooperative work experience coordinator
and a school nurse" All counselors had pursued formal training
in the past five years, and were completely skilled in their
fields 0..(' . d 1-' • ~ •J. gua, ance ac-cJ..vJ..-vles"'The following Table XXXIV shOWS
a Summary of counseling assignments at Vicenza:
TABLE XXXIV
COUNSELING TUm AND ASSIGNl1EN'1'SAT
VICENZA AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
----------------------------------------------------------~~~~~----~t Counseling
~aff Member Certified/State Grade rrime (min)
gUidance Director
ounselor
COWeX/Career
Nu:rse
Yes/California
Yes/Michigan
No info
Yes/No info
9-12
'7- B
9-12
1\:-12
.360*
180*-
.360360
5LI-O*Total Counseling Time
According to the criteria, a total of eight periods per
day were required for Vicenza's student body. The total
assigned exceeded that amount. There was no formal in-service
t:raining program, but the need was questionable"
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Office space, group guidance and individual testing
facilities were more than adequate as was counselee waiting
space. Files were provided for records and all interview sessions
We1"e- open to parents. Interviews were not recorded, nor were tape
recorders available, but such were indicated to be desirablee
(2) When compared to the criteria, the facilities and
staff at Vicenza were judged as "extensively" provided, wi.t h the
organizational aspects being "moderately" provided.
~ting, Heasurement and Individual A,Epraisal (Tl1IA)
(1) The moratorium on testing was in effect when the
qUestionnaire was completed so there was no standardized group
testing. 'I'he Career Counselor and the High School Counselor
administered the strong Interest Inventory, the Kuder, the GATB,
and the Minnesota Vocational tests for vocatLona L interests.
IndiVidual diagnostic testing included the WISC, Otis, Lorge-
Thorndike and the TAP.
Also included were the SAT and ACT schedules, with
appropriate achievement tests.
All test administrators were skilled in the administering
Of tests and tests were administered in size units as appropriate.
No in-service program was available, but the purpose and nature
of the tests were explained fully prior to the testing.
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All test scores were recorded on permanent cards and
test results were interpreted with discretion to parents"
(2) 'I'he testing program and test administration met the
Cl'iteria to t t ( .d· t l t or-Lum)an "extensive" ex en consa eri.ng ne mora .or-aum e
Use of tests was considered to be "moderately" provided ..
.Q£.ientation
(1) Counselor home visitation was a "practical impossi-
bilityll at Vicenza with 33% of the students being in the
dormitory. Military housing also added to the difficultiese
Initial interviews were conducted by counselors assigned
to that student and immediate long-range plans were implemented ..
Those plans were formulated as soon as possible after
entry into the school, and late enrollees were counseled as
soon as possible after transfer.
(2) When compared to the criteria, orientation services
Were "moderately" provided ..
~Ucational Placement
(1) The office of the senior c01.mselor contained files
of College information including scholarship and financing
data.
A college day prograra was missing, but the smallness of
the community made this difficult to attain though such a
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program was considered greatly desired.
'I'he great mobility of the school population made f'o ur--
Year planning a questionable activity, though all plans in
effect wer-e extremely flexible and amenable to change at any
POint during the student's academic life.
(2) The educational placement services were considered
to be provided "moderately."
.!2cational Placement
(1) A career center was in the process of being constructed
and st 1 d t1- toc~ed with materials an nose rna'erials were considered
.J.. .
<...0 be qUJ'_te t .v_ ex' ensl. e.
The majority of t.he criteria referring to placement and
Part-time employment was considered to be inapplicable to Vicenza ..
(2) When compared to the criteria, the vocational placement
serVices at Vicenza wer-e "limited or missing."
E.£.llow-'llhrough
(1) The great mobility of the military"makes the need
for follovv-through" at Vicenza a questionable activity ..
(2) As indicated in the findings, the follow-through
services were non-existent at Vicenza and because of the local
community were rated as "need questioned."
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T:1!:._Va.lUa tion
(1) 'I'he eval.uatLon of the program at Vicenza Vias IIgiven
to the faculty and dorm counselors at the end of the 1971-72
school year," and most of the noted concerns had been reviewed
and incorporated into the guidance program for the 1972-T3
school year program of guidance services"
(2) The evaluation services at Vicenza were "extensively"
prOVided, and in effect ..
~lnmarl
A summary of the ratings of the evaluation of the
gUidance services at Vicenza American High School'is contained
in '1'a.ble XXXV e
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TABLE XXXV
Sill1MARY OF' THE EVALUATION OF THE GUIDANCE
SERVICES AT VICENZA AlVIERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
EXtent to tVhich
~erVice Met the
EValuative
Criteria
.§_ERVICE
Objectives
COunselinp'oOrganization
facilities
staff
THIA
program
administration
Use of results
Orientation
Educational
Placement
VOcational
Placement
~Ollow-Through
EValUation
,= = :
Exten-
sively
Moder-
ately
Limited
or
Missing
Need
ques-
tioned
Not
appli-
cable
V.1>.
X
X
X
X
X
x*
x
x
X
X
X
X
X
*moratorium in effect
CHAP'rER V&
SID1l1J'J:1YAND CONCLUSIONS
I. RESTAfT:E.1\'IENT OF' rTHE PROBLEI\1
Guidance programs in the nation I s schools are bei.ng
provided to meet the ever-:Lncreasing need of today's st.uderrts
as they struggle to meet the demands of an ever-growing,
expand Lng system of society that is the most complex in the
history of mankinde In recognizing this need, the USDESEA
schools system has provided for guidance, or pupil personnel,
services to satisfy that need.. While an actual monetary
accounting is difficult to set, the usual provision at a ratio
of one counselor per 250-_300 students, as recommended by NCA
studies, is in effect.. The majority of these specialized
counselors are found in the secondary schools: junior-senior
and senior high schools. The counselors usually comprise about
five percent of the total staff membership.
The task of this survey was to rate the guidance services
provided by the USDESEA schools vs a comparable system in the
continental limits of the United States. That stateside system
wou ld be an "idealll program of guidance services.. It was deSired
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to determine to what extent the present serv~ces of each USDESEA
school were provided for the students, and the local American
cornmun~ty.. Only through such a study would it be possible to
m~ce an evaluat~on of the ex~sting services, and to suggest
methods of strengthening and improving the programs which were
currently in effecte
11. SUMHARY OF THE PIWCEDURES
Only after a thorough study of the writings of authorities
in the field of guidance was it possible to determine the services
which should be provided by the secondary school in their
gu.i.danc e pr-cgrams, Then, a set of evaluative cri.teria could be
devised by which the existing services in the USDESEA schools
could be rated. These criteria should include the provisions
for each servi.ce area of the program necessary to serve the
community in which the school was geographically located.
From this study of writings, it was determined to
evaluate the existing programs in the ar-eas of (I) Objectives,
(II) Counseling, (III) Testing, Measurement and Individual
Appraisal, (IV) Orientation, (V) Educational Placement, (VI)
Vocational Placement, (VII) Follow-Through, and (VIII)
Evaluation services now present.
Ached:: LLst was devised stating the criteria and a
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rating scale was devised so that the various items could be
rated as to the extent to which the criteria were met& This
rating scale VJas adapted from that provided by the Nor-th Central
A""so . t·<:) Clalon of Colleges and Secondary Schools:
E Provision or condition is made extensively.
S Provision or condition is made to a moderate
extent.
L __ Provision or condition is limited or missing
but needed.
M __ Provision or condition is missing but its need
is questioned. '1'hisquestion might arise in
relation to the philosophy and objectives of
the school, the needs of the students, or because
of differences of opinion of evaluators.
N __ Provision or condition is not desirable or
does not apply.
Following a discussion with the Deputy Superintendent
for PPS at the Directorate, the check list and a copy of
the rating scale with a cover letter delineating the purpose
and intent of the survey were mailed to the Directors of Guidance
in the 33 USDESEA high schools. Two copies of the list
were included so duplicates could be retained. A second request
was made to the 18 schools not responding to the first mailing~
1'he check list included space for additional comments
from the guidance directors as it was a practical impossibility
for the researcher to visit all schools in the USDESEA
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system in person (USDESEA ranges from the United Kingdom,
Scotland, to Turkey and from Oslo, Norway to Ethiopia).
Personal visitations and conferences were conducted with the
d:Lrectors of guidance from the Bitburg, Karlsruhe, and Nannheim
Junior-senior high schools.
The findings as reported via the returned survey instru-
ments were then presented in this study, evaluating the status
Of each service as it was found at the school at the time of
the completion of the questionnaire. Each service was then
rated against the provisions of the criteria as established.
Finally, recommendations were offered in the hope that
improvements in the guidance progr[:Ul1sof the schools might be
a result of the self-evaluations made for this studyo
III. SUT1NARY OF 'rIfE REVIEW
OF RELA'PED LITERATURE
The majority of the authorities agreed upon a basic set of
services that should be included in the guLdanc e program of
Schoo]<='.0. Lists studied contained more services than were finally
adopted for this study, with Humphreys and Traxler including
health services, personnel research and'extra-curricular activ-
ities. Other listings contained fewer than were adopted, with a
five-poi.nt program of counseling, ori.entation, testing, placement,
and fOllow-up.
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In the study of the writings, a consensus was found
that the services upon whicb a guidance program should be
evaluated would include: the objectives upon which the program
was based; the counseling services including the organization
for counseling, the facilit:ies provided for the counselors, and
the staff itself; the testing programs, including the tests
administered, the methods of administration, and the use of test
results; the orientation program for new Eftudents; the placement
services, educational and vocational; the follow-up of alumni,
and the evaluation practices of the program within the school ..
The writer modified this list to agree more closely with
the list 0 f aervLc es provided by Hollis and Hollis which
included information; testing, measurement, and indiv:Ldual
appraisal; counseling; placement; follow-through, and research
and evaluation. With modifications, this listing included:
objectives, counseling, TMIA, orientation, educational
placement, vocaU_onal placerr.ent)follovv-through, and
evaluation which seemed to contain the services most often
placed within the range of the gUidance programs.
Evaluative criteria 'were then necessary to determine the
extent to which provisions ~ere made for each service. Several
devices were examined to determine what those provisions
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should be.. Among those studied were the evaluative criteria
check list from the Ohl0 Department of Education, Section G of
the National Study of Secondary School Evaluation~ and the
GUl.· d. -ance Services in Indiana Public Schools which offered
criteria for a check list. Those in the listing from Indiana's
Department of public Instruction closely related to the
researcher's studies and are included in Appendix Be
IV ~ Sillv1MARYOF
EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
Prior to the evaluation of any program, a set of guiding
Pl'"--lnciples must be established. These principles should be in
Clearly defined statements such that any person reading them
would be aware of the item being evaluated, and be aware of the
specific standards against which the evaluation is being madeo
c>Juch criteria must be from authenticated sources sO that the
individual evaluator would realize that these statements represent
the thinking of well-qualified individuals in the fields beine;
eValuated. The follolllingcriteria for evaluating an "idealized"
gUidance program will, hopefully, meet these conditions.
For brevity and conciseness, each service is set forth
in an outline form, with each service being first listed and defined,
fOllowed by the criteria for evaluating each servicee
lIT-0
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I. .9bjectives:A.. Defiriltion: A set of guidelines setting forth the
goals to be met by the guidance services of the
school ..
B. Criteria:
1. The objectives should be written, complete and
specific ..
2e The objectives should be revised annually ..
II. Counseling:A. Deflnition: A helping relationship between a
counselor and counselee whereby assistance is
given to allow the counselee to make decisions
as to plans and goals ..
B • Criteria:
1. Organization:
a. There should be approximately one counselor
for each 250-300 students -- or one period
per day for each 50 students enrolled ..
2.. Facilities:a. There should be private offices for each
counselor.b
o
There should be small group conference rooms
and individual testing facilities.
c. There should be a waiting area for counselees
w i.t h a pleasant decor and guidance information
handily-available.
3. staff:a. All staff members should be certified by a
state agencyo
b. Staff members should be continually in the
process of improving counseling skills.
of
B.
successful guidance.
Criteria:
1.. Program:a. 'fhere should be a full internal program of
intelligence, achievement, aptitude, and
vocational testingo
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be fllhereshould be an external program to
include the more widely-utilized college
qualification testsft
2. Administration:a , The tests should be administered as a par t
of a class unit in class-size groups.
b. All administration of tests should-be carried
out by skilled personnel under the direction
of the guid.ance department, or by the school
psychometrist"
3e Use of Results:
a. All scores should become a part of the
permanent record of the students.
b. ~eachers should be trained in the use of
test results ..
c. Counselors should use the results in the
counseling of studentso
d. Test scores should be interpreted to students
and parents privately and with discretion.
IV. Orientation:A& Definition: The information-giving services of the
Guidance progrDlTl"LO help students make the successful
transition from the sending schobl to the receiving
school environment.
B. Criteria:
1. Visits from personnel of the high school should
be made to the sending school to explain the
:facilities and the educational program.
2. New pupils should be initially and individually
interviewed by the counselor who will service .
them during t.hei,r- fj_rst high school year ..
3. Programs should be formulated as soon as possible
after entry into the receiving school.
5.
'I'he orientation program should be a cont i.nuous,
effort throughout the fi~st semes~er of attendance.
Late enrollees and transfers should receive the
same orientation services as students from the
sending school.
v. Educational Placement:
A. Defiriition: ~~ne'activities carried on to assure
proper assistance to the students in determining the
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attainment of the next higher level of education.
.. Cri.teria:
V~.L ..
Counselors should be proficient in aiding
students to choose and make applications to
institutions of hiGher learnil1[~e
Materj_als relative to entrance requirements,
scholarships and financial aid, and other
pertinent information should be available to
all students ..
A college night, or day, program should be held
annually for interested students and parents"
Y_Ocational Placement:A. Definition: The services which assist the students
in determining their vocational aptitudes and
interests and aid in the placement of students in
B positions of employment ..• Criteria:1. There should be a placement specialist available
full time to students and graduatesQ
2. Files of information on jobs should be maintained
with full particulars as to requirements"
3.. A career night, or day, program should be held
annually for students and parents and graduates ..
4. The placement specialist should be in close
corr~spondence ~ith employers to determine if
assistance can be gj_ven by the school.
2..
1..
3..
VI-I. E_Ollow-Through:A.. Definition: That portion of the guidance program
which secures information about previous school
individuals to assist the school in carrying out
its educational objectives.. The information is to
be utilized for the improvement of the programs ..
B • Criteria: - -
1.. The program should be planned, and under the
auspices of the guidance department ..
2. The returns should be 70-80% to be effective.
3. 'I'heinformation should be interpreted and
presented to the administration.
4.. 'I'heresults of the follow-through should be
used to improve the over-all progranlS"
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VIII. Evaluation:
A" De f'Ln.lt Lon ; The processes set up wi.thLn the program
itself to determine the worth of each of the services
of the program.
Be Criteria:
Ie The evaluation should be made periodically, and
should cover all facets of the program.
2. The results of the evaluation should be presented
to the administration in writing and sho~ld lead to
recommended improvements in the programe
v. SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS
A. North Sea District
Brussels American Hi~h School
No printed copies of the objectives were avai.lable at
Brussels but the written objectives had been revised recently&
All services were intended to fulfill the objectives"
The counseling time assigned was inadequate by approxi-
mately 2-~- periods.. The counselor was certified and skilled in
the counseling processes.
1-12 program of guidance ..
He also supervised all phases of the
Facilities were limited.
11he testing program was in effect but was optional for
1971-72 with all recommended tests being available, but not
administered to all students. Results were recorded and
utilized in the counseling process.
The orientation program was in effect, but distances
precluded visits to sending schools. Provisions were made to
COntinue the orientation throughout the first semester.
2lL~
Educational placement was extensively provided, as noted,
With a student body that placed 90% in colleges. Vocational
Placement was considered to be of little value, or need, in
the Brussels area, and no career programs were held.
Follow-through services had a return of approximately 60%
with only a limited utilization of information being attempted.
Only the annual requirement of the USDESEA report of
gUidance activities was found in the evaluation services.
The researcher rated the guidance services at Brussels
A.merican High School as; "moderately provided," THIA, with the
Pl'ogram and use of results at that extent along with the educa-
t·lanaI placement services; "limited or missing," the administration
Cl'iteria of the testing program, the objectives, the counseling
serVices including organization, facilities and staff, orientation,
and evaluation; and "need questioned," vocational placement
and follow-througho
II. Brunssum American High School
No data was available from the Brunssum school.
Lakenheath American High School
The objectives of Lakenheath's guidance program were not
speCific in nature, nor all-inclusive, with no printed copies
aVailable to the faculty. They had been revised recently.
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Organization for counseling exceeded the requirements of
the cr-j.'terl'a d 1- 1 d' fIt, an a 1 counse ors were un ergolng _orma raining~
One counselor was not certified~ Facilities were considered to
be more than adequate~
There was a full range of external tests but USDESEA's
moratorium was in effect and there was no group testing& All
tests were available on an individual, need basis. Results of
tests were utilized in counseling students and all administration
Of t ests were carried on by well qualified personnel.
The orientation program was a planned and systematic
program, and carried through the first semester.. No home
ViSitations were conducted by counseling personnelo
Senior counselors were deemed proficient in the placement
Of graduates and program planning was conducted at all grade
levels.. 'I'h e programs 'were flexible and amenable to change at
any level of the student's progress through the high school ..
The vocational placement aspects of the guidance program
vITel'eabsent at Lakenheath except for the maintenance of files
Of occupational information.
The evaluator felt there was no need for follow-through
Services at Lakenheath school, because of the great mobi.Li.t.y
Of the population. Only 20% return had been realized in
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a previously-attempted, fUll-scale project.
The program services were evaluated annually with reports
b .elng submitted in writing to the principal and Directorate&
Changes in the program were the goal of the evaluations with
indicated variations being implemented.
The ratings of Lakenheathfs services were "extensively
provided," organization and staff for counseling, all of the
THIA services, educational placement, and evaluation; "moderately
provided," facilities of the counseling services and orientation;
"1' ..lml ted or missing," objectives and vocational placement, and
" not applicable," follow-through ..
IV. London Central American High School
No data was available from the London Central American
High Schoole
v. SHAPE American High School
Objectives were stated in specific terms and were written
but printed copies were not available for the faculty.. Both
cOUnselors were certified and the organization met the
criteria. Facilities were limited as to space for small
group activities and conferences.
'rhe testing program included all recommended testing
instruments, though on an "as needed" basis with the USDESEA
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mor-at o.rLum on group t.esti.ng in effect. Administration aspects
of the program were eKcellent and use of results included
counseling stud ent.e, T'he in-service training pr-ogr-amfor teachers
in the use of results was lacking.
Orientation visits to the receiving schools were in effect
but, again, home visi:ation was considered inapplicableG Intake
interviews and long-range planning were carried on by the
counselors who would serve the students during their first
year at the receiving school.
The senior counse:or assigned was proficient in the
placement of graduates and files were present but college
materials were not completely adequate. Four-year educational
planning for students was alsO lacking.
The need for vocational placement services in the over-
seas schools location was questioned. A file of occupational
information was maintained for interested students.
Follow-through services covered the criteria moderately
with returns seldom reaching the "successful" 70-80% level ..
Evaluation services covered the total program and were
conducted annually, with the results being utilized in implementing
changes to strengthen the program, when possible.
The guidance services at SHAPE American High School were
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rated as follows: "extensively provided," administration of
tests and evaluation; "moderately provided," objectives, all
cOunseling phases, use of results, and orientation; "limited
or missing," educational placement, vocational placement, and
fallow-through ..
B. Mediterranean District
Ia Ankara American High School
No data was available from Ankara American High School ..
110 Asmara American High School
III.
No data was available from Asmara American High School~
_Izmir American Dependents High School
Printed copies of the objectives were in the Parent-
Student Handbook and were currently being revisedo They did
not fully cover the guidance program but all services d.i.d
attempt to fulfill the objectives as written.
Facilities were considered to be adequate with space
aVailable for testing and conferences.. The counselor-student
ratio was sufficient to meet the criteria though he also was
Consultant to the 500 elementary pupils in the school complex.
tI'he t t. counselor was certified in two differen sta es.
The testing program was coordinated by the counselor
for the elementary school, and given only on an "as needed" basis
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at the senior high, but included all recommended instruments in
the criteria~ All test administrators were skilled, and test
results were utilized following in-service instruction~
Long-range programming is completed for each student
as soon as possible after entry into the receiving school.
V· .lSltation to the sending school was not applicable at the
Turkey Lcc at.Lon, Transfer students were given or,ientation
Services similar to those of the new students, starting with
an intalte Lnt e.r-v'i.ewon their first day at the new school.
Four-year programming for students VJasmissing from the
program but the placement of graduates was handled by the
senior counselor extremely well. A parent-senior orientation
program for college was held early in the senior year.. No
College night, or day, program was held.
Counseling center files of occupational information were
present but there was no need for a placement specialist in the
lOcal community. Employment opportunities were not secured
for graduates as most of them departed the community upon
gradUation. A career day program waS held, with students being
giVen released time from classes to attend.
No program was present to identify out-of-school individuals
Who could profit from further guidance, and no definite program
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Of follovv-through services was attempted. Returns from the informal
progrcUTIwere scarce e
The evaluation of the program was held annually with all
services being evaluatede The total faculty was involved in the
eValuat:Lon with the services currently "undergoing a rigorous
evaluation .." The evaluator noted that the IIsmallness" of the
school allowed a "weekly and daily" evaluation.. Written reports
Were SUbmitted monthly to the principa18
'The writer rated the guidance services of Izmir American
Dependents High School as: "extensively provided," use of results
Of testing and evaluation; "moderately provided," objectives,
all phases of counseling, orientation, and educational place-
ment; IIlimited or missing, II administration of the testing
program and follow-through; Ilneed questioned, II the organization
Of testing and vocational placement~
IV. Karamursel American High School
Karamursel "vas a new school at the time of the evaluation
and had not as yet graduated a class of seniors so no follow-
through services had been practiced ..
No printed copies of the objectives were available to the
faCUlty but the objectives were specific in nature and
covered most of the services of the program. 'The objectives
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had ·been revised in the past two yearse
One counselor was assigned to the Karamursel school
who .lch provlded less than the required number of counseling
De ._ rlods according to the criteria8 No other information
was available as to certification and assignmentse
Facilities for individual testing were lacking and the offices
fOr cOunseling were "not completely" private. Counseling
interviews were scheduled at least twice-yearly w.it h time
alloted for "emergency" interviews ..
The standardized program had been dropped with only
the IQ tests being administered in groups.. Other instruments
Were administered on an individual basis including interest
inventories. No information was given on test administration
as no group testing vias being carried on at the school. All
other testing was conducted by the school psychometrist ..
There was no occasion for the counselors to vis.it homes
Of students, in the opinion of the evaluator. A single complex
served grades 4 through 12, so the tour of facilities for
new at.uderrts V.fasalso non-applicable. Intake interviews
Were given by the students' assigned counselors and new
stUdents toured the facilities and received comparable
orientation services as students from the sending schools.
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Educational placement services had not yet applied to a
graduating class, but the counselor was considered capable0
Files on colleges were moderate in extente A college day
program was held for interested students" All plans were
flexible with student and parental apIroval being solicited.
With the exception of an occupational information file
in the counseling center, the vocational placement services
were missing, and non-applicable, at Karamursel.. A career day
program is being planned, but is now missing from the program~
No comments were made as to planned follow-through
services. At present, there were none in effect because there
has not yet been a class graduated from the school.
Ev a.LuatLon vvas carried on annua.Ll.y, with each service
being evaluated aepar-at eIy , A partial report is ,submitted in
writing to the principal and changes in the program are programmed
for implementation on this basiso
'I'heservices at Kar-amur-aeL AmerLc an High School were
rated as follows: "moderately provided," objectives, organ:L-
zation 0 f counseling and facilities, te atLng program and use
of test results, educational placement, and evaluation; "limited
or missing," counseling staff and testing program, and orientatiol}"- ,
"not applicable," vocational placement and follow-through ..
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Va Kenitra American High School
No data was available from Kenitra Ameri.can Hig}']School e
VI• Naples American High School
No data was available from Naples American High School ..
VII. Rota American High School
No data was available from Rota American High School ..
VIII
g 'I'orrejonAmerican IU,g;hSchool
No data was available from Torrejon American High ,school..
IX.. ,?aragoza American High School
There were printed copies of the objectives available
for the staff and the organization for counseling was marginal
in meeting the criteria for the 350-plus stUdents. The counselor
Was involved in the local base programs of drug abuse with the
hospital personnel. The counselor had recently completed work
at the college levelo He was certificated by one of the
state certifying agencies.
While no group testing was carried on this school year
(71-72), the previous year's program had included all tests
recommended and the tests were st:Lll available on an lias,
heeded" basis. All personnel were aware of the testing
POssibilities and written reports were utilized by the faculty
and counselors in assisting the stUdents.
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Orientation services were carried on by the staff but
few h.ome visitations were made, usually for the "problem"
cases. The sending school was visited by the guidance staff
and the students were given orientation to the "junior
high school," which is located in the same complex with the
senior high school at Zaragoza.
College night programs were in effect, and the college
information libraries were complete, with information on all
phases of college entry, scholarship and financing being
present.
Vocational services at Zaragoza were only moderately
applied as such activities were strictly limited in the small
American community at, and near, the air base ..
A definite sampling program of follow-up services was
Under way at the school, but returns were insufficient to meet
the criteria.
Evaluation was an annual affair with each service being
eValuated in totality. Written reports were submitted to the
administrator recommending implementation of changes ..
The guidance services at Zaragoza American High School
Were rated by the writer as: "extensively provided," all
serVices of the program except the vocational placement and
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follow-through services wh i.ch were rated as being "moderately
provided"l!
Ce Baden-Wuerttemterg District
I. Heidelberg American High Schoo~
No data was available for Heidelberg American High School"
II.. Karlsruhe American High School
The objectives of the Karlsruhe school were not printed
for the faculty and there had not been a revision in the
past two years. They »ier e s:pecific in nature and covered all
phases of the program's services ..
Facilities at the school were completely adequate for
the counseling program w i.th Ilrivate offices and space for
testing and conferences. Counseling organization provided
sufficient time for activities of counselors.. The counselors
were certified, with the director of Guidance holding an
Indiana certificate.
The moratorium was in effect for the group testing program
but all tests were availablel tlifneeded,," Administration of
tests was in class-size groups when made and under the direction
of the guidance staff.. Written reports of the testing Were made
with the faculty and counselor utilizing the information ..
Orientation visits were nade to the receiving school by
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new students and counselors visited sending schools to give
pertinent information on curriculum and facilities.. 'fransfer
students were afforded complete orientation programs~ Home
vi .sltations wer-e not made and were considered unnecessary
in the Karlsruhe military community.
Students and parents were included in all educational
Placement planning and files of college information were
maintained in the school library and counseling center along
tv" - tl h a listing of potential college students& The director of
gUidance and the special counselor were both proficient in
COllege placement techniques8
A counselor functioned as vocational placement specialist
but no files of local job opportunities or part-time employed
stUdents were available.. Awarding of part-time employment
"['as Considered a questionable activity for the locale.
Career programs viece held for students and parents ..
The follow-through program was in practice but returns
VI .ere Ilmited. The usage of information was therefore only
mOderate in effecting changes in the programs of guidance
and/or curriculum.
All personnel 1Nere involved in an annual evaluation of
f-"U'-cldance services with written reports being submittedo Actual
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implementation of Changes on the basis of results of evaluation
of the services wa~ difficult to obtaine
The guLdanc o sErvices at Karlsruhe American High School
were rated as: IIe~tensi vely provided, II ~eHIA LncLudi.ng test
administration and use of results; "modercltely provided, II
objectives, all phases of counseling, orientation, educational
placement, follow-through, and evaluation; 1Ilimited or missing,"
vocational placement and the testLng pr-ogr-amthough this lack.
was by direction of the Superintendent, USDESEAe
III. Mannheim American High School
Written, printed copies of the objectives were available
to the faculty, in the faculty handbook, and covered all areas
of the program.. These objectives had been revised in the past
two years ..
Staffing for the counseling services were more than required
by the criteria, with all counseling personnel being certificated.
The program was under the direction of a Supervisory Counselor
and included a Special Educational program for the Seckenheim
SUPACT' (Support Activity) with certified teaching personnel.
Facilities were lacking, mainly in tho areas of individual
testing space and Waiting space for counselees ..
The testing program Vias in the moratorium imposed by
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the Directorate but had included all tests recommended and
sUch a program was administered in group-size before the
eValuative t' dIdmora or:tum was .ec are .. All teachers were given
in-service training in test results usage and written reports
Of results were available to the teaching staff0 Testing was
carried on under the supervision of a school psychometrist.
All results were recorded on the students' permanent
reCord cards with test results being interpreted to students
and parents privately and with discretion ..
Orientation services at Mannheim included visitation by
COunselors and students to the sending schools and also tours
Of the local high school facilities were conducted, under the
sponsorship of the National Honor society members~ A pictorial
bOoklet was being prepared for incoming students for the 1972-73
SchOol year. Home visitation was questioned, and missing from
the Nannhei.m school program of orientation ..
The provisions for educational placement included a
Career Counselor who supervised the counseling center's
edUcational and vocational information libraries. Individual
interViews were arranged for interested students, freshmen
through seniors, in both college and occupational fields ..
COllege and career programs for students and.parents were
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held annually"
Samplings from the follow-through prcgram were not
utilized to the fullest extent, and ou~-of-school i.ndividuals
in need of further guidance services were not identified. The
returns were well below the level considered to be successful
in the practiced, definite follow-through program ..
Implementation of changes in the guidance pr-ogram as a
result of evaluation of services was moderate, but the services
were evaluated annually, with results ~eing submitted in writing
to the administratorso The evaluation covered all phases of
the guidance program currently in ef f'ect ,
'I'heguidance services at rviannheim;imerican High School
were rated by the author as: "extenSi"lely provided," objectives
and evaluation; "moderately pr-ovLded ;" organization and staffi.ng
of the counseling services, admi.nistration and utilization of
the results of testing, orientation se:vices, educational
placement, vocational placement, and follow-through; and
"limited or missing," testing program (moratorium) and
facilities for counselingo
IV. Stuttgart American IHe;h School
One of the larger schools in USDES~A, the objectives at
Stuttgart were not available to all staff members and were
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limited as to specificity and did not completely cover the
total services of the program., A revision of the objectives
was in process at the time of the survey_
,-ehecounseling organization at Stuttgart had. each student
assigned to a teacher as an advisee with teachers referring the
"harder" cases to the counselors. Eighteen periods were available
for counseling the 950 students, which was slightly below the
criterial ratio of 1 per 50. This did not include the teachers'
cOunseling activities which added, and exceeded, the amount~
All counselors were certified, including the CoWex director.
Facilities at the counseling center were moderately provided
With individual testing facilities being restricted.. Wai.ting
area space vvas also minimale
The testing program at stuttgart had been individualized
for all standardized "group" programs, as the faculty felt that
many of the tests were inappropriate and the time and cost were
not justifiable when viewed in terms of "results obtained .." All
testing was under the supervision and administration of the
counselors and/or school psychometrist.
The results of tests were not recorded on permanent records
but were explained fully to students in private sessions.
Orientation procedures included planned programs for all
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students, late and new, with flexibility being the"by-word .."
No counselor visitations were made t.ostudents' homes or to
sending schools ..
,students, only, decided upon the educational programming
at Stuttgart. College information was available in the school
library and counseling center and included all pertinent
information on entrance and f i.rianc.i.ng , Col.Lege day/night programs
were held annually fOr interested students and parents ..
A Career CounselOr was available at the school but there
was little placement in specific employment positions, as the
community is basically "foreign" for employment opportunities ..
The CoWex counselor was in close contact with supervisors in the
work-study programse Occupational fields were the goals for
graduates, with files available for students and parents. An
annual career progr-anwas held ..
A follow-through program 1Nas in effect but returns VIere
almost nil; seemingly making the program inoperable.
All faculty members were involved in the evaluation of
services but no written report was submitted. Changes in the
program were implemerlted on the basis of the evaluation.
The guidance services at Stuttgart American High School
were rated by the wri,ter as: "extensively provided,1I the
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individualized testing program, the administration of the
testing program, and the use of test results; "moderately
provided," all phases of the counseling services, orientation,
educational placement, and evaluation; "limited or missing~1I
t l " .11e group t.eat i.ngprogran1, objectives, vocational placement,
and follow-through.
De Hessen District
I.. Berlin American HirshSchool
The objectives were Frinted, but not available to all
faculty members, and were specific and all-inclusive of the
program's serviceso They had been revised within the past
two years.
Organization for counseling included 13 periods for 650
students, which exceeded the criteriae Facilities were small
but included space for group conferences and small group
guj_dance. Record-keeping of intervie\l[swas not maintained e
Parents were not regularly scheduled for inclusion in
conferences" and students were not scheduled for regular
twice-yearly conferences.
'I'he testing program included all tho recommended tests,
Lnc Lud i.ng aptitude tests, and all administration of tests as
carried on by counselors or psychometrists. Tests scores
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were recorded and all test results Vlere utilized by teachers
and counselors for the benefit of the students&
Orientation services found the counselors visiting
sending schools and :::tudents-uex:e given familiarization tours
of the facilities. Intake intervievlswere held by the counselors
assigned to the students and was continuous0 Late enrollees were
afforded the same orientation program as now students ..
The senior counselor was proficient in the placement of
graduates though no file of potential college students was
ma.i.nt ai.ned, Scholarship information ViaE;limited, but compLoto
libraries of college catalogs were maintained. A college day
program was an annual occurrence ..
A vocational placement specialist VJas available but the
actual placement of graduates in jobs was lacking~ Part-time
,jobs 1iverenot awar-d ed by the placement director.. Ii. career- day
program was held and occupational files were maintained in
the counseling center and school library ..
No formalized program of follow-through was practiced at
Berlin with information corning from informal sources such clS
letters to counselors and teachers. This information was
applied to improve the school programs.
A written report of the yearly evaluation of the guidance
services v.Jasmade w l.th a moderate ElJn01.mt of implementation of
changes in the pr-ogr-am on that basis., All individuals on the
facul ty were encouraged t.ol;art.icipatc;in the evaluation ..
Th.8 guidance services at Berlin Anlerican High School Vlere
rated by the author as: n extensively provided, II the counseling
staff and all phases of the testing Plograrn; "moderately provided, II
objectives, facilities for counseling, orientation, educational
placement, vocational placement, and E:valuation; "limited or
missing) II organj_zation of counseling ~;ervices and the follow-
through services.
II. Bonn American High School
No printed copies of the objectiv~s were available to all
members of the faculty but the object~ves were stated in specific
terms and covered all phases of the g1.tidanceprogram. The
objectives had recently been revised~
Facilities at Bonn were excellent; except for the amount
of waiting room space. Ten periods or counseling time were
available for the 300 students, which exceeded the criteria.
No in-service program was in effect b~t all counselors had
received formal training within the P<lst five years and all
»ies:e certified.
The testing program, as standardi%ed by USDESEA, was in
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effect and included all tests from the criteriao Tests were
Ct.CJJYli -liQt d' I .-__1 'J ere In c aSS-Slze groupS and as a part of the program
for administering tests there was an in-service training session
for all teacherso The tests were not included as a part of a class
Unit. Testing results utilization was difficult at Bonn because
Of the large number of non_English-speaking students (as a
native t )·ongue .. A. great amount of follow-up is done on such
stUdents. Results are recorded on permanent records and are
Utilized by the faculty and counselors in counseling and
assisting studentse
Orientation procedures did not include visitations to
homes of students nor to the sending school (all schools are a
Part o~ th ).e same complex • A.II orientation services were available
to 1ate enrollees.
Educational placement counselors were proficient and there
Were 1- t 1 . ft·,_ complete files of per-einen col ege lnorma--lOn"
COllege day program Vfas he Ld,
No
Ii career specialist was available with complete files
Of occupational information maintained .. Part-time jobs were not
in demand at Bonn. No career day program was held.
No follow-through program waS practiced as there had not
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Yet been a class graduated from Bonn.
Evaluation services involved the total faculty with a
Written report being submitted annually ..
The guidance servj_ces of Bonn American High School were
rated as: "extensively provided," objectives, facilities and
staff for counseling, program and use of test results for THIA,
educational placement, and evaluation; IImoderately provj_ded,"
orn'an· I-- •o . lZa~lon for counseling, administration of tests, and
VOcational placement-. ,
fOllow-through.
III..
IIlimited or missing," orientation and
Bremerhaven American High School
Probably the most farflung of the USDESEA schools, and
One of the smallest, Bremerhaven's 200 students are serviced
by a COunselor for students in grades 6-12. He also acts as
a Consultant for the elementary school. A part-time career
COUnselor also was assigned giving the school a total of eight
periods of assigned counseling time which more than fulfilled
the criteria. The objectives were written but printed copies
Were unavailable for the faculty. The objectives had not
been revised within the past two years.
Facilities for counseling were excellent as to space but
decor and accessorial eqUipment were somewhat lacking.
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~Che testing program was directly under the guidance staff
and included all instruments noted in the criteriao The tests
Were administered in class-size groups and as a part of the
class unit. In-service training for teachers in use of test
results viee missing from the service ..
Individual testing was carried on by counselors and test
scores were recorded on permanent record cards.
HDme visitation by counselors was not included in the
Bremerhaven orientation services, but there was a planned pr-ogr-am
Of activities conducted throughout the first semester of
attendance ..
No file of potential college students was available nor
Was a college day program in effect.. The senior counselor was
proficient in placement of graduating students and files were
present with information on scholarships and financing of a
College education.
Vocational placement services were missing from the
Bremerhaven school guidance program ..
Follow-through returns were well below the level rated
as being successful.. No attempt was being made to identify
out-of-school individuals in need of further counseling.
The annual evaluation was carried on by the whole staff
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Witl" ,1 lmplementation of suggested techniques being moderately
madee A written report of activities was submitted but the
report was not comprehensive"
1-111 .d .1 e gUl ance servlces at Bremerhaven American High School
Were raL d b 'h .~co y L e livrl'ceras: tlextensively provided," all aspects
Of the 'llNIAprogrB.lTIand orientation; lI.moderatelyprovided," the
cOunseling services, follow-through, and evaluation; "limited
Or missing," objectives, educational placement, and vocational
Placement.
IV. frankfurt American High School
No data ""vasavailable from Frankfurt American High School.
V. Wiesbaden American High School
No data was available from Wiesbaden American High Schaal.
E.. Rheinland-Pfalz District
I. £_ad Kreuznach American High School
No printed copies of the objectives were available for
the members of the faculty but it was felt that all members of
the faculty were aware of the services provided. The objectives
had not been recently revised.
The counselor was assigned for a total amount of eight
periods for the 270 students which exceeded the criteria. He
Was not certified in counseling and had not attended formal
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classes recentlYe Facilities were excellently provided.
Interviews were not recorded&
The Lnt er-naj,testing program included all instruments
except the aptjtude tests and were administered in class-size
groups. Tests were not included as class units. Testing was
conducted under the supervision of the counselor with skilled
administrators being utilized in testing environrnents& No
in-service training in test results use was in effecto
No planned program of orientation extended through the
first semester for the student and home visitation was also
m:Lssing. '1'ran8fer students were af for-ded the same orientation
services as new studentso
The senior counselor was well qualified in the placement
o I' graduates ar.dcomplete information ViaS available on finanCing
and achoLar-eb Lps , Four-c-year-pr-ogr-amswere planned for all
stUdents. No file of potential college stUdents was rnaintained*
The Bad Kreuznach respondent indicated there was no need
for placement activities in the vocational fields at the school.
The follow-through services were inoperative and were
questioned as to need there.
Counselors and faculty participated to a moderate extent
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in the annual survey of guidance servicese No written report
was submitted to the principal.
1'he guidance services at Bad Kreuznach American High
School were rated as: "extensively provided," facilities for
cOunseling and the testing program; "moderately provided,"
obJ'ectl' 1 . . I- • d t ff t ..ves, counse_lng organlza~lon an s-a , -es~lng
administration and use of results, orientation, educational
Placement, and evaluation; "limited or missing," vocat:Lonal
placement and follow-through.
II.. !3aumholder American High School
All faculty members had printed copies of the objectives
available and the objectives had been revised in the past two
Years ..
There were 12 counseling periods for the Baumholder
school which matched the criteria requirement. All members
o f 'th e PIJS f.. n • • f . ds~alf were cer~lle " Facilities were moderate with
individual testing facilities being limited.
The school psychometrist supervised all testing which
had been individualized, with the High School Counselor doing
testing with vocational instruments. All use of test results
Was proceeded by an in-service training program"
Students from sending schools visited the physical plant
2Lrl
and Counselors held informational conferences at the sending
schoOlo No home visitation was conducted by the guidance staff
though the social worker was a resource individual~
Educational placement services were provided for college-
bound seniors with libraries of pertinent information being
maintained in the school library and counseling center. There
no college day/night program held.
Only an occupational information file was maintained as
a VOcational placement service. All other items of the check list
VIas
Were missing from the program. 'I'her-ewas doubt as to the
appropriateness of such a prograrl1overseas.
A definite program of follow-through was practiced but
C' Ci1l l'Q - up lngs vrere not limited to five-year alumni ..
far below the 70-80% level rated as successful.
Returns were
"The evaluation services were extensively provided but
results of the evaluation fell far short of their goals to
strengthen and improve the program by implementation of
Changes identified as necessary by the evaluation. A wrLt.ten
report was submitted.
'I'hoguidance services at Baumholder American High School
"'Vererated by the author as: lIextensively provided," objectives,
COunseling staff, and TMIA services with the notation that the
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internal program was individualized; "moderately provided," all
cOunseling other than staff, orientation, educational placement,
and evaluation; 1I1imited or missi.ng,1Ivocational placement and
f' I':':0 low-through"
III. Bitburg American High School
Objectives were provided in written form in the faculty
handbook for all members of the faculty and are specific and all-
inclusj_ve as to services covered.. ~;hey are currently being revised.
All staff members with the exception of the Career Counselor
Were certified and the organization gave 22j· counseling time
perj.ods of assigned time exceeding the criteria. No in-service
training program for counselors was in effect.
Facilities had recently been renovated with the location
being convenient to students and administrators.
The moratorium on group testing was in effect at Bitburg
at the time of the survey but all administration criteria were
mOderately pursued. Test scores were recorded on permanent cards
and test scores were interpreted with discretiono
students were not given tours of the facilities but counselors
Visited sending schools and held conferences for students and
parents to explain the programs at Bi.tburg.. All late enrollees
were given intake interviews immediately upon enrollment.
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Senior counselors were proficient in their fields and
the co.I'l.ece . fl-' f'l 1 I- d ,._' In-:orma-vlon l es were comp e've an oonta.i.ned
information necessary to successfUlly finance a college
education" No college day program was held.
':[1hefollow-through services were limited to informal
correspondence with returns being moderate, well below the
number of returns necessary to justify changes in the programse
Vocational placement services were limited to occupational
files with a career nir?ht prorJ'rambeLng held eo ...... 0 ~
No written report of the annual evaluation of guidance vras
made to the prinCipal, other than the USDESEA report of activities
Conducted
s
Changes in the program are proposed on the basis of
the evaluation ..
'I'he guidance services at Bitburg American High School
Were rated as follOWS: "extensively provided," objectives and
edUcational placement; IImoderately provided," all counseling
services, the administration and use of test results, orientation,
and evaluation; "limited or missing," vocational placement,
:follow-through, and the internal group testing program which
Was in abeyance as a result of a moratorium imposed by the
Directorate, USDESEA, in an effort to determine the worth of
the internal testing progrEun throu{1;houtthe system e
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IV. ~aiserslautern American High School
All members of the faculty had printed copies of the
objectives available to them and the objectives had been
revised wit.hin the past t.woyears.
The organization provided did not meet the criteria for
cOl..1Dselingtime, by a narrow margin6 'I'hephysical facilities
Were adequat.e for counseling. None of the personnel assigned t.o
cOunseling positions were indicated to be certified.
Testing was the responsibility of the guidance, and
administration, departments and was individualized with only
the 'TAP being administered in group size as a part of a class unit.
An in-service program in use of test results was in effect
With test information being recorded on the permanent records
Cards.
Orientation was held during the first week of school
attendance with counselors doing pr-ogram planning at the
Bending schools and finalization at the receiving school.'
The senior counselor was exceptionally well qualified
and college information libraries were present with complete
information available. A college night program was held annually.
'l'hecareer center was too small, and needed enlargement. A
Placement specialist was available and had the primary concern
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for help.:Lngstudents find employment~ Files of job sources in
the community were not available~
A definite follow-through program was practiced and results
met the return cri t ez-La, 'I'he information obtained was "helpful"
in implementing changes in the school programs &
A combined evaluation by teachers, parents, students and
administrators was carried on by the Kaiserslautern school with
Changes being implemented on the basis of the information obt a't.ne d,
The guidance services at Kaiserslautern American High
SchOOl were rated as: "extensively provided," objectives,
facilities for counseling services, all phases of tbe TMIA
serVices, follow-through,and evaluation; "moderately provided,"
COunseling organization, orientation, educational placement, and
VOcational placement; "limited or missing,1I counseling staff.
V. Zweibruecken American High School
Printed copies of the objectives were available to all
faCUlty members and tbe objectives had been undergoing revision
Within the past two years.
All members of the counseling staff were certified and
the organization of counseling time exceeded the criteria.
FaCilities for counseling activities were limited.
The testing program was a guidance function and lacked
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all recommended tests.. Tests were administered in class-size
groups as a part of a class unite All administrators of tests
Were skilled, and an in-service program in test results was
provided for interested teachers. Students were informed of
test results in private interviews ..
Students did not receive familiarization visits to the
physical facilities and no planned program of orientation was
held during the first semester at the school.. Initial interviews
Were eiven by assigned counselors, and late enrollees were also
afforded comparable orientation programs as the new students ..
Educational placement and vocational placement services
Were provided, with all counselors being skilled in their tasks.
'1'hefollow-through services were missing from the Zwei-
bruecken progrEun" Evaluation was carried on annually with
information obtained used to improve the services offered ..
The guidance services at Zweibruecken American High
School were rated as: "extensively provided," objectives,
cOunseling staff, testing program and use of test results,
edUcational placement, vocational placement, and evaluation;
"mOderately provided," counseling organization, administration
Of tests, and orientation; "limited or missj_ng," counseling
facilities and follow-through.
Ie
Yo Nord Bayern Di.strict
jiuernberg American High SchoOf
No data wa.s available from Nuernberg American Hi.gh School.
Wuerzburg A2!_1er-ican High Sc}1.9.£!
No data was available from vVuerzburg American High Schoo.l.,
II ..
G.. Sued Bayern District
I. Augsburg American High School
Printed copies of the objectives were available for all
members of the faculty and were .specific and exten.sive in nature.
The objectives had undergone revision within the past two
Years ..
All staff members had undergone formal training in the
past five years and all were certified. A total of 18 periods,
almost double the criteria requirements, was scheduled for
cOunseling. Facilities were well provided at Augsburge
l'he testing program was individualized with the results
being provided student.s after grading by a U.S. company in
private interviews.. Student.s tested student.s in the program.
l'he external program was administered by a teacher with coun.selor.s
dOing the individual testing of personality instrument.so No in-
.serVice program in use of results was available to the teachers.
ReSults of testing were recorded in the permanent files of
2L,.8
the students ..
No immediate or long-range planning was effected for late
enrollees, though familiarization tours of the facilities were
prOVided. Counselors visited some homes of studentse Visits
to sending schools were conducted to disseminate information as
to academic and extra-curricular programs of the school.
Senior counselors were proficient in placing graduates.
COllege entrance information and financing information were
provided. A college day progra.'1lwas not held" Flexible planning
Was not present nor was the four-year programming for students.
Vocational specialist assistance was available and files
of occupational information were in the counseling center. No
career day/night program was held"
Follow-through services were missing from the program
eXcept for the identification of out-of-school individuals in
need of further guidance services.
A planned program of evaluation involving the total
faCulty was carried on annually~ with written reports being
aVailable.
The guidance services at Augsburg American High School
Were rated by the writer as: "extensively provided," objectives,
COunseling organization and staff, use of test results, and
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eValuation; "moderately provided," counseling fac~Llities,
orientation, educational placement, and vocational placement;
"1imi ted or JUl'ss.i.ng'," the ,f-estl·l1g 0 d t t i dm.i~ v pr gram an" es lng a .mlnlS-
tration, and follow-through.
I:L MUnich American High School
The objectives were written and specific in nature
and covered all phases of the guidance program ..
All staff members were certified and had undergone formal
training recently. The organ:Lzation granted 18 periods for
cOunseling which met the criteria" Facilities were provided
but accessorial equipment and materials were deficient. Clerical
assistance was minimal and needed supplementing.
The testing program included all recommended tests and
Was the responsibility of the guidance department. Individuals
administering tests were skilled in their techniques, with
Counselors and/or a psychometrist administering individual
tests" A full screening of individuals for the CHAHPUS program
Was also conducted under the auspices of the guidance department.
~ .-est results were recorded and lnterpreted to students in
privat o interviews. No in-service program viae given to new
teachers but a (jeneral in-service progrcun in test results usage
Was .In effect.
Orientation practices included visits by students to
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the receiving school and cOll_n,selorsconducted initial .Lntake
interviews for their counseleese Counselors did not visit the
sending schools nor make home visits. Transfer students were
2;iven or:Lentation programs sim.i.Lar to the new studentse
The senior counselor was proficient in the placement of
graduates and the counseling center maintained complete educa-
tional and vocational files" 11college day progr-amwas held
for students and parents.. (Maryland University's Munich campus
is attended by :many students from the overseas school system,,)
The vocational placement specialist was missing from the
Hun.i.ch staff. Employment opportunities viex e not secured for
at.udent a, Career day programs were held and guest speakers
were invited to give presentations in their fields of
occupational employmente Field trips to Munich's numerous
factories were also conducted ..
The follow-through services were missing from the Munich
program , The tnformation available came from informal
correspondence with former students. Few colleges return
requests for fOllow-through information.
The evaluation servtces provided information that was
utilized in implementing changes in the programs, and a report
of the evaluation vies: submitted in writing annually ..
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The guidance services at Munich Ame.ri.can High SchooJ WE)re
rated by the author as: "extensively provided," objectives,
t est i.ng program, educational plcl.::;ement,and evaluation;
"moderately provided," all serviGes of counseling, test admin-
:istration and use of results, and orientation; "limited or
missinG, II vocational placement and follow-through~
III. -V'_ .lcenza American High School
The school has adopted the USDESEA guidance objectives
w i.th printed copies being avaj.Laole to the faculty but not
for all members .. All services a:-ecovered by the objectives ,
and the services attempt to fulfill the objectives as written.
'I'wocounselors are assignedt:O the department, one full
time and one half time, giving nine periods which more than
fulfill the criteria. The counselors know all students in the
school personally, which is beneficial to the counseling
program. Facilities a.re excellent for counseling ..
All recommended tests were a'19.ilable,but the moratoriUm
on group testing was in effect so no group testing was in
progress. 'I'est s also included aptitude tests and interest
inventories.. All test administrators were skilled in test
administration and .i.nd.Lvidual testing was carried on by
school counselors or l)sychometrii3t. An in-service program
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in test results usage was in effect for teacherse Test
information was recorded on students' permanent records&
rPe t_ s--results were axp.La.i.nedto some students, and in pr-Lvate
sessions"
'I'he high school also has a dormitory which comprises 33%
of the student body, wm.c h maJ:es home visitations difficult to
accomplish.. Tours of the physical plant are arranged for neVI
students and late enrollees who are given similar ori_entation
programs.. There is no continuing program of orientation
throughout the student's first semester of attendance.
Educational placement was excellent but few four-year
programs were planned because of the great mobility of the
student body.. No college day/night program wa,s held ..
Vocational placement was absent from the program of the
'Jicenza ,school, and was considered inapplicable to the local
Community's needs. No career day/nj_ght program was held for
students and parents"
'I'he follow-through services were considered unnecessary
at Vicenza and was missing from the guidal1ce program.
The total faculty was involved in the evaluation of the
program's services at the end of the 1971-72 school year with
the majority of "concerns" being implemented into the program
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for the school year 1972-730
The Vicenza American High School's guidance services
Were rated as: "extensively provided," objectives, coun.seling
facilities and staff, testing program and administration of
tests, and evaluation; "moderately provided," counseling organi-
Zation, orientation, and educational placement; "limited or
missing," vocational placement; "need questioned," follow-througho
'rable XXXVI (on pages 254--6) is a summary of the findings
Of tl1e evaluation of the guidance services in the USDESEA
secondary schoolso
V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOHMENDATIONS
From the data presented in this study, the following
COnclusions and recommendations would appear to be in order
for further consideration:
I. While USDESEA disseminates a set of guidance objectives
to the schools, not all schools had a set of written, printed
Objectives available to all members of the school's facultYe
It is recommended that the directors of guidance for the
individual schools, or the~ir guidance committees, further
refine the USDESEA listing to be in accordance with the
lOcal philosophy of education and guidance services.
2.. 'I'h.eprovisions for counseling time varies from .school
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schoOl, but in all schools USDESEA has established "slots"
f'Or counselors in accordance with the recommendations of
authorities with a ratio of approximately 1;300 for student:
COunselor ratios. In all schools, counseling was the domain
Of t .ralned specialists8 However, some counselors were not
Certificated personnel and it is recommended that all
Counselors meet this criteria of certification requirementso
Physical facilities varied greatly from school to school;
from "extensively provided" to Itlimited..11 It is recommended
that all schools provide areas that are conducive to the
successful counseling of students~ This would mean providing
private offices for counselors, individual testing areas, and
Waiting space with decor in keeping with the helping relationship.
The areas should be located conveniently to the administration
but s~parate and be furnished adequately with materialo
3. The testing program of groUp testing was also varied,
depending somewhat on when the check list was completed. The
eValuative moratorium on testing affected many programs as to
instruments offered. However, in one school students administered
the tests to other students with grading being completed by a
Statesl··de 1:'.l lrm.
The majorj.ty of the programs were satisfactory in terms of
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the criteria with all types of recommended instruments avai.l-
able to the guidance specialist.
Tests are designed to assist the individual in discovering
his b·a llities, limitations, and i.nterests and should be utilize
for these purposes ..
It is recommended that a testing program be pursued and
that all test results be disseminated to students involved and
to faculty members w.l t h appropriate in-service training in the
USe of the information obtained~ The tests should be explained
to both students and test administrators as to nature and
purpose so that the student understands the importance of the
test and so that the greatest motivation possible is instilled
in the testee to obtain optimum effort and results.
Whatever the outcome of the moratorium study, there
should be a testing program that includes the basic test
instruments for intelligence, achievement, interest inventories,
and '., d t t·ap~l~u e .es'lng.
4. Orientation services were provided to some extent at
all of the USDESEA secondary schools and some extended that serv:
throughout the first semester of student attendance at the
School. Some schools met this criterion with "group guidancell
as a part of the academic program. in others a more informal
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program was in effect as the total school complex was in one
physical plant.. It is recommended that the schools not
Conducting formal orientation programs develop such a program
and continue it through the first semester of attendance
to facilitate the adjustment of the students into the new
School's activities, academic and extra-curriculare
5. As might be expected from an overseas location, the
educational placement services were provided to an extensive
extent at almost all of the USDESEA locations, the college
information files were extraordinarily complete in most of
the schools' counseling centers. Some did not hold college
day/night programs, citing extreme difficulties of distance"
The educational placement services should continue to be strong
throughout the student's academic life, at all grade levels,
Planning the necessary educational activities to assist him in
meeting his goalse It is recommended that all counselors be
continually in the process of improving techniques and strengthenin~
methodology for assisting students in their process of self-
determination for his particular goale
6. The services of a vocational placement specialist
could very well be Questionable in the overseas schools
where the need for part-time employees in the military is
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very limited.. Furthermore, "status of Forces Agreements"
also li.mit the number of positions available for American
dependentse The demand for part-time employment based on
financial need is also somewhat spurious as the majority of
the military on the same socio-economical level (the regulations
r?ov .G erm.ng travel limit those who are "command-sponsoredc II) and
schooling is entirely "free", provided by the local base~
Some of the schools had a Cooperative lilorkExperience
Coordinator, and it is recommended that all schools not having
such a program develop one to assist the terminal-education
student in determining and developing his work skills" ':[1he
Career Counselor and coWex director should cooperate in
determining interests and aptitudes of the students.. Home
visitation by counselors should also be instituted, if not now
in effect, to help in the counseling of students as the home
enVironment has great bearing on the students' actions and
interests ..
7. Follow-through programs are practiced extensively
in only one of the 20 schools answering the surveYe In all
others it was limited or missing. A continual pattern of
difficulties ranging from student body mobility (few stay
foul' years at one school) to non-answering of requests were
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cited as reasons for this limitation. It is strongly recom-
mended that all schools formulate a definite program of follow-
up inquiries, sampling the most recent p;raduates" While many
students do leave the immediate community immediately upon
termination of schooling, some are still present and can
be interviewed for informatione Also, many parents remain
OVerseas and can serve as resource personnel.. Some civilian
sponsors remain within the local community and can alsO be
sUrveyed for pertinent information concerning their children"
A regular program of mailing of simplified questionnaires
shOUld be formulated with returns being tabulated and utilized
to strengthen and improve the current academiC programs in
terms of assisting future students to achieve GOals.
8
6
The USDESEAregul~'tions require the submission 0 f an
annual report of guidance activities and thi5l should 'be an
eXcellent opportun~ty to extend the activity into an annual
eValuation of the guidance services, with the reBu~ts baing
U~ec~ tQ lInpl@me:nt changes to strengthen and j_mproveweak
paints discovered by the avaluation~ strang points can be
fUrther strengthened and extended. The total faculty, or at
least the guidance committee of the school, should partiCipate
in the evaluation. This would alsO be a method of ilnp.ar'ting
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awar-eness of the program to the faculty members ..
9. its noted i11 the results of t11(-) aur vey , the gtlid~ance
progrc:unsvaried greatly from school.to school though all are
based on USDESEA's set of guidance objectives. It was also
noted that many similarities existed among the local communities.
It is there fore r-ecomnende d that a more forma.lized means of
communications be developed between the guidance departments
of the individual schools. This wDuld enable a more open
exchange of practices that are utilized to successfully COpe
with problems and situations$ A particularly good technique,
or techniques (see Appendix D), may then be shared and possibly
adapted to overcome a similar situation in some other locality.
10" It is further recommended that all attempts be made
to exploit local resource personnel, either from the local
military or the local IIforeign'! community to expand opportunities
for the students to better his chances for successful self-
determination and self-assistance.
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_EY AL DATIVE CHECK LIST WT1:H INS11RUCTIONS FOR COI1PLETION
The information requested in this check list, as grouped,
is for the purpose of evaluating each service to the fullest
extent. Please complete one copy for the researcher and one
copy identically for your file e
In addition to the check list, space is provided for
additional comments at the time of the self-evaluation, as
deemed necessary by the evaluator.
'110 prevent any comparison between individual schools,
no numerical rating is requested~ In lieu thereof, please
cOlnplete each blank by placing the following as appropriate
therein:
liE Provision or condition is made extensively ..
S Provision or condition is made to a
moderate extento
L Provision or condition is made to a limited
extent
or is missing but needed"
M __ Provision or condition is missing but its need is
questioned. This question might arise in relation
to the philosophy and objectives of the school,
the needs of the students, or because of differences
of opinion of evaluators.
N __ Provision or condition is not desirable or does
not apply.l
In all other blanks indicate as instructed ..
INational study of ,secondary School Evaluation, Evaluative
.Qriteria 1960 Edition, Section G (Washington: National Study
of Secon~ary School Evaluation, 1960), p. 274.
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GENEI~AL DESCRIPTION OF THE SCHOOL
name of School ------"-----------------------------------------------
Name of Principal ---------------------------------------------------
Name of Assistant Principal(s) _
Harne of Director of Guidance --------------------------------------
Exact Title------'
Date of Completion of Questionnaire , _
Enrollment by Grade Level: Enrollment by Service:
12th Army
11th Navy
lOth Air Force
9th Civilian(tuition
8th other
7th
Appendix A
OBJECrl' IVES
___ 1.. The objectives of the guidance department are
stated in specific terms ..
___ 2.. All areas of the guidance program are covered i.n
the objectives"
___ 30 All services attempt to fulfill the objectives as
written"
___ 4.. Printed copies of the guidance program objectives
are available to members of the faculty ..
___ 5.. All of the school faculty is aware of the guidance
program and of its objectives in the school's
educational progral110
___ 6. 'I'he objectives of the gui.dance program have under-gone
revision within the past two years.
ADDr.rIONAL COMHENTS
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SEC'l'IOfJII
COUNSELING SERVICES
18 Information concerning counselors;
Hame O-F' state of Grade(s) No , of Counseling
--..;,;,;.:;_Counselor-** Certified-)(-Certification Assigned pU12.ils ,rr:im~(min)
----------------------- -------,
--------------------- ----------- -------------- --------- ------ -----------
---------------------- ----------- -------------- --------- ------
----------------------- ----------- -------------- --------- ------
---------------------- ----------- -------------- --------- ------·x-I) ------
'leape~ answer "y'es" or "no""
-j(,-)(.
PIp. '3.'-" • 'th-coe lnclude all PPS personnel and indicate positions other
an counselors.
_____2. Location and office space provided for counseling
services are adequate.
_____ 30 Space is provided for small group guidance and for
conferences.
___ 4. Individual testing facilities are provided.
___ 5. students and conferees are provided w.i.t h waitinG
space when arriving at the counseling areae
___ 6. 'I'heguidance facilities are decorated in a manner
pleasing to the personnel utilizing them.
____ 7. Each counselor is provided with a private office for
exercising counseling assigml1ents.-
____ 8. Secured filing facilities are available for individual
guidance :folders.
___ 9. Tape recorders and other equipment are available and
regularly used in the interviews.
Appendix A
_._._10"
___ 11 e
___ 12 e
___ 15.
16.---
___ 17 ..
18..---
19.---
20"---
21.---
___ 22.
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The counseLi.ng area is inte[,;rated.i.rrto the communi-
cations ,system so that announcements may be monitored
or shut off as necessaryo
A program of in-service training exists and meets
regularly for counselors involved ..
All counselors have attended formal classes at
colleges or universities within the past five
years to retain levels of capability ..
'I'he students are aware of the counseling services
and know the procedure for counse1~ng and to which
counselor they are asslgned.
A twice-yearly session is scheduled for each
student's counseling_
Time is allowed by each counselor for unscheduled
and/or emergency interviews ..
Intervievrs are accomplished after a careful. study
of individual guidan~e records ..
Accurate, private, confidential records are mairrtained
0!1 each student e
A separate folder is maintained in the Guidance
facilities on each stUdent.
Potential dropouts are counseled before being
permitted to drop school ..
students are awar-e of their potential abilities and
limitations, and realistic goals have been, or are
being developed ..
Individual counselors are trained and skilled in
vocational, educational, and personal adjustment
techniques of counseling.
All counselors are aware of additional assistance
for serious problems and lTIDJeo use 0 f such
supplemental-assistance and informationo
1""1
I
I
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23.--- Periodic meetings of the director of guidance andthe counseling staff are helde
Parents of counselees are invited to participate
in interviews at least once yearly.
___ 25" Parents and counselees make all decisions con-cerning problems and/or reasons for interviewse
___ 26.. 'I'hecounseling program does not j_nterfere with
the educational-academic school program"
___ 2? e 'I'hefaculty is avvru~eof procedures for counseling
requests"
ADDI'l'IOHilL COI'1MEN'I'S:
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1" P18Dse describe the testing program that is now in effect
at your school. Is the program the responsibility of the
Guidance staff? Where iE is not, please so indicatee
Please list tests by name, type and grade uaed,
2& 'rests are administered in groups of class s.i.ze,---
___ 3.. The test is administered as a paTe of the class unit
where and when possible.
L~•---
___ 5.
!___ 0 ..
7..---
9..---
_10.
A pr-ogram of in-service training Ls given to all NEV!
teachers in the use of test results ..
A -program of in-service training is given to .'U_,L
te;chers in the use of test results.
The individual administering the test is one skilled
in the processes of test administrat:Lone
Any and all discrepancies and/or irregularities that
may cause a testee's score to be invalid are reported
to the Director of Guidance by the individual
adIl1inisteringthe test 0
'I'hePUTiJOSe of the test and the nature of the test
are ~xpiained to the students before administration
of the-test.
The faculty is aware ofehe program of testing and
has been instructed in utilization of test results.
Counselors, or psychometrists, carryon all
individual testing of studentse
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___ 11. Test scores are recorded on permanent records of
students ..
__ ~_12.. students I test results are explained individually
in private interviewse
When interviewed as to test results, students are
encouraged to react to meanings of such scores as
they feel the scores describe their aptitudes,
abilities, achievements, and/or interestse
___ 14.. Results of tests as shown by test scores are inter-
preted to parents with discretion ..
b-DDrrIONAJJ COH1IEWrS:
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,sECTIon TV
ORI:S'NTA'llION SERVICES
l~ students expected to attend the receiving school have
--- visits to tl18 school planned to acqua:Lnt them w i.th the
physical facilities~
___ 2" Counseling intervievvs w.i.t.h new students are conducted by
the counselors who will be that student's counselor
for the duration of the student I s first year at the
receiving school.
3. Each individual student interviewed by a counselor--- as they are entering the receiving school for the
purpose of immediate and long-range program planning.
LtG Counselors make home visitations to the homes of--- neVi students ..
5. Visits to the sending schools are made by the--- counselors to discuss curriculum, activities, and
general "procedures with the students and par-errts
about th~ receiving school~
6. During the first semester that the new stUdent is--- in the receiving school, a planned pr-ogr-amof
orientation is given ..
'Ie--- An Lntake Lrrter-v.i.ew is ;o.;ivento late enrolleesand transfer students 0; their first day of
attendance by the counselor who will have that
student as a regular counseleeo
8 ..--- Immediate and long-range programs are pl.anned forthe student as soon as possible after his transfer
from another school.
9.--- Transfer stUdents are given a tour of the physicalfacilities upon entering and enrolling in the
receiving school.
ADDITIONAL COIiHEwrs:
(Please use additional sheets as necessary.)
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EDUCNJ1IOlJAL PLACEl'1:ElIfT SERVICES
___ 1. 'I'he senior counselors are proficient in p.Lac i.ng
graduates in colleges~
___ 2.. A college catalog library is maj.rrt a.i.ned in the
counseling center.
___ 3. '1'hec ouns eLi.ng center maintains a file of colIego
materials ..
___ L.... '1'11ecounseling center has scholarshi.p information
in the center ..
r;___ ../e
r___ 0"
7..---
8 ..---
___ 9.
__ 10.
__ II e
_12 ..
An adequate source of scholarship help is available
for ·t'J.·1e~rCD' 001 Ie Tr'~d'Jg~coc_ C) ,_ ~J b CI. ..-_C_ ICO.
The counseling center maintains a file of potential
college students ..
Information on the financing of college educations
is provided through the counseling center ..
A college day or night pr-o gram is held annuall v
for interested students: U
Educational placement at each grade level is made
through the ~ounselors for each student in the
counseling process"
A four-year educat i.ona.Lplan is programmed for
each at.udont ,
student and parental. approval are given to the pLan ..
The plan can be changed any time during the four-
year period, and is flexible enough to be amerided
as necessary.
ADDrnONAL C0JI1HENrrs:
(Please use additional sheets ac necessary.)
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SECTION VI
VOCAr:I'ION/\.L PLACEHEIJ11 BERVIC:SS
___ 1. A placement specialist is available in the school
whose primary concern is helping students and
crac1uaie,s find employment.. .-
___ 2. A file is maintained of all job sourcos w.i.t h'i.n the
community and is kept in the counselin6 center&
___ 3e Studc:mts employed 01.1 a l)art-tir:1e ba,s:Ls have a f'.l l.c
maintained in the counseling center.
___ Lt. E!:1ployment opportunit:Lo,g are secured for crac:]v.ates
consistent with the:Lr occupational Goals as
determined through the counsel:Lng center.
___ 5. In.di vidual ability and f.i.nancLe.L need are tho bases
01'. wh.i.c h :blart-tine job opportunities are awarded.
___ 6. rEhe cO'U.nseling cent e.r and the school library i:1a:Lnta:Ln
files of occupational information.
___ 7. 'I'he incUv:Lclual responsible for the placement of
graduates, dropouts and part-ti.me employees
contacts employers regularly to determine if the
personnel of the school guidance cerv:Lces can be
of assistance to the employers.
8. lit least once D. year a career day, or nj_Dht, procro.m
--- :La held for the students.
ADD:FI'IOITA.L CONI'IEN'I'S:
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SECTION VTI
FOLLOW-TI-illOUGII SEI?VICES
___ 1" A sample groUp of individuals who have graduated
from school within the past five years composes
the population of the follow-through samplinge
___ 2" Information secured from the follow-through sampling
is used to improve the curriculum and guidance
programs ..
__ -,_3.. A definite program of follow-through is practiced
by the school and is administered by the-Director
of Guidance and his staff"
___ 4" From seventy to eighty per cent returns from the
follow-through survey are included in the sampling
information utilizedg
___ 5. ':Phefollow-through study is utilized to identify
those out_of-school individuals who are in need
of further guidance services ..
ADDI'TION.% COMl\1EI,rrS:
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SECTTON VIII
EViiLUATTOIJ OF fPHE GUIDANCE SERVICF;S
Counselors and other personnel are encoura{"ed to
note deficiencj.es in the program and/or nel~
techniques which could improve the program, and to
report such information to the Director of Guidancee
___ 10
2--- ..
The total program is evaluated annually with each
service being evaluated individuallY8
7--_). A report of activities vV"ithinthe guidance programis reported in 1t'lritingto the principal each year"
The aim of the evaluation is to implement changes
in the guidance program on the basis of the
evaLuation"
___ 5. Changes in the program are implemented on the basis
of the evaluation~
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~ummary sheet for coIl at i.ng j_YlformaU_on. ......_ .-
COUNSELING SERVICES
Ore;anization
THIA SEINICES
Administration
11..
1'Z ---..J.
1L)... ---
15..
16 ..---
17"18..---
20.21.---
2LI'"25,,---
26..---
2,, _
7-
./"---4.---5.
6 e ----
'I..8,,--
10,, _
Ji'acilit-ies Use of Results
2.
3..---
LI-.
5.---
6.
7.---
oo.
9.---
10 ..---
r;.J,, _
7 ..8 ..----
9 ..
11..----12"---1.3..---lLI-. _
Staff Program- - - "J"
11..
19.---
20 ..
22..---
2.3.
2LI-.---
25.26.---
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cnrrEBIA 1"01<EXEMPLARY GUIDANCE PHOGFIAMS lIT INDIANA
r , PHILOSOPHY AIm OBJEC1'IVES
The Bchool ha,s a written philo,sophy and clearly ,stated
educational objective,s which are con,si,stentwith each
other. Included in the overall philo,sophy and objective,s
are a guidance philo,sophy and guidance objective,s.
II. S1'AFF
A. PROFESSIONAL
1..
One per,son j.,sde,signated as being in charge of the
guidance proGram for the ,school., The per,son
de,signated with the ro,spon,sibility of the guidance
proGram meet,s Indiana requirement,s for profes,sion.al
guidance certification and has adequate experience
at tho level at which he i,s functioninge
2 .. Only personnel who hold guidance certificationin. Indiana are employed as school counselors.
All ,school counselors are engaged in generally
accepted guidance activities on a full-time basis.
111he,school provide,s an opportunity for the
profe,s,sional growth of guidance personnel.
Each member of the guidance staff assumes the
responsibility for hi.sown profes,sional growth ..
The size of the guidance ,staff is ,such that it
provides guidance services for all studentse6.
Be RELATED PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL
Guidance staff members have access to related pro-
fessional per,sonnel for referral and consultation.
C.. COUNSELOH - SUPPOR'I' PE'RSONl'rEL
Counselor-,sUpport personnel are utilized to permit
288
counselors to perform professional roles more
effectively ..
D. CLEIHCAL PERSONNE'L
There is sufficient clerical staff to insure that
counselors are devoting their time to generally
accepted guidance activities.
1_-11_- _ PROGRAH
There is an orGanized~ coordinated, full-services
guidance program which includes:
A. RESPONSIBILITIES: The responsibilities and guidance
program are delegated to appropriate j_ndividual,s"
B. APPRAISAL SERVICES: 'The appraisal services insure that
sufficient information is available to aid the student
in making realistiC decisions about himself, relative
to his educational, vocational, and personal-social
goals.
C~ INFORHAI1'ION SERVICES: 'The information servic es
insure the availability of adequate educational,
vocational, and personal-social information that
facilitates decision-ma}d_ng for all students"
D. CONSUL~rNL'ION AJ.~DREFERnAL SEnVICES: The consultation
and referral services insure that open lines of
coJ1uTIunicationexist between the couYlSelor and teachers,
pclrents, administrators, re ferral sources, specialists,
and ot11er community agencies ..
E" PLACElvDEI'JI1'SERVICES: '1'heplacement services insure
that each student is plac~d in the proper setting
in order tha'c he may derive maximum benefit from
the existing programs.
F. COUNSELING SERVICES: The counseling servj.ces insure
that each student is given the opportunity to develop
a meaningful interper~onal relati~nship with a
counselor, which clarifies student perceptions and
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enables him to m~:eappropriate decisions about
h.i.ms e Lf ..
G.. PROGE1\J:l DEVELOPJ1ENT: Program development insures a
continuoUs, organized effort by all staff members to
identify those areaS of the educational proGram which
most effectively meet the needs of all students, as
well as indicates those areas of program ineffectiveness
which need modification in terms of changing individual
and social needse
IV. FACILD:IES fU'JD PFlOVISIONS
Provisions for the implementation of guidance services
and facilities for the guidance program provide the
physical environment and supplies which permit the
progra.lTIto function most effectively e
V. FIIIANCL'lL SUPPOB'r
Financial allocations shall be such that an effective
guidance program exists for all students"l
ICparkle G CrOwe Guidance Services in Indiana public
Schools (Ind.:Lanapoiis: D~parbnent of public insfruction,
1971), p. 1.
oAPPENDIX C
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D~ PUPIL PERSOJ'.TNELSERVICES - Guidance and Counseltng (pPS)
All cou~selors and the director of counseling shall serve
under the dlrect superviston of the principal and will be
responsible for the following: .
1. Development of an overall comprehensive guidance and
counseling pro[sram whLch reflects the total need.s of all
.students within the Bitburg American High School.
2. E.stablish admission and registration procedures and
help in planning policies for admission and registration ..
3. Provide orientation of new students and parents
(physical plant, faculty and students) to offerii1gs, its
requirements and its methods of work ..
40 Provide other guidance services such a.s:
a.. Collection of significant comprehensive information
about studentso
b. Provision of a larger body of authentic and up-to-
date educational and occupational information for tho use-of
stUdents and counselors wIth a C.9Teer planning program for
stUdents possibly starting in grades 7 and carrying through
grades 12.
c, Development of a testing proerarn which is up-to-
date and meaningful to the school.
do Communication with the staff concerning analysis of
test results.
e. Follow-uP of students (ioe., former graduates).
f. Provision of guidance to students in regard to
program chanGe.s.
5. Offer counseling to all studen~s, both individuall~
and in groups. This includes preparatlon of bacl:q~rounddata
thr-ough prelim:Lnary interviews with tea~hers, star f £l1?-d/or
students, testing, observation, and reVlew of cumula~lve
records; the keeping of on-going ~~~cords SUC~l as pup!-lprogress
and periodic psychiatric consulta~lon on serlOUS proolem casos
if aPlJlicable-~
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c0& Provide guidance in extra-curricular activities~
7~ Provide guidance in the maintenance of student personnel
records ..
") . n .'0", Ferlorm serVlces In personnel research includinl_:';
evaluation of total program of personnel serviceGo
ge Coordinate efforts of teachers and other staff members
to provide the best services to stUdents" This includes
coordination with special education and health services (ieO""
drug abuao , sex education and other pro{';rarasas approprtate) e
10.. ASf3ist teachers, student!:>and administrator.s in
understanding students and in helping them solve their
emotional problems.. -
11. Help the individual students, by his own efforts as
far as possible, to achieve up to the level of his own capacity,
to gain persona1 satisfaction in as manv aspects of hi s 1:1foas posstble and to unuee his maximum contribution to society ..
'l'o assist theindi vidua1 student to meet and solve his own
problems as they arise; to make correct int-rpretatiol1S of
fact and to make vrl.sechoices and adjustments e
12. Offer teachers systematic in-service training activtties
on a schedu1ed basis~
13.. Provide for referrals of students from teachers,
parents and the community and use school and community
resources in disposition of referrals.
1L~. Wor1: with parents, individually and in {jTOUPS, Clbout
gUidance needs of children and v/ith concerns over the pC:LTent
and child relationship in the home.
15. Provide consultation -nd advice to other staff
t:1embersin matters relatinG to the counselor Is cluties and.
responsibilities.
16. Act as a consultant to other community organizations
when such service is desired.
1'7.. Cooperate with other school departments and community
orgo.nizations in the development of proLSrams beneficial to the
Bitburg American Uigh School and the community (e.c., dru5
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abu ce 8ducati0l1, mj.l1ority stucUes, human relations awareness
and equal opportunity employment, etc~)e
18. Accept other assiGnments of duties from the principal
whi ch w i.Ll. assist hi.m in providinlp administrative sorvic8s :to
the Bitburg AmericaD High SchOole-
IFD-culty Handbook. of Bitburg Hj.gh School, 1972.
APPENDIX D
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The Newsletter will be one of the ways we plan to
faculty of the Guidance departJ.!lent's activitie[;; e
and suggestions on our activities are encouTar=sed.
inform the
Your comments
'f_'ESTING
~. ~l'he Preliminary ScholastiC Aptitude 'rcst/Nati.onal I·jeri t
.scholarship Qualifying 'Test will be administered to interacted
Juniors on october 21.. 'This test gives a good indication of
how well a student will do on the Colloee Board tests in his
senior yeaX"tI
2. 'I'he College Board tests w i.Ll, be given for the first time
this year on the first tvlO Saturdays in December to thoso
seniors who have applied. Bit1Jurg High School is a test cerrt cr ,
3 e standardized TesU_ng Program .. Did you :rILss it'2 I\. year "c
moratorium was called~ Wewill prObClbly be asked for some faculty
feedback later in the year as to the value 0 f rcslU11in[Stho .
testing program next year ..
COUNSELING
1. One of the counselor's main jobs Ls to see students
individually, '1'he problems and quesUOns vary. An attOl~]T)t
will be made to see all students' teachers refer~ Please
check with the counselor concerned if you do not get any
feedback on your referral" The counselors will be trying to
see all students who received one or more warning slipso
2. ea) Group Guidance -- With the cooperation of the
government teachers, all Seniors vies:e [>;ivon information on
graduation requirements, procedures on applying to school:LYlt':':
after high school, colleGe admj.ssj.ons procedure,s, etc.
(b) Group guidance classes are being conducted weekly wi.th
Jth graders through the PE study halls.. TopicS covered GO
:LJ.r are orientation to the school, counselor r s role, arid
the Kuder Inventory of Interests. Other topiCS planned are
career information, hoW to get along with parents, how to
get along with teachers, hoW to get alone with peerd, Clnd
f,aiDin[~ self-knowledge.
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(c) An orientation progrcun was presented to the seventh
graders with the cooperation of the Znglish teachers. Other
topics simi1ar to the above with the 9th craders vril1 be
discussed in the near future ..
COOPERNL'IVE lNOEr( EXPERIENCE PROGRAH--
At the present time there are 70 stlJ.dentserlrolled in t110
9ooperD.tive Work Experienc e ProgrCllTI:.3.3 seniors, 2(1 juniors,10 sophomorese The General Aptitude Test Battery and Kuder
Preference Record were used to make meaningful placomentse A
CWE roster with job sites will be distrj_buted later ...
COLI.1EGE NIGWr
Tuesday night, November 7th, a colleGe night is being planned
for interested students and their parents. Representat5.ves
from various American colleges in Europe will discuss theiT
schools. More on this latere
EIVR OLLlvIJ~Wl1
Grade l SeEt,. Gained IJost
(" Oct ...0
? 196 10 :J
203
0 1/+7 9 5
151
0
9 269 16 5
280
10 21~) 7 .3
217
11 lLJ·5 8
1 152
12 111 _2
0 116- - -
BE 13 1
0 lL---- __t']10111'1.1, 1094 56 17 1133
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BJr]~DUPG )\HEIUCAN HIGH SCHOOJ.J
APO NEVI YOlE 09132
SY 72-73 23 Barch 73
'~he newsletter will be one of the ways we ~lanto inform th8
facu Lt.y of the Guidance depa.rtrnentact.Lvi.t i ec, Your commont a
and sUGcestions on our activ1ties are encouraced.
Hew Students
c: , t' ,," t no'" 1--r ' d t 1 1"01YlCe -ne Ill'S 01 c~ooer, ~O s~u en 8 nave enro lea in the
rschoo l , 'I'h i.s brings the tot.alto 306 e tuderrt s that wcr e no L
in the Bitburg Junior-Senior J:Ugh School last year ..
Parent-1'eacher Conference AreaAny teacher who has a parent conference may use the vacant
office in the guidance-off1cefi If desired, you may request the
student's counselor to attend the conference~
Heferrals
Teacners arE) encouraGed to refer stUdents to the counselors.
Forms are available 1n the guidance office but verbal referrals
are we Lc omo ,
Counselors Or~anizational Chart and Major Duties
Attached is a copy for your information.. '1'11ecounselors are
attemnting to be actively involved in many aspects of the
C' c 11()o "}"- lJr 0' 0'r~" '"1o _._ _ _ __ ,__) Cl .. _•
Transcripts
Ilso attached is a form that we send to other schools and with
colleee applications to explain our school procram.
Coo,orative V'Ior];;:Experience Pro ?ram
OVer sevency ar.uu ent s aro enr-oLl.ed in this IlrOc;rDJno']'hisis
almost one tenth of the high school population.
Guidance Committee - Another Committee!!
T1J:oG"uidc:mce Commitcee .i.s a valuable asset .i.na school llrO!';rDJi1,
and is authorized by the Administrator's Guide for ever~ s~hool.
'I'ho Guidance Committee ope.r at ea under the ch.:rLrmansld:l!of the
school counselor. Ideally the school GUidance Committee should
compr-Ls e vo Lunt.ee r faculty members who have bacL~rouncl or
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interest in pupil personnel services. ThiG interest
stj.Jlulatc8 them D.S Lnd i.v Ldua.Ls or GtC a croup to assist tho
counselor and pr LncLpa.l in determininG tho schooll s :~'i.ddc.mco
needn , 'l'he comm i.t t.eenhcuLd st r.i.ve to:
a, FacLl.Lt ate ongoing cornnn..rricati.ons amon.: the faculty
in determininG the school's guidance needs.
b , l\.ssistin implementing the exlstLn.;gu:i.dance :or()r~l~am.
ce Play an active part in reVising and developing, TIhero
necessary, pupil personnel practices and policies that are
unique to a school's situation~
d& Make suggestion.s as to the feasibility of di3cussin~
local problems in group guidance ..
e" Aid in better communicatinc the [tuidance resources tbat
are avaa l.ab.Leand can be drawn upon by pupils, parents,
teachers and administrators .. If interested in so_vine on this
committee for this year or next, please indicate below. 1ho
committee wou l.dmeet monthly or on an clS needed bas:~s~
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BITBm:{Q I\JIEPIC1J,'T JUlnOn/SElnor~ HIGH SCHOOL
URS. AIR FOnCE BASE
13IrrBURG, GFRHMJY
APO NEW YORK 09132
,JOInT DAL SfI.IT'l'O,PRHJCIPJH.J
rrRAHSCHIP'l' INFOIH'LJ.\.'I'IOH SEESrJ.l
19'72~?3 -
SCHOOL CHlu{AcrrERTS'l'ICS:Bitbur[,;Ame:rican H:iJ~hSchool \,ws
est"5blished as part of the U.S. Air Force school system £'01'
dependents of milj_tary personnel.. It is a six-yoar hiCh
school fuLLy accr-ed.lt ed by North Cent1'D,lAssociatiol1wtth a
student enrollment of 1120 and an academic staff of fifty-
six teachers.
United ,states
The school is part of the USDESEA
Dependents Schools, European Area~
Gystem,
School morale is stimulated by an active student counCil,
club activities, a ful1-f:;caleathletic program and a
stUdent newspaper.
C,OI-n,mnFJ:1YCHAE1ACTERISrrICS: 'I'heschool is located in Bitbur;j,
Gerraany vJher'eit serves' Americc-ms livi.rigin 3itcm.rg and thii'i~y
auz-r-ound.i.ngconUTIUYlJ."CleG"Ninety-fo1.lrper cont of tho school
parents are militaryo 'J.'l1er-ama Lrri.nj; six per cerrtDIG cLv i.Li.ansserving the government in military support activtties or
workinG with U~Sft companies located in LuexbourCe The normal
tour of duty of the military par-ent Ls four years, yot the
average student is enrolled in this school for If) morrtns ..
'l'HECTJIn.nCULUl1: '1'11ecurriculum .is mainly academic oLthour~h
elr~.rn:eenan,d"'One-half of the sixty-six CarneG:L(~units offered
are in practical ar-t s, Advanced college p.Lacomerrtexams \lere
written last year by seniors in Chemistry and Mathematics. The
transcripts of typical graduating classes reflect sradea
assigned by more than 100 different high Gchool:::;.
Hono~ Courses are marked + or H. These nluG the third-and-
fourth year in colloge preparatory mathe~atics, science, and
forei~n languages, carry an additional 0~5 Grade point
differential. Excentionally canable students in ~radcs Gaven
arid eiGht may onroL; in Al[,;ebra-I, French I or Ger·Tnc.1.YlI, II
for Carnegie unit credit.
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Clc.tSG of 197~ National Merit Commended Scholars
Number craduated
C::2,,1 " . d '" -J ~ or gra ua~lng class are
Coll'Jc';eBoard 'I'e st Scorcs - Verbal---------------------------~ lIath SJ'l.,T1SAT
j
96
attending col18~c.
J.Ican
j"i2
r- -7 (-
-;J)U
SchOlcXt'shj_l?W-j nnors At t end.ing ;
Radford College
AubUrn University
Miami University
Bri,gham Yo unr; University
University of Oregon
11arietta College
University of Michigan
Clemson University
Mississiupi Stato University
Universii~ of Texas
REOUIRENENTS FOn GRADUA'I'IOH:
Ie To graduate from USDESEA high schools, students must success-
fully complete a minimum of seventeen units plus participation
in croup guidance and physica, drug and health education~
2e Required Units (10)
a. Aesthetics - two one-half units in humanities, litorature,
drama, art, music, or similar courses.
b , Career ec1ucation - two one-half units Ln "practical arts,
cooperative work experience or vocational-education.
Ce Languace Arts - six one-half units in English.
d , H,c;1.thematic-S-::two one-half units ..
e& Sci.ence - two one-half units with appropriate um~~D.DiD
on environmental education~ ---
f. Social Studies - six one-half units (including ODe unit
in Social bcudies 9 (World Rogions) or ,social stud:j_os
10 (World History), one unit of Social Studies 11
(United states History) and one unit of Social studies
12 including one-half' unit of United states 0overnment~
/\ max.i, ml1D1 0' '1"' ] /2 cernocter UII-j +- -i C' c''''"'"''Yll'-'''Ci'' fay' .., pac~c-l"1'1 r [Tade in_.l.. .c...-L ... lo.. .~~ __ a ..~~ ~:> "'_ ~ v ~~~,:> i)..t.CA_ J ....... _ ..... L-L . oU'-~-(.J ".!
any semecc3terin any course (except -phy ai ca.l c ducatLor. wh i.c h
is 1/4 semester unit)e - -
GIIADING POLICY:
Excellerlt
poJnts
Lt.O
300
2.0
1.0
0.0
A
13
C
D
Good
Average
Poor
Effort
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I
VI
j nc ompl.et e
Withdi~awn (passinr;)
Withdravrn (failing)
points
0..0 -
p Pass
F _ }l'ailure
ITUi'ES on CEI~~rAINCLASSES:
Biol0t?Y 1-2 _ classes use BSCS material ..
ghemistry 1 _ classes use Chern-Study materials~
Engl,ish _ classes are one semester in duration and or2;anized
according to subject material ..
lIathematics _ classes are taught through calculus, whLch is
taughf to an advanced placement level&
Foreign Languages _ classes ar-e taught with emphasis on modern
aural-oral methods and utilizations of the languD.ge laboratory ..
German, French, and Spanish are offered"
Cooporati ve Work ExJerience - cla,sses offer students a work
experience in .e commU1ll-y .i.n school supervised programs e
cm/l}fEN~rs: TrIe Guidance Department does not provide peroonal
recommendations in order to prevent the possibility of
prejudicing the helping relationship inherent in our role ..
'I'h e attached ,summary is a compilation of ratings and comncnts
by stUdent-selected teachers& If this position misht be
detrimental to this student I s cand:idacy please inforl'!l us
immediately.,
Our policy precludes providing an exact rank in class8
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COUlJSELORS OF:GAIHZA'I'IOITAL CHAF('_r
AND l'{/\.JORDU'l'IES::..;;:;.=---
The major emphasis for the counselors
time for indlvtclual counseling ..
to have sufficient
This year each counselor will counsel students in crados 7-126
'I'h.i e \'1111 provide an opy)ortunity for counselor :Ln-Gervico
tr-a.i.n.i.nr;QS each counseLor- w i.LL handLe the various prcblomc
of an entering seventh ~rader to a collage bound se~tor.
SUPEHVISIIrc COUNS.ELOR - }lIroOswal t
1.. Counselor for all students A-B, 'l'-Z"
2" Supervision of counselors, [,;ll.idances cretary, and
stUdent help ..
3.. Suporvj_sion··of r-enor t cards and student recor-ds,
4. Co~respondence pe~taining to stUdent records ..5. Guidance reports. .
6. School coorainator for local Gcholarshipso
7.. Guidance orientation prot:rams for facv1ty and bLudents.
8. Administrative committee"
9. Supervise student research studies"
10" Advisor for discipline cases.
11.. Preparation for guidance bud[;et~
12~ Individual IQ testing as needed.
13. Supervisor for external testing program (SAT, ACT)&
14. Coordinator for testinc procrahl&
O'l'lIER:
1.. l'Tember,commun i,ty coordinating committee.
2. Sc heduLd.ng committee"
3.. Philosophy committee.
4. INC co~~itLee.
CAlmEI~ COmTSELOl~ (-}1'IJvIE)- Hr. I-Iol1oy
1. Coo-perativG 1//orkExoerience Procra.m Coord:inotor C t:LYI1e).
2. Cou~Ge10r for all CWE students&3. Baintenance of Cnreer Information Center
4. Handle referrals from other counselors and faculty for
career information.
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Corrt ac t for COlYlLlUnlt-y__ssourcss (ref;
May be requested to o..asistsupervising
performance of other dutics~
C'i/EProcrc.uJ)0
c curico Lor- in
Ofl'lIEn:
Registrar for Selective Servicc&
Equal Employr:lent Opportun:ity Coun sel.or-e
Book],:.ecDorfor- Student Activ:Lty Fund ..
Supervisor for CraduCLte Heeord Examinatio[lG"
COUlLSETm) - 1·11' C'ehr'lidt---_..;;'-';;...:,;-:_:\.._ - " /,:) ------
Counselor for all stUdents C-D, G~1C6
Group guidance classes as assicnedo
School coordinator for _efsrrals to hospitalo
Contact for community resources (ref: tru~ & youth Council)~
BeY:1herof Cornmun.ity youth Council
Inu~l'vid'JPll'T~ ·te0~~n~ 80 Yl'e~Ad~d---- ~ ~'-"_" ,-_\:.1... ."iQ v_~ ':J .-,_0 - ...,. '-' ('10
J~ b ' d ' -, '-'1) e' -J-L-c--" 'J' counco Lor- --LY_l'lay -e reques-ce _ ·co aSS:Ls-Co~_p'- _L' _ ,,,J..lll,, L. _ v_ .L -
performance of other dutiese
1" School dr-ur: program coorchnator 0
2. Teen invol~e~eni coordinatore
3. Yearbook Advisor8
4.. President, EB-APGA~
5. Sports Car Club Advisor.
COUNSELOR - l'I_. Umstead
1.
2 ..
z
J"
4 ..
Counselor for all students, E-F, M-S.
Group cuidance classes as assicncd~
Cria.i.r-man of Child Study Committee (Special EduCD_cioD)0
C'oor-d.i.nrrto.r for computer achoduLj.nrr,
tlQPl"pt l"Y:"lC'O-j'l'DJ-ll'n~-~li~hchool }Io;or l~oll... ,,---,::_). ::;) J ~ __ (.J - ~L" 0 __ _ _1...... L ...
Assist in com~iling test and survey statisticG.
May be requested to assist supervisin~ counGelor in
performan~e of other dutieso - -
Readinc referrals to RIS teachor~
Individual IQ testine as neededo
c::
~j e
6.
7.
OfrHER:
1..
?
L_ •
Handbook committee.
Photo Club Advisor.
30.3
1..
?
'- ..
Pec eption~'Lst for new students and nar-cnt a e
Ulaintonanco of student recordE>, f:Lles, formse"
Guidance correspondenceb
PrO)")"ClY'l'r1o' 0·" +o ocrt c ards'0 i. c...u.. ~ ,~_) 1....... J 1:' _.:..J c....-l .0 0
Arranzing conferences for counselors, teachers, or
par-on t s ..
PrepFCI.ration and sending 0 f t.r ansc r i.pt s ,
T'elcphone ..
6 ..
7.
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I:_) I!Iay 1973
~O: School Faculty
FDOH: Guidance Department
SUBJECr:L':School VisLtation and Orientation of students
From Our Feeder Schools
I e On Friday, 18 l1ay 1973, vre will be visited by students from
the sixth and e~.ighth grade cLa..sses from Pruem, Buechel, rL'r:ier,
and Spangdahlemo
2.. For many a f these students, this will be their first vLsi t
to our type of school~ Past experience hao shown that Gprin3
Visitation can be most helpful in providing answers to their
que~tj_ons, a.l.Le vLat Lng apprehensioi:1S and cenerally stimul~)tin:~
th:"lr iJ?-terests.. Your cooperation in helping us make t hoi.r
brlef vlsit a pleasant one is indispensabloo
3* The students will follow the below listed schedule of
act.Lv.it Les , Each p;roup will visit your class for a brief
peri?;l ? f t i.mo __ itlJproximately five minutes. ':[,h18 \'1j_l.l
perml~ ~he stUdents to meet some of the faculty, cot a
general orientation of our nlant facilities and prepare then
for the opor-at i.on of our cl~lSse8e ':Peachers are not oxpected
to pr-epar-e a specj_al assic;nment for that day , Each {srOL10
will be conducted by a member of our student bodYe
SCHEDULEOF ACTTVl~IES
1000
ACTIVI'l'Y
---"1'Si-r.t:':'V:-':_d:'!'"8~"1;';:'1-rt-=s:--C1:':'_r--:r:--l~'v~e-a""'t s-c '""'h-o-o-]-_ -----.----
l\..ssembly
Remarks by Hieh Scho01 PrinCipal,
Dre John Dol Santo
Remarks by Director of Guidanco~
Hro Bruce Oswalt
students to visit classes:
1010
1020
1030
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(:j·Y'Tl.. 7~ A-
1105 1115
Bei n_5r~-""H-11""":c--,r.:.ro 7
:LA f:-115
Art H-LJ/.
B HIth R-48 PE - Gym
c FE - Gym
D
II Be R-I07
IA1:1-11~)
Grp 9 FR R-IOf3 1'yp R_I:-
'Ilyp B-L~ IPS R-2Lj-
C IPS R-2Ll- Hath 13-45
__ D__ __..;r~B;·;_ __L..!..j_;;:..5_~;;;.B;;.;.a,!2d l{-5,0
-fA
B
IIBe H-I07
:LA B-115
Art I<-115
n Be R-I07
IA R-115
Art [(_LI·LI·
IPS H-""22l- 1,[a_th B-LI_) Band ii-50
11athB-L!-5 Band fl-50 Fr H-IOb
Band R-50 1"rR-I08 Typ R-4
Fr H-1 0 8:....- _ _.;;;.r~r~y,J.;;J2_:.;;R_-..:.4__ _;...n;.;..")_s_E.:3.!L
1125 lunch __ students board buses
1230 _ assembly for all students1245 _ student~ board buses for the return home~
